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THE CALL OF THE WILD

by Jack London

(Page references are in the read ti' cvailable paperback edition,
Signet Classics #CD 2(. )

The Call of the Wild was selected as a novel for study in
the eiaih grade for several reasons. It is short enough so that
even the glinwer readers Rherifid rub NIZZrtl riiffienity finishing
it. Children like animal stories, and this is one of the few ani-
mal stories that deals to some extent with ideas, and that has
some recognized literary value. It lends itself to a discuBsion of
the various aspects of literature which this curriculum is trying
to emphasize. In general, it seems to be-one of the very few
novels that fill the gap between the purely juvenile novel and
the more complex and difficult novels that will be met in the
upper grades.

When it first appeared in 1903, the book brought instant
success and fame to Jack London. It is the best-known of his
voluminous writings, with perhaps the Sea Wolf and the famous
story "To Build a Fire" next in popularity. The edition men-
tioned above contains, be-sides The Call of the Wild several of
London's stories of the North, a ong t kern To Build a Fire"

-and the less known but excellent "Odyssey of the North. "

The Call of the Wild insofar as the story line goes, is too
simple-and too well -known to need much said about it. Buck,
a large strorg dog, is stolen from his home in California to be
a sled dog during the Klondike Gold Rush. He adapts to his new
eirdrotunent and finds a new master. When this man id killed by
Indians, Buck reverts completely to savagery and ends up leading
a pack of wolves. It has, of course, more to recommend it than
mere narrative, or it- would never have risen above the level of
other juvenile animal stories. In the first place, London avoids
the trap that makes animal stories either pure fable or else un-
readable to a mature intelligence: the attribution of human in-
telligenpe and communication skills to animals (the Jungle Books
and TheVind in the Willows came immediately to mind). Buck
is a highly in7aRW:'d og, but he remains a dog; the few times
where London might be said to step over the line and invite our
disbelief are minor, and need not concern the teacher of any
but exceptionally intelligent eighth graders, who may wish to
concern themselves with the problems that face the author of
an animal story. .

In the second place, London uses his story to support a
thesis, or to develop .a systematic view of life, or whatever
one may wish to can it. The Darwinian themes of the survival
of the fittest, natural selection, adaptation to environment, the
impersonality of Nature, are all prominent in the story, as are
some Nietzsc:heen corollaries such as the idea of relative morality
odd* softening influence of civilisation. Such ideas, plainly
stated by the author as well as supported by the plot, are not
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only tieetful in themselves as starting points for diactursten, but
should also serve to show students that literature is the vehicle for
more than narrative, and that an author solicits from his reader
the adoption of a certain point of view toward such questions.

These aspects of the etory, comtined with some excellerd
writing about the North and life during the Gold Rush, make The
Call of the Wild an excellent book with which to introduce the
novel i'----r-.'"-Etoe--'curricultun.

With the strong reminder that an English class is not
a geography or history lessen, it might be well to give Er students
a brief summary of the Alaska Gold Rush-' enough to place
it for them in time and space. Some map work is important, as
the travels of Buck are an integral part of the structure of the
book both in narrative and theme, The students should know where
Santa Clara, Seattle, Dyes- Skagway, Dawson, and the Yukon
River are, and should realize that a trip into the East as taken
by Thornton at the end of the book is a journey into the most re-
mote wilderness,

It is felt that discussion of the novel will be more val-
uable to the students if they have read it in its entirety. Con-
sequently we suggest that they be given the book to read a week
or ten days before class discussions begin. As the class takes
up the novel, they can re-read it with closer attention and with
the study questions in mind,

The story is divided into seven chapters. The lesson
plan for the students will contain study questions for each chapter.
The teaching guide for teachers will contain discussion of per-
tinent wafter for each chapter as well as suggested answers to
the students' questions.

1. Into the Primitive

This section introduces Buck, describes his key experience
with the man in the red shirt, and takes him from California to
the North. London moves his scene quite swiftly, lingering in
California no longer than is necessary to set the scene, the time,
the character, and to describe the kind of life with which Buck's
later life will be contrasted. Pages 13 and 14 describe Buck and
his way of life. Note that London is here setting up some contrasts
for later exploitation. We are told of the highly civilized estate
over which Buck ruled (13) and of the wintry nights when he lay
before the library fire at the judge's feet(14). These will serve
as points of reference for the contrast later in the story when the
area ruled by Buck is completely uncivilized, when he plunges into
icy streams instead of swimming pools, hunts for himself in-
stead of with the judge's sons, and lies in front o different fires at the feet
of.. different men, seeing things in front of the fire he never saw
in California,
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The abrupt reversal in Buck 's way of life, from one of
tranquility to abuse, and leading up to the key scene with the
man and the club, is the first of several such reversals the dir-
ection of his life takes. The students should be made aware of
this reversal, and bp prepared to notice other abrupt shifts in
the direction of his life. Simple graphs of the direction of the
narrative help, sometimes. This introduction to the concept of
reversal will be helpful later in the curriculum when they deal
with tragedy.

Buck immediately begins to learn, as London makes4uite
clear (19-20). He was beaten.... " et seq. Poie, out the be-
ginning of the process of adaptation to his new environment. We
are told that he met the lesson halfway. He is obviously following
the virtuous mean between two extremes, as London describes
some dogs who cosseiliete and others who never learn to adapt and are
finally killed.

The remainder of the chapter introduces us with great
economy to Perrault and Franeois, the government couriers
who are Buck's first masters; and to Spitz and Dave, two dogs
who will both. figure prominently in later episodes.

The chapter ends with Buck's introduction to snow, which
will be his constant envir.oninent throughout the rest of the book,
The point is emphasised that this is his first experience with
snow after his life in the warm SotAbland. Thus on the level of iris
physical envirosment the transition from one way of life to
another is emphasise& He will have to adapt to this as well as
to new relationships with men and logs. This theme, among others,
is picked up in the nest section.

IL The ;Jaw of Club anj J" je

The students might wbll be brought to see that the first
paragraph is excellent transition from the standpoint of the tech-
nical structure of the book. The first half suznmarizes what
has gone before, briers the scene up to date on the beach at
Dyea, presents the contrast between past and present, and leads
naturally into the incidents of the death of Curly the Newfoundland.
Buck is still learning, and his good fortune in learning from a
vicarious experience is mentioned. At the teacher's discretion
this aspect of luck might be pointed out: for instance, what would
have happened in Chapter 1 if Buck had achieved his purpose of
trying to punish Spits for stealing his food; if Francois had not
beer. there with his whip (21)? Perhaps it might cloud the issues--
eepecialo,y as it is an aspect of his development that London does not
stress.

. Buck's introduction to the business of a sled dog con-
tinues his education, and his quickness to learn is emphasized
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by Francois' remark (24). The various other dogs are then in-
troduced, each given just enough personality to vary the monotony.
His third lesson in this chapter is in learning how to sleep in
the snow. Again the swiftenss of his ability to adapt is stressed
(26). The students should observe that these three incidents in
Buck's education are not selected haphazardly. Some discussion
of technique here might be in order during a discussion period. It
ahnuld he nnintad nut to thprn that any gnnti artiat nmat iP atalpetivo.
that there were any number of possible incidents that London
could have selected to illustrate Buck's education, that he chose
these three for excellent reasons. The death of Curly illustrates
the idea contained in the chapter heading and the first paragraph:
the only law in Buck's new life is the law of the fang; no fair
play, no second chance. The education as sled dog shows that
he is too wise to rebel against the inevitable, that he has learned the
law of the club. The experience in the snow picks up the theme of
adaptation to the new environment on the physical level. Or, to
put it another way, the students should see that these three in-
cidents were selected by London 'to illustrate Buck's adaptation
on three different levels, each improtant. The death of Curly
is a lesson in his relations with his fellows; the harness lesson
is a lesson in his relations with his superiors; e ed the snow in-
cident shows him learning to master his phyaical environment.

The last part of Chapter 2 is devoted to editorial comment
by London. He drops the narrative of the trip up the trail to
discuss directly the change in Buck (28-30). The students should
see the shift in voice; they should see that there is a difference
between a narrative vrhich illustrates an author's point of view and
the direct statement of that point of view by the author. They
should notice that in this section London is talking about the change
in Buck on two levels--the abstract and the concrete, the body
and spirit the tangible and the intangible--the inextricable
duality of experience which other selections in the curriculum
have emphasized. He talks about the moral change irr Buck,
calling a moral sense l'a vain thing and a handicap in the ruthless
struggle for eristencec " he also talks about his physical adapta-
tion to his new environment.

In cPscussion, the students should begin to realise that
a work of literature can be a vehicle for ideas. London here is
advancing a theory of relative morality, and the students should
see tais. They should concern themselves not necessarily with
trying to rind a fixed answer to such questions as "Is morality
a function of civilization or not?" but with how London presents
his case, whether he loads the evidence for his answer, and whether
t he fact that his hero is a dog instead of a man tends to make
us accept more readily his ideas.

By the end of this chapter the students should begin to see
that here, as in other selections they have read, the subiect
is more thae the narrative line, that the narrative is subordinated to,
and narrative details selected with an eye on, the idea. If they
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can grasp the concept that the narrative is both vehicle for the
subject as well as the subject itself, they will be well on their
way to realizing that subject, form, and point of view are ul-
timately inseparable, and will be beginning to learn how to read.

III. The Don inant Primordial Beast

Buck's period of initiationisover. The students should
observe that London shifts the emphasis of his story in this
chapter from the relatively passive role of Buck as an observer
and learner to the role of active protagonist. The opening par-
agraph in this chapter, as in the previous one, is an excellent
summary, and in any discussion of the technique by which the novel
is developed this should be pointed out.

The dominant incident of the chapter is, of course, the
fight between Buck and Spitz, in which victory for Buck sym-
bolizes mastery of his new environment. This theme is stated
in. the first two paragraphs, and London gives first one dog's re-
action to the conflict and then the other's (30). Also, though
there is much description and action; and although the journey
into Dawson and then back out to Dyea is continued, the journey
serves primarily to keep the story and the team moving and to set
up the back- and4orth pendulum-like futility of these trips in
to Dawson and back, and all the action is brought to relate to
the final conflict.

The shift from passive to active takes place abruptly (31)
and is surprising to both man and beast. The conflict is in-
terrupted by the raid of the huskies from the nearby camp, in
the middle of which Spitz tries a sneak attack on Buck, which
fails. The students should observe that this interruption of the
conflict is an excellent device by which the narrative achieves
suspense. After this incident the journey is continued, to he
interrupted again by the madness of one of the dogs at the end of
which Buck is again attacked by Spitz. And again the fight is
interrupted. Tension mounts as the conflict comes out in the
open. There is a third incident involving another dog, Pike
(36), with Buck this time the aggressor, and again the ultimate
contest is interrupted. As the team reaches Dawson and heads
back the situation gets worse, until the chapter closes with
the final fight and Buck's victory. Buck's shift from passivity
to action has resulted in his achieving of victory over his rival--
the first time that he has killed.

IV. Who Has Won to Mastershio

The students should be made aware of the shift in the
direction of the novel that takes place in this chapter. This
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story, like most they will read, has a definite structural pattern.
The developnient of a novel can be represented with some success
diagrammatically, in much the same manner as the traditional
graph of Shakespearian tragedy. This novel has a simple three-part
structurep obvious enough so that the students should he able to grasp
the pattern.

During the first part. of the book (Chapters I through Iii
and into IV) we have seen what might be called the ascending action:
Buck's initiation into a new way of life and his mastery of that way
of life on three levels, after a preliminary decline in his ex-
perience with the man in the red sweater. This phase of the story
culminates in Chapter IV, as indicated by the title of the section.
(There is, incidentally, no summary or transitional paragraph;
the story continues immediately. ) This first peak in the novel
brings together all the levels with which London has been dealing.
Buck is master of his fellows; he overcomes the objections and
achieves the praise of his human masters (41.44); and this com.-
bination results in mastery of the environment, as symbolized
by the record run from Dawson out to the coast. At this point
the direction of the novel shifts, and there is a steady decline
in Buck's fortunes until at the end of Chapter V we see him at
the lowest point in the whole book--being clubbed nearly to death
by an ignorant master.

This shift in the direction of the story takes place quickly.
Francois eatd Perrault: under whom Buck has been given the time
and the understanding he needs to learn how to survive, leave
his life. (As a related theme, the students might observe that

the caliber of the human beings in Buck's life steadily declines until
he meets John Thornton: Francois and Perrault are sympathetic
characters, his next masters are barely portrayed, and Hal-
Charles-Mercedes are unsympathetic). The job of pulling a sled
becomes dull and oppressive, and Dave is shot because of some
internal injury. We can see through this and the next chapter that
although Buck apparently had mastered his environment, there
were too many factors over which he .had no control, and that being
the leader of a team of sled dogs iC not the ultimate in London's
scheme of values.

V. The Toil of Trace and Trail

This chapter continues the decline in Buck's fortunes. London
shifts the focus of attention in this section from the dog to the
humans. Along with the portrait of John Thornton, it is his most
full developed picture of humans in the novel. As his other stories

.Easo show, he had no use for fools; Nature exacts its toll from
men who can't adjust, as well as from animals. The students . .... I

should see that the shift in the point of view from the dog to the
people helps London illustrate this point, as well as the point that
as long as Buck is subject to human control his destiny is un-
certain and his potential not fulfilled. Though previously on the
top of his world, tither Hal-Charles Mercedes he nearly dies.
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The foreshadowing of doom in the failure of the people
to adjust to Nature, who is impersonal if harsh, is beautifully
illustrated in the passdge on 59-60 in which the team moves through
the Northern springtime unaware of the burgeobing life around
them. The students should see that this is the first time that Buck
has not been in harmon y with his environment, and that the cause is
human in origin. This deadly disharmony is summarized with
the description of the team staggering through the awakening country
"like wayfarers to death. ". At the last moment, Buck is saved by
John Thornton, end the rest truly turn. out to be wayfarers to
death. This provides a good chance to point 'out uses of imagery
and irony.

VI. For the Love of a Man

In this chapter the direction of the novel shifts again, and
we have a steady rise from this point to the end of the bbok. In
discussions, simple diagrams can help fix patterns in the stu-
dents' minds. The following are suggested as possible graphs of
various aspects of the book which might be helpful. The shift in
Buck's fortunes could be represented something like this:

Head of
wolf pack

Fight with S pitz
Record run

Descending action
Initi ion

a
C g

Charles
Meecedes

Call of the wild

Rescue by Thornton

Anything to get in their minds the idea of ascending and descending
action. A graph of the basic journey narrative on which the book
is etructured might look something like this, in which the physical
journey parallels and supports the thematic journey of Buck's
reversion to wildness:

California-SeattleDawson

Back and forth
getting nowhere

*

Journey into wilderness,
.

.

Thornton is presented as a contrast to Buck's previous
masters, and it is for this reason, among others, that his
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relationship with Thornton is dealt with at such length. Under Thorn-
ton, and with love as the motivating force, he achieves new heights.
The incidents London selects have a purpose, in the same way the
previous incidents did. The students should see that Buck saves
Thornton's life as Thornton saved his; that he attacks a man to
protect Thornton just as Thornton had attacked a man to protect him;
and that for love of Thornton he achieves an impossible job of sled
pulling, which is more impressive and described at greater length
than his previous success along this line.

At the same time London makes it clear that the process of
Buck's reversion i3 uninterrupted. He makes the point (65) that
"the strain of thef3rimitive remained strong and active. " He re-
peats (65) that Buck continues to live under the more savage
code of club and fang, and that his love for Thornton is an ex-
ception. On page 66 London puts the conflict between the call of
the wild and Buck's love for Thornton in explicit terms, in this
way foreshadowing the manner in which the final and culminating
chapter will be structured: Buck's increasingly long excursions
into the wilderness and his return to the fireside under the urging
of his love for Thornton.

VII. The Soundof theCall

The students should note in this chapter how London builds
his final section. The trip into the wilderness in search of
gold repeats in tangible terms Buck's journey back to the primi-
tive life. As the clainis of civilization become more tenuous,
the journey that is the narrative backbone of the chapter goes deeper
and deeper into the wild. Thornton thus becomes isolated in
the wilderness as the only hold on Buck, and the dog's fir I
transition to savagery is easily achieved once Thornton dies. The
finding of the gold is achieved rather soon in the chapter, a de-
vice by which the group stops traveling and Buck is given the
leisure to respond to the call. The rest of the chapter is built
on a series of incidents in which Buck responds more and more to,
the appeal of the wilderness, staying away longer and longer from
the camp. The students should be aware of this progression. We
are first told (77) that he leaves camp periodically. He next
spends part of a night and a day with the wolf (78-9). We are ther
told that he spends several days at a time away from camp (7940).
In the last of the series he stays away for the most part of the week,
hunting and killing the moose (82 -84). The moose is a neat
device of London's. (The students might be asked what purpose the
moose serves, to see if any of them note that it is the traveling
herd of moose that not only get Buck out of camp, but also is/
responsible for the presence in the a:.'ea of both the Indians arid the
wolves. ) It is after this that he returns to find the camp raided
by Indians and Thornton dead. The raid and Thornton's death
take place off-stage, for the entire focus of this chapter is pn
Buck's development, a:ad to shift the scene from him to suOh
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a dramatic scene as the raid would be destructive of the effect
of the chapter and the novel. In a flurry of action Buck routs the
Indians, fights and is accepted by the wolf pack, and the story
ends with Buck having become completely absorbed into his new
environment, the head of the wolves. The journey is complete.

STUDY QUESTIONS- SUGGE-STED ANSWERS
(See Student Version for questions)

Note: The study questions at the end of each chapter
are designed to help the student understand the story and to
serve as take-off points for class discussion. The questions
are suggestive merely; they do not, nor are they intended to,
exhaust all the possibilities of each chapter. Nor are they
supposed to be susceptible Of a one-word final answer;, a novel is
not a math problem,

The suggested answers below are numbered to corres-
pond with the questions in the Student Version. They are intended
to indicate the area within which discussions of the problems
raised by the questions might be fruitful. Wherever possible, the
students should be encouraged to reach their own answers, rather
than being told.

Before beginning the detailed study of the novel, it
might be well for the teacher to go throught the students' In-
troduction with them. It suggests methods of approach and
discusses concepts with which they will undoubtedly need
some help, especially those to whom this curriculum is new

CJIvter I

I. The point of view in the book is omniscient, with
London concentrating primarily, but not exclusively, on Buck's
frame of mind. The students should observe that he frequently
steps out of this position to address the reader in his own voice.

2. The students should see that an animal in a realistic
narrative cannot abstract from his experiences a verbal sum-
mary of what he has learned or what he intends to do. London's
solution is to describe the experience in terms of action, and
then to step back aril do Buck2s abstracting for him. He also
generalizes from the action in direct addresses to the reader. The
omniscient narrator stance further permits him to report con-
versations and occurrences that, were the dot himself to see
them or understand them, would destroy the illusion of doggy
reality.

3. This point can be developed in some detail. The
students should see the operation in this chapter of narrative
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and abstraction. They should note how quickly Buck is trans
ferred from California to the North, where the action is to
take place, and how incident is subordinated to theme, especially
in the episode of the man in the red sweater.

4. The students should note the economy of the intro-
duction of the sled drivers, of the dogs Spitz, Curly, and Dave.
They nifty think that Winmica the an other of the 7-4-or
charactore, are not necessary. Perhaps they are not, but
it should be pointed out that Buck can hardly get himself up
North.

Cl...Lpa ter rt

1. A purely technical question, for those interested in
technical questions, but of value to all budding wtiters of com-
positions. They should see that paragraph one serves as summary
and transition.

2. See if any student can evolve a hypothesis for himself
that covers the choice. If not, ask such leading questions as
"What aspect of his new existence does each incident illustrate?"
If possible, they should be brought inductively to see that London
is covering three different levels d the new environment: man,
animals, nature.

3. London is dealing with the dual aspeCt of experience
with which this curriculum is concerned. Buck's changes take
place on both the physical and the moral or spiritual level.
They should see that the subject of the book is both levels.

4. The students should see that London is in favor of this
stripping away of civilization; that civilized morality is a luxury,
and a function of a softer society, He seems to apply this
universally, to both man and beast.

5. Nature to London is clearly a blind, impersonal, force
hard and demanding, but not necessarily actively malignant. The
class might want to read "To Build a Eire" to see this same
viewpoint operating.

Chapter III

1. The students should note that as Buck's period of
initiation ends, he moves from a passive to an active role.

2. The fight with Spitz is clearly the major incident
here. It comes at the end of the chapter after several other
incidents and after several interruptions which heighten sus-
pense. This is good construction; it keeps us reading.

tw,



a, The amts could see that each-incidegt, though
-pormatful in Itself, =other facet of the cornict with Spits,
and h e n c e s94bordinated to and leads up to the big
fight, Show them I ; Franc*Soreshadvws Dolly's going mad,
and that the trick id bitiig Spitz' forelegilas been anticipated
by Joe's crippli* of the husky.

4. T4i sled is from Dawson to Dyes, and back again.
This begin 'the see-saw motion of the journey in the central
chapters of the book.

der IV
1. Three cheers for the Millennium, in which Art and

Science are no longer in conflict!

2. Buck has not completed his. journey back to complete
identification with nature. He is still subject to the whim of
man who, as we see in the next chapter, maSir drag him down to
death through his own folly,

3. Buck's reversal takes place right after the peak of
his victory as symbolized by the record run. He has nowhere
else to go as a sled dog; it's a dead end. This fact of false
victory is emphasized by the sudden reversal of fortune.'

4. The man in the fire symbolizes Buck's reversiontoa more
primitive existence. Students might well see the difference be-
tween this fire and the fire in his home where he sees nothing.
He's making progress.

5. The team is on the way into Dawson and back out again.
More back and forth,

Chapter V

1. As Buck's maErtepoilet.t;worse, eo does his lot. There
is a steady decline the (*tatty of his masteri that the students
should observe. Buck WL11 never be free or safe or assimilated
until he is divorced from human control. The 'students may not
be able to see all this, especially with Thornton.

2. London clearly has better things in mind for Buck,
or else Buck would not suffer the decline in fortunes that he
does, being leader of the dog team.

3. The students should see that narrative structure supports
point of view, as they see the connection between the inter-
min' able eeries of journeys back and forth and Buck's reaching his
lowest point in the story. Buck is not yet his own master.
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4. Loin lon's point is obvious here. Buck, under the .

dominance of human masters, is not ever going to be completely
successful.. Too much outside control over his destiny is ex-
ercised by people--both for good and evil, though the students
probably won't be able to grasp all that.

5. By focusing on Hal-Mercedes-Charles in this chapter,
London strengthens his theme that Buck is too much dependent
on external forces for the satisfactory working out of his destiny.
Further, the equation of man and beast as adaptive organisms is
strengthened: fools or weaklings, animal and human, who can't.
adapt, perish.

Chanter VI

1. The pattern is more complex and not as tidy as previous
ones, as the novel gets more complex id this section. The in-
trusion of love thoroughly complicates what up until now has been
a quite simple theme. The love for Thornton complicates Buck's
relationships and his progress towards the wild state. But still,
the students should see that there is some orgainzing principle,
Buck has not attacked a man since chapter I, and here he does
for love what he had learned never to do. He saves Thornton from
death in the way that Thornton had saved him, and his feat with
the sled indicates complete recovery and even more prowess
than the record run under the previous drivers. A labor of love.

2. London points up this conflict, and makes the point
that Thornton is an exception, Perceptive atuzlents will realize
that from this time on somewhere or soraehov London must dispose
of Thornton, If Milton will hold still for it, IA e could say that
love is the last infirmity of savage beast.

Chanter VII

1. Instead of the deadly back and forth of the middle chapters,
the trip into the wilderness supports on the narrative level
Buck's reversion to the wild, and makes it easier to dispose
of his last link to humanity, Thornton.

2. The finding of the gold gives the trip a chance to stop,
while Buck can keep on going.

3. Buck stays out longer and does more, and the hairy
man in the ire becomes more real. This method has been
prepared for In the previous chapter. The bonds that hold him
become progressively more us. until only his love for
Thornton brings him back. When that snaps, he is ready.

4. They serve as the method of elimination of Thornton.
Buck's last contact with man is as a natural enemy, thus showing
his complete reversion. The students might wish to discuss
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THE PEARL

Introduction
The problem of selecting a novel for presentation at the ;Heath a

level is a difficult one . There are v cry few novels that can etithstand
what is essentially the mature critical scrutieF edvoc aced by this
curriculum and at then same time be sufficiently simple in theme., struc-
ture, and vocabuLtry or ready comprensiert . ley 4744 tf--rati-...e--s. nre.....

A LaW

proLlem is further complicated in finding such a novel for lower track
students. After considerable search and discussion we. have selected
The Pearl. Among other titles considered were a twAras Courageous,
The Wave, Shane, The Year and The Old Man and Ble Sea. But...... ........ ........ ...ye. 111111111101111. 4111119110 111111111111 411111111111110. oblIMMIM ........
various considerations, such as availability in paperback form, length
of the work, difficulty of vocabulary, and relative literar y merit, led
to the selection of the Steinbeck story.

It is shorter than the Call of the %Id, the novel selected for the.................... ONIINNENIINIO

upper track, and it far simpler in vocabulary. But it is deceptively
simple, for sore of Steinbeck's ideas are perhaps beyond the reach
of lower ability eighth graders. However, it is possible to extend a
discussion of the techniques and implic ations of the story as far as
the teacher might wish to carry it within the limits of her students'
ability. Thus it seems to fulfill the rather exacting requirements
for a novel to be presented at this stage in the curriculum to lower
track students. It is short, simple to read, and has a fable of suffi-
cient strength and excitement to hold the interest of students; yet at
the same time it deals with significant concepts, lends itself to the
sort of analysis presented by this curriculum, and is a work of some
literary merit 'by an author of recognized rank.

John Steinbeck (19 02 - ) is probably the best know. living American
writer, since the recent deaths of Ernest Ikremingway and .Mem
Faulkner. Winner of the Nobel Prize for literature, he is the author
of such landmarks in American literature as gapes of Wrath and East
of Eden, as well as many lesser known b.tt excellent works such as
Tortilla Flat, The locale of most of his stories is the Salinas Valley
of California, or Monterey, or as in The Pearl, Lower California.
His work is highly erratic, ranging from novels and stories of great
power to such stuff as Sweet Thursday and The Moon is Down, which
ere lane better thou trash. Steinherat can slosh over into sentimentality
of outlook and mushiness of writing with great ease, a tendency common
to those who try to write simply and with compassion. of the downtrodden
and the misfits.

In The Pearl he avoids this pitfall. The language is simple without
being too childish; the narrative is st raightforwa rd but strong enough to
support the weight of meaning which is attached; and the charac terization
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of the protagonist at least, is not so one sided that we refuse acceptance.

There are many possible approaches to the novel. Some critics
see in The Pearl a variation of the biblical parable of the Pearl of
Great Price (1./la tth ew, XIII:46), in which case the novel can be seen as
a savage reje ction by Ste inbeck of traditional Christian values, or as a
parable in which too great a price is paid for the pearl of knowledge of
the true nature of the world. Others see it as a novel ess entially of
social. protest, in which the underprivileged are denied their fair chance
for material pro sperity by the entrenched exploitersreligion, business,
and society. A third view sees the 'nook as developing the basic theme that
wealth cannot buy happiness. All of these aspects, and more, can be
found in the novel, of course, and it is up to the individual teacher of the
individual cia ss to determine how and in what depth the story should be
preeented. Undoubtedly discussions of allegory and symbolism will be
too advanced if pursued in depth, and if the students can see that the novel
contains more significance than the narrative line, and see some of the
symbolic significance of the parable form, the study of the story will
have achieved at least its minimal purpose. Without going into the
probelm of whether lino is the allegorical representation of Everyman,
for instance, the students should begin to see that it is possible to abstract
some univetts al significance from the particular story. In the same way,
they need not under stand the biblical significance of the pearl or see it
as a symbol of religious experience, in order to understand its importance.

It is felt that discussion of the novel will be more valuable to the
students if they had e read it in its entirety. Consequently we suggest that
they be given the book to read a week or two before clasp discussion
begins. As the class takes up the novel, they can re-read it with closer
attention and with the study questions in mind.

Before dealing with the story itself, the students might well profit
from a discussion of the introductory one and one-half paragraphs. Here
Steinbeck introduces the names and relationships of his chief characters,
as well as the occupation of Kino. Kino is a pearl diver in the Gulf of
Mexico. He is of the original Indian stock, conquered by the Spaniards
and oppressed ever since. The old language and old magic that Steinbeck
mentions are of course the native Indian language and religion, as opposed
to Spanish and C atholicis rn. It should not be necessary to go into a
detailed discussion of the political or ethnic history of Mexico, but most

tdents feel more secur e when what they are studying is located for them
An time and spac e.

Steinbeck in these introductory lines justifies the simplicity of
characterization on the grouads the "tales that are in people's hearts"
are usually black and whitethe good guys and the bad guys. Depending
on the level of the class, Ws idea could be discussed profitably, leading
as it does into a discussion of the parable. Steinbeck's statement that the
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story is a parable should be noted, and his statement that many meanings
can be taken from it should be pointed out to the students, in this way
laying the ground for the introduction of the various themes with which
the book deals.

lication

I. Part One is divided into three sections, each merging into the
other: the introduction of Kino, Juana, and the baby; the incident of the
scorpion; and the experience with the doctor. The students should see
that : though the family dwells in poverty in a brush but they are nonetheless
content. Kino's happiness is symbolized by the Song or the Family, just
as the other songs in the chapter symbolize danger to the family. The
incident of the scor pion's stinging of the baby represents the intrusion of
what might he called "natural evil" into the family harmony. The insect
represents natural calamity , like flood or earthquake; it is not necessarily
malicious. Kino's reaction is on the same natural level: be destroys the
threat by striking it with his fist although he cannot undo the evil that
has been done (7). At the end of the chapter he is unable to destroy the
evil symbolized by the doctor, and hurts his fist in the attem pt.

The d Asion to visit the doctor introduces one of the themes in the
book, the oppression of the downtrodden. The students will probably
develop a healthy hate for the doctor. They should see that he represents
another sort of evil, conscious and willfullman's inhumanity to man.
He regards the Indians as animals, as we are told (12), and later refers
to treating the Indians as the work of a "veterinary" 94). The town,
with its "harsh outer walls and cool inner gardens" (10) and the shutting
of the gate in Kino's face are embolic of the social injustice Steinbeck is
portraying. The combination of rage and fear that Nino feels toward the
doctor who is a representative of the arrogant, dominant race is well
pnt by the author (12). On being refused treatment for his baby by the
doctor, Kino in anger -and frustration strikes the gate which has been
closed in his fac e (15-16)9 In his helpless protest, he injures his hand.
The students should perceive the futility of both Kino's attack on the
scorpion and his attack on the gate. In one he is the helpless pawn of fate,
and in the other he is the helpless victim of an unfeeling social system.

It would probably be a good idea to spend considerable time on a
discussion of this first chapter. The students should be brought to see
that the subject is the story of Kino and his family while at the same time
it is a study of the abstractions of evil and injusticethat ere have, in
other words, a combination of the concrete and abstract, things and ideas,
that has been found in other works in the curriculum. They should
perceive that the fo mu of the book is a series of incidents, in the vocabulary
of the curriculum a storied form. They should set' that the author selects
his incidents with an eye to developing his subject -that though the inci-
dents of the scorpion and the visit to the doctor grow naturally enough out



of the situation, they are nonetheless selected as a means of introducing
themes with which the novel is concerned. They should see that the
point of view is omniscient, but that Steinbeck concentrates on Kiaots
reactions primarily. They should see further that the authcr solicits
our antipathy towards. the doctor by various devices of description and
dialogue.

A little. a1414a f-Irrio upon+ etort +Ma fir et chapte... Ian If large Ativmdzyiela
later on. If the students can be brought to see that 'subject grows out
of form, that narrative incident can exist both for the sak of the story
line and also have symbolic value, and that an author can solicit from
the reader a point of view towards his narrative, the remaining chapters
will be much more fruitful of discussion and interpretation,

IL Part Two deals with Kin& s finding of the Pearl of the World.
Again, depending on the rophistication of the class, the teacher can deal
at his discretion with the significance of the "many mirages'., the difficulty
of distinguishing between appearance and reality in the "C'if of uncertain
light" that Steinbeck emphasizes in this chapter. This ties in with the
finding of the pearl: although it has great value it turns out to buy nothing
but misery for the finder. Hence it too is ultimately an illusion. The
students should see that the pearl is not evil of itself. Steinbeck tells
how pearls are formed (21) by purely accidental means, and the students
should bee that it has only that value which men attach to it; to the oyster
it is an irritant.

From the ate ch:lical aspect, the students should see how Steinbeck
emphasizing tte portance of the canc:,. to lino sets up the enormity
of the canoe's destruction, which comes in a later chapter.

At the end of the Chapter, things are at their highest point. The baby
is well, and Kino has found the largest pea.r1 in the world. This curing of
the baby release s the pearl to be used in any way Kino wishes, for other-
wise he would have had to spend it to heal the child. But now, with the
chili well and with a valuable jewel, the ..oad to happiness and prosperity
lies open. This is the high point in the fortunes of the family; from new
on everything goes downhill. Simple graphs of the structure of a stiJry
can help students perceive the story as a whole. It might be of value to
graph the action of the story during discussion periods. Such z. graph of
this story might go something like this:

Finding of pearl

Scorpion
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M. Part Three can best be dealt with in four seeAlons. 'MA; first
is the effect of the finding of the pearl on other people. The students
should see that Steinbeck is making a scathing commentary en human
nature. With the exception of his brother Juan Tomas, no one thinks of
Nino' s good fortune; they all become avaricious. The priest, the shop-
keepers, the doctor, the beggars, the pearl buyers, all concentrate on
the pearl. By his finding of something of value, Kino becomes an enemy,
or at least an obstacle, as Steinbeck makes explicit (29-30). The false--
competition among the pearl buyers should be made deaT. They repre-
sent the system to ehieli the proposed education of Coyotito is a threat.

The second section deals with Kino's plans for the pearl. 3112.11 Tomas
asks the key question (31): "What will you io now that you have become a
rich man?" Kino's horizons keep expanding during his answer, until at
last he becomes dangerous to the system. The students should see the
progression of his ambitions, all perfectly legitimate, marriage in the
church (now that he can pay!), clothes, a rifle,until he finally concen-
t: ates his ambition in the education of his son. This is a radical idea,
as the neighbors all realize (33-34), and they prepare themselves to
accept either result of this wildness. Incidentally, throughout the book
the neighbors rill somewhat the role of Greek chorus, commenting on the
action and supplying a response to each situation. The students should be
made aware of the role of the neighbors, both in this technical aspect of
the book's construction and also as representing the masses, swayed by
the wind, with no opinions of their own, ready to accept any idea, prepared
to moralize either way no matter what happens. It is Kino's determina-
tion to stop being a sheep, like his neighbor s, that really destroys. him
On'e of Steinbeck's themes is- that man has no individual identity, and
cannot exist as a single human person. Throughout the book, the teacher
should point out the :unction of the neighbors. They are always around,
always observing everything, and never ding anything. They are
conspicuously absent when Kino is in trouble.

The third section deals with the visits of the priest and the doctor to
_no's hut. The priest is the first to visit (35-36). Religion is always

a sticky problem to deal with in class, especially with younger children,
so the teacher can handle this theme at his own discretion. Fortunately,
Steinbeck is quite moderate in his treatment of the clergy. Though the
song of evil enters with the priest (35) it is not loud!, the priest regards
the people as children (35) not as creatures to be suppressed and exploited
although he fails to do anything to help them. The priest is clearly not
malignant, as is, say, the doctor. His faults, and hence symbolically
the faults of established religion, are faults of omission rather than
comrn_ssion.

The visit of the doctor is different. The students should see thet the
doctor plays on Kin's igeorance and fear to make the baby sick (38-41)
so that he can later pretend to have effected a cure (43-45). They should
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further see that the purpose of his visit is to determine the hiding place
of the pearl, and that the first attack on Kino is at his instigation.

-- The attempt to steal the pearl is he fourth section of this chapter
(47-51). This is the first overt attack on lino, and is the natural
culmination of all that has gone before. Steinbeck complicates his theme
by emphasizing the effect that all this has on Kino. The students should
be brought to see that in telms of the vocabulary of this curriculum
form and subject are inextricable. The writer selects incidents to
narrate and aspects of a situation to emphasize, and it is on the basis of
his selection that the story is structured and the subject becomes clear.
On pages 37 and 47 we see the change come over Kino, as he hardens
himself to meet the attack eta he knows will come. His happiness and
ingenuousness &Iv destroyed as he realizes that he must distrust
"everyone" (47), the peace and privacy of his home are invaded as a
result of his finding the pearl, and by the end of the chapter he has become
ernbr_ iled in the savagery and blood- erred that the pearl has inspired.

IV. Chapter Four is in many ways the crucial section of the story.
Themes are explicitly stated, and literal and symbolic action mbrge.
It deals with the attempt to sell the pearl to the buyers of the town. If
the students are aware of the true set-up among the pearl buyers, they

enjoy the 'dr ama of the scene that Steinbeck creates. They should
further understand that on a deeper level the pe.Irl buyers symbolize
the whole society that is allied in a conspiracy of exploitation of Nino and
his people. When Kino defies the pearl buyers and threatens to go to the
capital to see his pearl,. his threat is really to the whole system, and he
must be destroyed, for his success would mean an end to the exploitation
of his people. This than e is made explicit in a key passage in the book,
pages 69-71. We are told that "Kino had lost his old world and must
clamber on to a new one" (69). He has committed himself to a course of
action from which he cannot draw back, and this course of action
threatens the whsle structure of society. 7,-le has refused to stay put in
his place as defined in the priest's sermon (59-60). The students should
observe the careful structuring of this chapter, with the priest's sermon
setting up the system, Kim's defiance of the pearl buyers challenging
that system, and then the summary scene of conversation between the
two brothers. His brother says (70), "You have defied not the pearl
buyers, but the whole structure, the whole way of life, and I am afraid
for you." Kino has moved quite a way in understanding and perception
from the beginning of tie book, and sees exactly what the issues are,
as his statem ent (70-71) makes clear: "Some deep outrage is here. My
son must have a chance. That is what they are striking at. "

The chapter ends with another attack on Kino, and an attempt to
steal his pearl. After this Juana wants to throw the pearl back, claiming
that it is evil. Kino refuses, saying "I am a man. " Steinbeck is here
dealing with irnponderabler that the students might well wish to discuss.
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Is Juana right that the marl is evil, or is the pearl neutral and people
evil? Is Kino's decision to keep trying bravery or bravado? What does
a man have if he doesn't have pride? But Ic.ino's pride in being a zr.i.an
destroys him--is pride good or bad? How many kinds of pride are there?

V. Part Five deals with the isolation of Kino and his family from all
they have kno wn , and the destruction of everything they poesess. Up

4eze) ...all! I. -2 I- I- 1......warm, vassea Nie.aAraa Lava, 171.1.14 UW. 1110 EIVULOC; GM/ f.".CLIA.PC, 41.= aariviistaacr v7

which he can at least find food and shelter, In this section these are
destroyed. The students should be aware of this stripping away of all
Kino's possessions, a process which leaves him alone and hunted, with
no refuge but flight.

Farther, he kills a man. Although it is in self-defense, nonetheless
it places him in great danger, for it gives his enemies an opportunity to
pursue him with a reason. It also shows the gradual process of anta-
gonism between Kind aed society, a process that will be continued in the
next chapter when he kills again, this time in rage.

In the beginning of the chapter Juana tries to throw away the pearl.
Later on, when she finds it in the path, sae returns it instead of
throwing it away. The students might discuss her motives for both
actions. Her conviction that the pearl is evil causes her to disobey her
husband, but once defeated in her parpose, she accepts defeat and
acquiesces. Hi motivation is discussed to some extent on page 77.
Then when she s et?-3 the dead man she realizes (78-79) that the past is
gone forever, and it is she who revives Kino and urges immediate
departure. With the destruction of the canoe and the burning of the house,
combined with the killing of Kino's assailant, they have no other course
but to run away.

VI. The story of the flight and defeat of Kino is exciting as a pure
narrative of a chase, and if the students have been reading the story
alertly they will have no tree seeing in it also the inevitable defeat of
the individual vinen society, as symbolized by the trackers, sets out to
destroy the individual. From the structural standpoint, they should see
that this section is rich in ironies which contribute to the theme. They
should notice that Zino gets his rifle, though not quite in the way that he
had intended. They should further see that the child, on whom Kino had
built his hopes and whom he wanted to educate so as to free his people
from the bonds of ignorance, is killed. This signalises the total defeat
of Kino.

It is hoped that the students will be able to perceive the underlying
irony of the whole tale. Kino himself, with the best &naives in the
world, suffers a loss of innocence. The price he bas to pay for his
knowledge is ter Able. The only true innocent in the story, the child, is
destroyed, a helpless victim of his father's hopes for him. The pearl
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goes back where it came from, being neither good nor evil but merely
the catalyst which has precipitated tragedy and death, sr", remaining
itself as lovely as it ever was.

In summary discussions the teacher should deal with the novel interms of the vocabulary of the curriculum, discussing such things as
subject, form, and point of view. The awdents Ahrtiild be brought to seethat the story is dealing with ideas as well as things, in other words that
the subject is in ore than mere narrative. They might try to work outfor themselves a definition of a novel. It is of course a storied form,
and they should see that such a form is different from the non-storied
works with which they have been dealitag. Perhaps E. M. Forster's
definition, that a novel is "a series of events connected by causality"
might be a good one with which to work. If they can see that the seriesof events connec ted by causality, i. e. the narrative, is the base fromwhich the subject grows, they should then begin to see that subject andform are in e ssenc e the same thing, that the way a king is said is partof what is being said. Discussion of point of view can grow from this,as they are brought to se e that the author governs our reactio:;.3 by theincidents he selects and the way he prevents them, and that in this
connection de scription, cluznotatios_k, and imagery can be of gre:.t helpto the author.

St....t.ALQuestions

Since these questions, which will form the basis for discussion,are aimed at lower track students, many will wefer them to the textto search out detail. It is to be hoped that discussion under yourguidance will lead them to dr..,,vs generalizations about this work, andabout novels in general. Caestions marked with an asterisk are moreiiifficultand you may want to omit them with very slow atudeits.

1. Notice the descriptive details at the beginning of the story. Whydo you think the author chose these things to talk about? What kind ofmood and setting is he establishing? Find other details in the firstchapter that contribute to this background. -- This question is aimed atgetting the students to understand the poverty of Nino and his peopkei. andthe social injustice under Spanish ru'e (12) which they have suffered forgenerations. But, in spite of this pover ty and oppression, Kino and hisfamily live in harm ony and contentment. (4 "It was very good."

2. Throughout the story, Steinbeck has brought in repeatedly thesongs of Kino and his people. What effect does this have on the reader?Why do you think no new songs were added? (p. 2) When did the songof Evil first come into the story? Find other places where the song ismentioned. When is it good? When is it evil? Why do you think theauthor uses this device? -- This is an old Mexican `folk tale, and thedevice of the repeated song helps reinforce the setting of a primitive
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people who had been free and happy until their virteal ertlavement by tits:
Spaniards. No nevi songs were aldetl after that, but the old trelitions
were strong, and the life of the grct.i) lived on in each individual. In fact,
only in relation to the group diti the italividuai exist at all. Establishing
this knowledg e in the reader now heightens the drama of Kino's later
destruction. It was his attempt to live an an individual, apart from the
group, that destroyed him.

3. When C oyotito is bitten by the scorpion, w hen vino and Juana
take him to the doctor, when lino finds the pearl, and when he goes to
town to sell the pearl, the neighbors etanCl around and watch and make
comments on wk is happening. Why do you think Steinbeck put them
into the story ? Steinbeck has tairrowed a device from old Greek
drama the c horus--;nd a discussion of this primitive theater, closely
bound up
will help them to see how the stylized treatment of the story, with the
chorus setting the mood, highlights both the fable quality of the story,
and its primitive antiquity. At the same time, it helps create suspense.
The neighbors fill the role of the Greek chorus as commentators upon

with the religious rites and traditions of an ancient civilization

the action. They heighten the effect of Nino as an individual opposing the
group, and dramatize the aloneness of the individual soul when he chooses
to go his own wa y. They remain apart from the action, curious but
detached spectators, as impassive as Fate.

4. What kind of person is Kino? Find a physical description. Is
it very detailed? How does Zino become more real to you as the story
progresses? rind details about Juana. What kind of person is she?
Does she understand Nino? Does !Imo appreciate her ? find examples
in the text to ilinatrate your answers. -- The students will probably
realize that Nino and Juana are idealized types rather than real adividuals,
although both show enough human reactions to make than acceptable to
the reader. They are simple people, little given to conver;atioll (5),
happy together (2), Juana is the practical: on,e who takes actitta premptTy
in a crisis (7, 79), and Nino draws streneth he ' (8. 66, Y17), She
understands rino, and accepts him oh.

5. Who is the teller of the story? In its technical sense, what is
the point of view of the book? Is Steinbeck making any comment of his
own through this story? What do you think he is saying? Although the
story is told in the third person by an omniscient observer, most students
will feel the presence of Steinbeck himself in the story. They will
readily feel the social protest against injustice. If they do not understand
the conniving of the pearl ro-ierchants, it should be discusses, and other
ways in which the Spanish rulers have kept Nino' i people 'ht grinding
poverty. The author's scathing commentary on mania greed and graeping
selfishness which makes Nino every man's enfmy where he discovers the
pearl (2740) will not be too difficult for most students. A few might
comment on the futility of man's struggle as an individual, both agtt nst
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organized society and against a hostile universe, which Steinbeck seems
to be protesting.

6. :'Thy do you think so much stress is placed ontthe importance of
the canoe to !fin° in the opening chapter? -- Later, when the canoe is
destroyed, the author wants to be sure we realize the enormity of the
loss to Kino.

*7. Chapter 2 opens with a description of the mirages commonly
occurring over the Gulf (18, 19, 25). Why do you think this theme is
stressed by Steinbeck? How does it relate to the pearl? -- The pearl,
like the mirage, is a natural phenomenon. The importance of both lies
not in themselves, but in people's reactions to them. Steinbeck is
bringing into question human values, and the doubts and uncertainties
that accompany the acceptance of prevailing value system s.

8. Compare the description of the pearl when Kino first found it
(25) with the description of it when he finally threw it back into the sea
(11?). Had the pearl really changed in appearance? How do you explain
this ? -- The change had really taken place in Mao. The pearl aierely
reflected his change in attitude from hopeful expectancy of good things to
come, to bitter hatred of the evil that had come into his life with the
finding of the pearl.

9. SteinbecU told Ms story in chronological sequence, that is, he
related each incident in the order in which it actually happened. Pick
out the main events that happened in each chapter. -- See explication.

10. Sometimes an author prepares his reader for events that will
happen later in the story. This is called foreshadowing See how many
examples you can find of incidents that point to important happenings
later on. For example, when Juana says of the pearl (50), "It will
destroy us all, even our son," she is speaking of a possibility that
actually happens later in the story. Find other examples. -- The students
should be Lble to find several examples of foreshadowing, e. g., p. 104:
"The Mae pools were places of life because of the water, and places

of killing because of the water, too." p. 112: "He was too late, for as
he rose from his crouch the silver edge of the moon slipped above the
eastern horizon. "

*11. At the bottom of page 3, the author describes the activity of some
ants which "'Zino watched with the detachment of God. " Later, when
Kino is running away, ants are again introduced into the story (92).
This time Kino allows them to climb over his foot. Why do you think
Steinbeck introduce d these details ? -- Some students may recognize that
Steinbeck is saying something symbolically , but how deep a meaning they
will read into it krill vary with the experience and ability of the students.
in the first example, they may see "the big black ants with shiny bodies"



as representing the Spanish rulers, while "the little 'lusty quick ants"
are the oppre ssed Indians trapped by their more powerful enemy. But

God or Fate is impersonal and uncaringthe injustice does not move
him. Later, when Kino intervenes by pu;:ting his foot in their path,
his movement is futilethey ignore him and crawl right over him.
Protest is useless, the individual is powerless against the organized group.

12. In common with most good writers, Steinbeck uses weeds that
convey special meanings, connotative words, images and symbols to
create :moods and express ideas. For exarapie, in the very beginning
of the story when the author is describing the contentment of Nino within
his family circle (3), lino steps outside "and a goat came near and
sniffed at him and stared with its cold yellow eyes. " In ancient mythology
the goat was a symbol of mischief, so di s incident =lay be regarded as
syeabolic of the harm that comes to lino when he steps outside the
protective influence of his people, and defies the Spanish authorities.
What other symbols can you find in the story? All the students will
probably see tha t the scorpion symbolizes evil, and many of them will
recognize the ch emical s ymbol e,:?;9-30)4"The essence of pearl mixed
with essence of men and a curious daek residue was precipitated. "
Others occex on p. 5the flight of wild doves; p. 55the mirage;
p. 60the castle; p. 65the wolves and vultures; p. 82--the dark ones;
p. 92--the ants; p. 115--the shadows.

13. When Steinbeck is writing about the evil in the town stirred up
by Minos s discov ery of the pearl, he says (30), "the black distillate was
like the scorpion, or like hunger in the smell of food, or like loneliness
when love is withheld. The poison sacs of the town began to manufacture
venom, and the town swelled and puffed with the pressure of it.," What
kind of language is this? How does it increase the effectiveness of the
story? What other examples can you find in the story? -- A discussion
of simile and metaphor would be profitable here, and how they achieve
vividness of expres anon with economy of words. There are num.eeous
examples in The Pearl A few are to be found on pages 15, 25, 71, 73,
76, 100.

14. What kind of person is the doctor ? Ho did you form your
opinion ? Find c huracter-rovealin passages in the story? Help the
students to see that the author uses several techniques to create an
effective character. Let them find what other people say about the doctor
(11), what the doctor himself says (e. g. , 14), how he behaves (39), how
the author descr ices him (13), and what the Ed. thor tells about him
(e. g. , 46). The students should see that Steinbeck has used every device
to ensure that they heartily dislike" the doctor.

15. Is the priest a bad man? 'Why does "the music of evil" sound
when he enters, even though it is "faint and weak"? -- The priest regards
Itino and his people as childreenot as animals, but he neglects them.'
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He symbolizes the absence of good rather than positive evil. His arc
the sins of omission.

16. Read the description of the pearl dealer (61). What sort of
details make you suspect that he is a phony? The students will be

sure to recognize that his sympathetic moods tarn on and off litre a
water faucet, and that his eyes remain cruel and steady while the refit
of his face smiles. You will probably have to explaiu "legetders.ain" for
them before they will see the significance of that detail.

1 ?. You have already discussed Kino's character as it is revealed
at the beginning of the story. At what point do you notice the first change
in Kino? In wha t other ways did he change? trhat has happened to him
by the end of the story? -- The first change in Kino is evident after the
priest's visit, when all the people have gone horn e. "The thin dog came
to him and threshed itself in greeting like a wind-blown flag, and Kino
looked down at it and didn't see it. He had broken through the horizons
into a cold and lonely outside. " (3 ?) Students will cite his attitude on
Juana (76), his reaction to the trackers (98), his deliberate killing of
the man he shot between the eyes (114), and the tgnpty shell of a man
who returned, defeated and afraid (116).

*18. Just before he leaves his brother's hut, lino says, "This pearl
has bacons my soul. If I gife it up I shall lose ray soul. " (871 At the
end of the story, the author describes Nino as "a terrible machine" (113),
and as he and Juana return to the town after Coyotito's death, he says,
"their le6.3 rn oved a little jerkily, like well-made wooden dolls" (116).

Why did the auth or choos e these descriptions? Is the author suggesting
that he lost his soul by keeping the pearl? This is an example of irony.
Can you find any other examples of irony in the story? -- Most students
will probably see the irony of lino getting a rifle in the end, but not at
all under the circumstances he had imagined. There is also irony to
be seen in the innocent laugh of the baby causing the scorpion to bite him
(7), and the innocent cry of the baby causing the tracker to shoot him. (113).

They may appreciate the irony of the pictures in the doctor's room being

religious (14). There is :irony in the conversation about the pearl
merchants (68),

"But suppose they had arranged it before ?"
'1.1 that is so, then all of tf;s have been cheats j. of our lives. "

*19. As in all good novels, there are elements of conflict in this
story. Can youu, identify the major conflict? .7b.at other conflicts are
present? Does good or evil triumph? Does thi:sitell you.o.tythinz about the
author's attitude ? -- There are so many themes of conflict running
through the story, it is difficult to say which is the major one. As
Steinbeck commented in his introduction "perhaps eve. yone takes his own
meaning from it and reads his own life into it. " Some will see it as a
conflict between the individual and organized society. Others will read



into it a conflict beween the downtrodden poor and the powerful rich.
Whichever way you look at it, the fact that evil seems to triumph would
indicate that the author thinks the struggle futile.

20. Some shor t stories are longer than this novel. Obviously
something other than the length of the whole ietermines that it is a novel.
How does this work differ from a short story? The short story con-
centrates upon a single incident, there is no chtzk;actes development, and
every element of the story is focused to create a single impression upon
the reader.

The novel has raore than one theme running through it. The plot
progresses through many events in time, and the chief character undergoes
a change as a re suit of these experiences. The author builds up a problem
that must be solved later, and the reader is kept curious about the out-
come as the writer lures the reader on, sometimes quickly, sometini es
slowly, until the choices made by the chief character lead the story on
to a conclusion.

21. In his introduction, Steinbeck says this story may be a parable.
Do you think it is? Think back to the parables you read last year before
you make a decision. If you think it is, what is its message? -- By
definition, a par able is a story told to convey a deeper meaning. The
difficulty is in the interpretation. The title calls to mind the Bible
parable of the pearl of great price, but here the similarity ends, for
Steinbeck's pear 1 brings no reward that makes it worth possessing. Again,
the reader may detect a Carden of Eden theme. King and Juana lived in
innocent harmony until the pearl brought evil into their lives. But the
parallel breaks down, because the pearl, unlike the apple, was not for-
bidden. So we are left to Jo what the author suggests, to take our own
meaning from it and read our own lives into it. And perhaps this soul
searching was what Steinbeck intended, for he raises questions without
answers, and problem s without solutious. Who can compredend Evil?
How can a single soul withstand its assaults and not be overcome?

Suggestions for Cox... r_....IzTition.

1. The way people act in a crisis is sometimes surprising. When
the scorpion slid down the rope toward Coyotito in his cradle, Juana
"rei eated an ancient magic t. ,uard against sech evil, and on top of that
she muttered a Hail Wary. " might save expected her to cry hysteri-
cally- vin the baby was stems by the, creature. But she didn't. She
was the calm, efficient, practical one who grabbed the baby and promptly
suckel `.he poison from t1,-,,e pcncture, while "Kins hostvered; he was help-
less, be was In the way. " You may have had an opportunity to watch
people faced with a su.lde n emergency, or you m LI have bean far ,led with
one yourself. Describe the incident. and show how someone acted al a
result.



2. In the opening paragraphs of The Pearl , Steinbeck uce a great
many details to help the rea.cler see the kind of place that Kino lives in.
Read the first two paragraphs again paying special attention to the ldnd
of things he mentions that suggest Kino's background of poverty, the
climate, and the location. Think of details you could mention to make a
reader "see" your street on a summer evening. Here are some
suggestions:

garden hoses swirling and hissing
the smell of charcoal and barbecued meat
boats on trailers pulling in driveways
the sound of portable radios
people weeding their flowerbeds

Add more details of your own that will suggest ssuramer, and evening
activities, then write a paragraph describing your street on a summer
evening.

3. After the doctor's visit to Coyotito's baby, Steinbeck inserts a
paragraph about the fishes in the estuary (p. 42). Read it again. Why
do you think the author uses this detail here? 17bat is the significance
of the last sentence about the mice and the hawks ? :Trite a paragraph
explaining what you think Steinbeck expects us to understand after
reading this pas sag e.
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Introduction

Make believe, or the desire to imitate (one of the basic meanings
of Aristotle's tricky word "mimesis"), is found in children the world
over. By the seine token, the rudiments of drama are to be found even
among the most primitive peoiiles. From such crude efforts to drama
tiee as may still be seen among the Eskimos and the tribes of the
Amazon, the traditions of playmaking were passed down from generation

t_v generatiutas folowly developing and refir4ng as 'ae.:111. ".'414 a"'''16.av aa.a. 004110VAINV AA
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until they became the highly complex art that drama is today.

The origins of drama, as well as certain periods in its subsequent
history during the last three thousand years of Western Civilization, are
still debated by scholars. But there is probably little doubt that drama
and religion were closely linked during at least two periods. Dramatic
ceremonies probably originated with the worship of the gods of vegetation.
The celebration of the oncoming of the growing season, or of a good
harvest; the natural cycle of birth, gre*th, death, and regeneration
existing in nature; these are the natural sources for the developaaent of
eitual and .fiance. from which. the. drama grew.

It is from these early beginnings that the drama as a conscious -
art form developed, culminating in the work of the great Greek drama-
tists. In the early religious history of Greece, all the people took part
in the dramatic dances, but later a few outstanding actors were selected
from the chorus to play the major roles. There were rarely more than
three principal actors, and usually only one character appeared at a
time, the chorus supplying conversation and commentary. Acting
became a noble profession among the Greeks, and was limited to men.
Curiously enough, during the Elizabethan period the limitation continued,
although the profession lost its nobility.

With the decline of the Roman empire, the output of dramatic
literature and the acting of plays also declined. With the Renaissance in
Italy there was a revival of interest in drama, and an accompanying
resurgence of dramatic theory. Many of the classical plays of Greece and
Rome were revived, while an inborn love of music, dance, and spectacle
kept alive interest in dramatic art, even during the long periods of --

political and religious struggles when no dramatic literature was pro-
duced.

When we come to outline the development of the drama in England,
we find again a close connection between religion and drama. Though
periodically challenged, the traditional view of the development of drama
in England is that it was an outgrowth of the church services during the
Middle Ages. In the Easter service, an angel at the tomb of Christ asks
of May and Mary Magdalen, when they come to the tomb after the
crucifixion, "Quern quaeritis... ?" (Whom do you seek... rs) They
artevrez his question. This simple episode contains all the elements of
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drama: characters, plot, dialogue, setting. The natural love of
people for drama resulted in the elaboration of this and other tropes,
until eventually they were staged outside the churches in the courtyard.

From this point the line can be traced through miracle and mystery
plays of the 13th and 14th centuries (Everyman and The Second herd's
ZIN.E: are examples), through the Tudor Interlude (such as Bale's King
John ), into the early Tudor dramas (Ralph Roister Doister, Gammer
Gurtonis Needle), and finally into the great period of English drama
(Marlowe, Shakcqpeare, Johson, to name just three of a host of play-
wrights). The drama flourished vigorously until the close of the theaters
during the Puritan interregnum. With he Restoration of Charles II
drama came back. Its subsequent history, from Restoration dram:
through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is as well known as its
first-rate plays are few. In the late nineteenth and the.twentieth centuries,
with such names as Ibsen, Shaw, Chekhov, Pinero, O'Neill, Anouilh,
Brecht, Williams, Miller, drama has seen something of a renaissance
of its own.

Drama, unlike other forh.ls of literature, does not exist on the
printed page; the communication between author and audience takes place
through the medium of an actor. (For the sake of simplicity we will
ignore the closet drama, or the study of the play-as-poem that character-
izes so much of Shakespearean criticism). Shakespeare did more
than other dramatist of his day to emphasize the art of acting, and his
remarkable skill in characterization continues to influence the theater,
even today.

It was not until the eighteenth century that difierent theories, or
definite systems, of acting began to appear. Denis Diderot advanced the
theory of a drama of real life to oppose the conventional acting of the
existing classical French drama. His advice to an actor was to watch
himself during the performance, and listen to his voice and give only
"rezoliections of his emotions, " Theodore Eomisarjersky of the Moscow
State and Imperial Theater disagreed with Diderot. He felt a better way
to act was for the actor to concentrate on his inner self, or the images
he had to create, allowing his imagination to control and direct his
emotions and actions during the performance.

Several new and distinct theories of acting have been developed
during the twentieth century, especially by the repertory theaters in
England and America. The best known theory developed after 1912 is the
theory of naturalism advocated by Staxislaysky, 'be leading producer and
directory of the Moscow Art Theater. His system was be sad on the
principle that an actor could only be natural and sincere on the stage by
reproducing emotions experienced at nome time or other in his life.
Clearly this type of acting destroys the form and rhythm created by the
author of the play, since the actor substitutes his own remembered,

)



intellectual states in place of those of the author.

Another system, opposed to Stanslaysky's ideas, was advocated by
the symbolists, the formalists, and the expressionists. The actor does
not try to create any definite characters, but represents abstract ideas,
co aveyed through a formal style.

T odays s English sneaking commercial theater emphasize the fresh,
the new, and the unexpected. The practical circumstance of the "long run"
as an economic necessity has forced the actor to abandon any reliance
on theories as a scientific basis for acting. He has been forced to acquire
a technical concept of his performance that will enable him to present
the author's intention to the audience. The playwright is the motive force;
the acting is the means of communication between author and audience.

Drama as a Literary,Form

"In the broadest sense, a play is a complete and unified story of
human life acted out on the stage in a series of motivated incidents so
arranged as to excite the greatest amount of interest and pleasure in the
spectator by means of novelty, variety, contrast, suspense, surprise,
climax, humor, and pathos. " This definition, given by Alfred Hennequin,
covers the essential features of all modern plays.'

The Litsumay be very simple, or quite complex, but it car, be
reduced to the following formula: The chief character (or characters) is
trying to achieve some pu...pose, but he is opposed by another character
(or characters) who tries to prevent him from carrying out his plans.
After a series of incidents, in which first one and then the other appears
to be gaining the upper hand, the protagonist finally wins out dad achieves
his goal, er else he is defeated (and is usually killed).

Since the story treats of human life, the actions of men and women
are portrayed by characters. . The incidents of the story must seem to
grow out of the nature of the characters. At the same time, the incidents
must react on the characters to produce the result aimed at. In other
words, the characters must be suited to the story. As in real We, no
two individuals are alike, so in the play, each character must be marked
off from every other by real elements of character, not just tricks of
dress, manner or speech. Each actor must be made to say and do exactly
what is appropriate to his character, and the characters should be so
selected and arranged that the prominent characteristics of each may
be made more prominent by contrast with the others. This device is
known as using. characters as foils.

4.-"Fra--1.1he Art of Playwritjm (1899), p. 32.



A complete story is one that has a beginning, a middle, and
an end, one that satisfies an audience; and the story must have yam:
All the incidents of the story must be made to cluster about a single
central animating ides.. If there arc two series of incidents, they
must be so woven together that at the end of the story it will be evident
that one could not take place without Ulm other. 1

Of cour se the story must be one that can 'oe acted upon the stage
within the limitations that stage conventions impose, and it must be
made up of motivated incidents. This means that the cause of every
incident must be apparent by what has preceded it. Every event must
be seen to grow naturally out of what has gone before and lead naturally
to what comes after.

The fundamental law of modern drama is tbat the story must -
tere st and please the audiettee. To do this it should be fresh and
original. although an old story toad in a new way may be just as pleas
ing as a rew one. Variety and contrast prevent monotony, but by far
the most important means of arousing interest in suspense. Not until
the last moment of the story should every item of doubt be cleared
away. Suspense is one of the most potent of stage effects, but in a
serious play, the audience must be wade to have a dim foreboding
of the impending disaster while its exact nature is left in question.

A regular increase of force and interek);: culminating in a strong
situation /6 called climax. Every dramatic story should have several
lesser climaxes scattered through it, and should be successively more
irnrortent until the final climax is reached,

Ailiummaimawlknu.
IThe French critics of the seventeenth century demanded three

separate kinds of unity,
1) Unity of actionsthat is the play should have a single event

and a single-hero.
2) Unity of timefollowing Aristotle's statement in his Poetics,

the time of the plry was restricted to a single day.
3) Unity of placethere could be no change of scene during the

entire play.
No one pretends to regard these old rules today.
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I. A Night at an Inn - Lord Dunsany

Introduction

The study of drama at the eighth grade level will be limited to a study
of the one-act play, A Night at an Inn by Lord Dunsany has been selected
as the introductory play because it has a lively plot that will appeal to all
levels of eighth graders, and is an original work written by a recognized
playwright.

The Author
111.116 4///i/0

Lord Dunsany, the eighteenth-Baron of his line, belonged to one of the
oldest families in Irish history. Edward John Moreton Dray: Plunkett was
born in London in 1878, and succeeded to the title and the family estates in
Math in 1899. A poet and contemporary of Yeats, he formed a friendship
with Yeats that led him, along with Synge, to tegin writing plays for the
Irish Literary Theater in Dublin, which later became the Abbey Theater
Company. However, active service with the Coldstream Guards in South
Africa during the Boer War delaye'l his career as a playwright, and it was
1909 before his first play, The Glittering Gate,vras produced at the Abbey

Interestingly, these last two plays had not been produced in England. first.

Yeats gave Dunsany the only lesson he ever had in dramatic con*

Theater. This play was repeated in New York in 1914, sr.::: followed by
All& at an Ina two years later, along with The Owen's Enemies.

struction. "Surprise, " Yeats said, "is what is necessary. Surprise and
then more surprise, and that is all. " Certainly the twist at the end If
A Night at an Inn is a surprise, somewhat reminiscent of 0. Henry's
short stories. Such advice might have ruined a less sensitive writer,
but Dunsany' a style, rich, clear , and simply expressed, transcends this
weakness of contrived effect.

Perhaps because he had never known poverty and hardship, Dunsany is
leiia concerned than Synge with human relationships, and more interested in
ideas. Like Yeats, he tended to live in a dream world, In Dunsanyis cosmic
outlook, man is removed fror^ man and is considered only in reference to
the gods, or whatever represents the infinite. But DunsanyWs gods are
terrible indeed, being pure abstract thought, devoid of emotion. This sets
his work apart from the lives of men. for life is action motivated by emotion,
while Dunsany deals only with ideas, This is his 3reatest :imitation, ..

one which makes his characters unreal and detached, as in a dreamt But
although his is the art of an intellectual aristocrat, it is still beautiful and
dramatically powerful.

Explication

The curtain, rises on a room in an old English inn isolated on the
solitary Yorkshire moors. The Toff, a shabby gentleman, is there with

I
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three sailors who look to him for leadership. Throughout the introductory
speeches, he remains silent and aloof. We learn from the opening
conversation between the three sailors that a short time ago they raided
an Indian temple, and robbed the idol of its single eye, a huge ruby.
Two of their companions izere baled before they left the country, and
even now the three priests of Klesh, the idol, are pur cuing the fugitives
to recover the ruby and inflict punishment upon the thieves. Albert
tells how he gave the priests the slip in Hull. The Toff has hired the old
len for a period of time, and brought the sailors to it, but they are
restless; thinldng they have eluded the danger, they are anxious to take
the ruby to London to sell it. When they tell this to the Tel, he hands
them the ruby and gives them permission to go, but no woozier have they
left than they are back again. The priests of Klesh are outside, having
walked the eighty miles from Hull. The Toff has expected this, and made
plans. He tells them they must kill the priests if they ever expect to
enjoy the ruby in peace. Through his cwanin.g, the priests are trapped,
one at a time, and quietly murdered. The four then celebrate their
victory, but one goes out to get some water, and comes back visibly
shake protesting he wishes no part of the ruby. Kiesh himself enters,
blindly groping for the ruby. Finding it, he places it in his forehead and
goes out. Then a voice is heard rating one of the seamen by name. He
&see not want to go, but is impelled by some mysterious force. He goes
out, a single moan is heard, and apparently all is over. Each one in
turn obeys the command, last of all the Toff, who make his final exit
with the words "I did not foresee it."

The play is pure melodrama, but a good exarn?le of its Ind. The
plot is dominant throughout, reaching a climax with the entrance of the
god, Bringing the god on stage is probably a weakness in the play. The
imagination will conjure up a picture much nearer the playwright's intent
than the theater is able to contrive. Much of the illusion is lost.

The construction of A Nislat in an Inn illustrates very well the
technique of the one-act 'lay. Gradually it gathers force until it is in
the full swing of inepreesive action; then, having reached the climax, it
pauseeonly a moment befere a quick reversal carries it swiftly down to
a close. The story moves quickly, and this gives power to the final blow.
The dialogue has been cut to the bone, and there is a minimum of stage
directions. Perhaps this brevity has been overdone. The characters
are mere types lacking any subtle characterization. Obviously the story
itself is Dunsany's chief concern, for the plot motivates the action, and
after the entrance of Mesh, without any feeling of undue hurry, the play
is brought to its logical conclusion.

The idea of dramatic contract is evident in this play. The quiet calm
and disinterested detachment of the Toff stands out against the sailors'
emotions, which are quick and easy. The commonplace background of an
old English inn heightens the dramatic effect of pagan priests and gods.



It might be incongruous, but the sldll of the playeeright manages to
create an atmosphere theft is acceptable to the audience.

Although as drama, the play technically has no point of view,
Dunseny's philosophy can be felt in his work. Fe is holding up for
examination what he feels to be a widespread seeking after wealth for its
own sake, and the self-destruction that this pursuit usually brings. As
he wrote in an article for 2Le National. Review a London in 19th

INIVIRMC:Nar.01001111111111011111111.

"Something must be wrong with an age whose drama deserts
romance; and a cause that soonest occurs to one is the alarming spread
of advertisement, its frightful vulgarity, and its whole hearted devotion
to the making of money.... It is not from business that romance has
fled, but from the worshipping of it; the calf was stst an unclean beast
among the Israelites, but when they worshipped the Golden Calf then
Cod deserted them. "

St.Lidy.Questions

Note to the teacher: The following qu = 1410228 have been designed
to teach the ferns of the one-act play inductively. The students will need
to refer to the work to find the answer- s, and also think to other works
they have studied, for comparison and contrast. Questions of form
predominate, but subject and point of view are also considered. Those
questions marked with an asterisk are more difficult, and you may wish
to omit them with slower students.

I. In common with all stories, this one has a beginning, a middle,
and an end. In narrative literature, the author tells his readers all the
necessary background details for the understanding of the story. How
does the playwright introduce his story? What are the devices used in
this play? -The students will undoubtedly see the necessity of stage
directions, although in this particular play they are very brief. Thece
provide details of setting and action. The audience is told all it needs to
know through the tntredectory convereation between Sniggers, Bill, and
Albert, which explains why they are here, an6 wkat has happened earlier.

2. Who is the chief character in the play? What kind of person is
he? How is his character revealed to the audience? What is his real
name? Do you knew very much about him? Why or why not? .The Toff
of course is the chief character, although we do not learn his name until
the very end of the play. Perhaps the American equivalent for his
nickname would be "The Wheel," or "The Big Shot," although these do
not carry, with them the implications of education and gentility suggested
by "Toff. " He is the brains of the outfit, with a reputation for thinking of
everything and being ready for any eventuality. He is laconic in speech
and aloof in manner, deliberate and calculating in his actions, and
completely unemotional even with faced with the final horror of the god's
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appearance. The students should be encouraged to see +h at his
character is revealed through his own words and actions, and through
the attitndes and comments of the sailors. Ile know very little about
him,, other than the fact he is a card sharp and has taken to a life of
crime, but this is all we need to know. Too much detail would detract
from the story. Dunsany has been content to establish him as a type,
and concentrate on the action of the play.

3. Mao are Bill, Albert, and Sniggers ? Are they separately
drawn characters? How much do you know about them? Does Dunsany's
treatment of these characters give you a clue about the author's purpose?
--The three sailors are not handled individually at all. They are just a
group of sailors showing the characteristics of typical able selmen who
serve as a suitable foil for the Toff. Obviously the author is more
ialterested in the action than in the characters.

C At what point does the action of the play begin?Which is the
most exciting moment of the play? Everything that happens between the
two incidents in the middle part of the play1- How has the author kept
the audience interested during this time? --The students will probably
agree that the action begins with the sailors asking the Toff for the ruby,
then leaving with it, and that the climax is reacted with the entry of the
god who claims his ruby eye. Interest has been maintained largely by
the use of suspense. As each incident arises, the audience is never quite
sure a the outcome. The climax, of couxse, comes as a surprise, and this
will be discussed later on.

5. Sometimes we can draw a diagram to help us understand how
the author has gradually worked the events of his play towax Al the ctimax.
This way we see very clearly how one incident leads on to the next,
always in an upward direction because each action must be more
interesting, more exciting than the one before it, until the climax is
reached. Then the play falls swiftly to a conclusion. Look back through
the play, and beginning with the point where the sailors leave with the
ruby, list each incident in order. Wher e 4o you thii3k the climax comes?
Draw a diagram of the action of the play. - -This might very well be done
by the class as a whole, using the chalk board; or in high track classes,
you may wish to make it an assignment to be done individually.

a. Sailors leave with the ruby, but return at once.
b. First priest enters, and is killed.
c. Second priest enters and is stabbed, also.
d. Third priest enters and is murdered.
e. Sniggers, sent out for water, returns terrified.
f. The god enters to reclaim his ruby eye.

,.......
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closing

6. When Sniggers. who has been sent out for water, returns
terrified, what are you expecting to happen? What is your reaction
when the idol walks in? How has the playwright helped the audience to
accept this obviously impossible situation? -.Sniggers' obvious terror, -
and his inability to tell what he has seen, prepare the audience for some-
thing more than the police, but the entrance of the idol is a shocking
moment and a complete surprise. Dunsany has prepared the audience for
it by getting them to accept previously other improbably situations. The
inexorable pursuit of the three black priests of Mesh, and their
unexplained ability to know who has the ruby and where to find it, are
accepted as supernatural powers. The horrible deaths of two of the
sailors before leaving In appear to be unnatural. While the audience
may dismiss the credulity of the sailors as being superstitious, the}- -

Toff cannot be so lightly tossed aside. He is a well-etheated, hard-
boiled, scheming intellectual, and what he accepts must be acceptable.
The whole tone of the play has been very matter -of -fact up to this point,
and there is certainly nothing exotic about an old English Inn. This
established atmosphere of normality helps the audience to accept the
supernatural.

7. How do you feel about the ending? IP it a satisfying one?
What saves it from being pure horror ? --The students will probably
agree the thieves got what they deserved. An audience is usually satisfied
when things are resolved according to their sense of morality, and in
this case the punishment seems to fit the crime. It is lifted from the
level of pure horror by having the final action take place off stage.
Drawn by an irresistible supernatural force, one by one the sailors
meet their nemesis. But there is a complete absence of passion and --
their fate is even more coldly and impersonally meted out than the cold
blooded murder of the three priests of Mesh.

8. Before you began reading this play,you were asked what other
*ypes of literature it reminded you of. Can you answer that question now?
--Undoubtedly the students will have noticed a similarity to the short
story. Both types of literature focus upon a. single impression, and
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everything else in the work contributes to that end. While both tell a
complete story, it deals with only a fragznent of human experience. For
that reason, there is no character development, and only enough back-
ground detail supplied to make the story possible. Everything unessential
has been cut away to heighten the power of the desired effect.

9. When you read other types of literature, you were asked to
cerrannnt upon gip santiwucts pnint of ilnelm A pLay ham& A "point of
viow"? Can you explain this? --By its very nature, a play cannot have a
technical point of view. The playwright must work out his story through
the words and actions of the characters he creates. Setting is established
by the use of stage directions, and through the words and actions of the
characters. But it cannot be assumed that any ideas expressed by the
characters are those of the playwright himself.

*10. Sometimes an author does make his opinions felt in an indirect
way. The subject he chooses to write about, the way he handles it, the
outcome of the story may all be indications of his own ideas. Do you feel
the presence of the author at all in this play? What does he seem to be
saying? -.This is more than a "crime doesn't pay" type of play. Dunsany
has introduced mythology as a way of expressiag what to him appears to
be a univsrsal truth.--znan's spiritual self is destroyed by the worship of
material riches.

*11. You discussed a writer's use of irony when you studied the
novel. This is a device often used by a playwright too. Can you find
examples of irony in this play? --You may need to question the class first
to see that they remember what irony is, and give some examples. The
students will not miss the irony of the Toff's laet speech: "I did not
foresee it. " All through the play the Toff has been built up as a shrewd
character who plans for all eventualities. Just before the entrance of the
idol he says, "If one hang we all hang; but they won't outwit me. " The
thieves have committed the perfect crime and got away with it. It is
ironic that their punishment comes from the gods, not from man, and
that the Toff is overpowered other thaa outwitted.

12. Suspense is often heightened by both contrast and conflict. Can
you find examples of both used by the author? --Most of the conflict is
far from subtle, taking the form of physical violence on the stage. The
final conflict with the idol is equally forthright sisse =mare powerless
to resist. Dunsany has used contrast in both setting and character. The
mundane kind of setting contrasts strangely with the exotic appearance of
the black priests and the idol. The character of the Toff is contrasted
dramatically with the rather stupid sailors.

*13. Drama is divided into two major classes, comedies and
tragedies. How would you classify this play? Does it really fit either
class? --While the play does contain humour, it ie certainly not a
comedy, yet containing many of the e,)ements of tragedy it manages reel
to be tragic. Since the characters are mere types, sketchily drawn,

. , -



they lack reality. The audience has no involvement with them, and so
remains detached. The quick pace of the play also keeps it from being
a tragedy. The action assumes the place of central importance, the
Iharacters are secondary. This lack of any genuine emotion makes
it meisdrama.

14. What is this play about? Is it merely an entertaining story
abent erirrtiria wlan wavost ran; alhesr4, or behind it ?

If so, what do you think it is? --The students of course will be able to
tell the subject of the play on the concrete level without any trouble, but
it may be harder for them to grasp the abstract subject of the play. Some
of them may say it resembles the Fable, being a story with a moral.
Some may say it is a story about crime. Accept these ideas, and. .

encourage further thinking by asking why the god was introduced. The
discussion may get around to the worshipping of false gods. When the -

accumulation of money becomes so important that people will rob for it --
even robbing other pnoplets sacrei symbols- -arc they not worshipping a
god equally as false as the idol? If the students are not familiar with the
biblical story of the ;ewe worshipping the golden calf, this may be a
good opportunity for presenting it to them. This play certainly seems to
allude to it (Exodus 32).

15. You were asked before you read the play to notice ways in
which drama ditfers from other forms of literature. What did you notice
as you studied this play? --There is no narration in a play. The story
must be one that can be acted upon .a stage. Stage directions may pro-vide
for a setting, but the information the audience needs to know must be
told them through conversation between characters.

Suested Activities and Exercises

It is not intended that all students do all the exercises. You will
wish to assign them according to the ability of your students.

1. With three other people, prepare to read the play aloud in
class. Co through it carefully first, and decide exactly how to say each
line to make it most effective.

2. Co to the library and find other plays by Dunsany. Make! a list
of titles that you think other class members might be interested in.
Select one play and read it, either by yourself or aloud with a group.

3. Find all the places in the play where mention is made of the
idol. Write a paragraph describing it as you imagine it to look.

4. The sailors believed that unless they killed all three priests of
the idol, as long as the ruby remained in their possession, they, their
cLildren, and their grandchildren would be pursued. Many superstitions
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were connected with the robbing of pagan shrines and temples. Have you
heard of the cur se of the Pharaohs? See what you can find from the
library about some of the superstitions, and prepare an oral report
for the class.

*5. The horrors we imagine are often more terrible than something
we actually see. Would the play have been more effective dramatically
if the idol had not actually appeared? Discuss this and give your
reasons. lariagine you are the wodutet -thirs play. How would you
handle the entrance and appearance of this idol to achieve the greatest
effect? You will need to discuss lighting, costuming, positioning and
so forth.
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The One-Act Play: Trifles

Susan Glaspell

Introduction

Trifles was selected as our second play in the 8th grade drama
unit a- an example of a modern American one-act play which com-
plements A Night at an Inn. In Susan Glaspell's work the stress is
fa.. character, Lor there LT-Trery little plrots biXt the total etna is
an experience that will make a deep impression on most of the
students who read it.

The Author

Born in 1882, Susan Glaspell showed an early interest in writing.
After graduating from Drake. University, she works as a reporter
on an Iowa newspaper for cum years before deciding tom: give all her
time to writing. Many of her short stories appeared in Ha2peils
Ma..ine and the American lbsazine.

She became interested in the theater after her marriage in 1913
to George Cram Cook. He vas organizer and director of the Province-
town Players, and his wife became associated With the Little Theater
Movement both as an actress and as an author. Among the plays she
wrote for the Provincetawn group was Trifles. The idea fa? the play
came from an experience she had while still a reportea, and it is
considered one of her beat one-act plays. In 1931 she was awarded
the Pulitzer Prize for a full-length play, Alison's House. She also
won recognition as a novelist.

Explication

The setting for the play is the kitchen of an empty farmhouse
which shows signs of having been left in a hurry. There are dirty
dishes in the sink, part of a loaf of bread stands out of the bread
box, the roller towel is dirty, and the obvious neglect creates an
atmosphere of gloom. This is further emphasized by the severe
cold--a chilly setting for a chilling subject: murder.

The young county attorney is talking with the sheriff as the play
opens. Mr. Peters, a middle-aged man, is accompanied by his
wife, a slight, wiry woman, and another middle-aged couple, the
Hales, who are neighbors. From their opening conversation we
learn what has happened.

On hie way to town with a load of potatoes, Mr. .ale had
stopped at the house the previous day to see if he could talk his
neighbor into sharing a party-line telephone with hint. He found
firs. Wright in a dazed 4:ondition, rocking herself and pleating her

aron with ha.' fingers. She behaved very strangely and laughed
when he said he would. like to see her husband. Yfinally she told
him he was dead--with a rope around his neck. He went upstairs
and found MT Writ ly:iag in bed, strangled 1/pith a niece of rape
which was s .11 tightly w ::,und around We neck. Deciding not to

S.
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touch anything, he serf his companion, who had been waiting outside,
to telephone the sherift while he stayed with Mrs. Wright.

We learn that Mrs. Wright is being held in the county jai: charged
with murdering her husband. Meanwhile, the county attorney and
sheriff have returned to the house to try to find evidence that would
reveal a motive. The ladies hara come to gather up a few clothes
for Mrs. Wright. They are conc:rned because during the night all
her carefully canned fruit has been ruined. The temperature had
dropped to below zero, the fire had gone out, and the fruit had
frozen, shattering the glass jars.

The men have more important matters to think about, and leave
the ladies in the kitchen while they go upstairs searching for clues.
As Mr. Hale remarked, "Women are used to worrying over trifles".

It soon becomes apparent that tie chief character of the play is
Mrs. Wright, although she never appears on stage. The county attt.irney
has criticized her housekeeping. 44ot much of a house-keeper, would
you say; ladies ?" Wirta Hale defends her by saying, "Men's hands
aren't always as clean as they might be, " and "There's a great deal
of work to be done on a farm. " After the men have left the women
both agree they would hate to have strangers poking around in their
kitchens and criticizing. This establis:ies a bond of sympathy with
the absent woman, and they begin speculating about the kind of life
she had lived with her husband in this house. From the ensuing con-
versation we learh that Mr. Wright was a niggardly man who be-
grudged his wile money for clothes or social activities. Consequently
she kept to herself and did not even visit the neighbors. There were
no children to brighten the monotony of this frugal existence, all of
which must have peen hard on Mrs. Wright. She had been a vivacious
young thing who liked pretty clothes and used to sing in the choir.
Her husband was dour and unsociable, La. hard man as Mrs. Hale
put it, "I don't think a placeld be any cheerfuler for John Wright's
being in it."

There is a great deal of irony in this middle part of the play. The
clues the men are seeking .e?laeavhere are uncovered one at a time by
the women, although they apparently fail to catch the significance of
them. Perhaps they are embarrassed to mention such trifles to the
busy men for fear of being laughed at, or perhaps their sympathy for
poor Mrs. Wright keeps them silent. The men have made fun of them
for discussing the quilt Mrs. Wright was working on, and wondering
if she was going "to quilt it or knot it"--a phrase that attaches import-
ance to itself later on in the play. Mrs. lialeis remark, "I don't
know as there's anything so strange, our takin' up our time with
little things while we're waiting for them to get the evidence, " is
dellghtfully ironic.

Among the little things they uncover is some very irregular
stitching on the quilt. "It's all over the place! Why, it looks as if
she didn't know what she was about!" So Mr s. Hale promptly pulls
it out and re-stitches it, with the remark, "Bad sewing makes me
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fidgety." Looking for paper and string t" make a package of the
clothes they are going to take to Mrs. Wright, they come across a
bird cage with a broken door and 'begin sreculating as to how toe
door was broken and what became of the bird. Zven. as Mrs. Peters
sets it on the table, Mrs. Ifale remarks ironically, "I wish if they're
going to find any evidence they'd be. about it. I don't like this place. "
The a...ming conversatien reveals the lonelinese of Mrs. Wright and
the comfort she must have derived from having a bird to sing to her.
They decide to take the quilt patches to her to help pass the time in
jail. Looking for quilt patches, they uncover a pretty box, which
they think probably contains scissors and sewing threads. Inside
they find a piece of silk containing the birdwith its neck wrung!
Just then the men can be heard approaching. Looking at her com-
panion in horror, Mrs, Hale covers the box hastily with quilt pieces.
Entering the room, the county attorney asks iv jocular tones, "7 /ell,
ladies, have you decided whether she p

was

going to quilt it or knot
it?" To which Mrs. Peters replies, 'We think she as going to knot
it".

Once again the men leave, bent on their serious business; leaving,
the women to wait in the kitchen. Mrs. Hale talks about the dreadft.:
loneliness Mrs. Wright must have experienced, and regrets that she
never came to see her. They decide not to tell her the fruit has been
ruined and to take the one remaining jar to show her. As she wrapsit, Mrs. Peters exclaims In a false voice] , "My, it's a good thing
the men couldn't hear us. Wouldn't they just laugh! Getting all stir-
red up over a little thing like a- -dead ertir-n.y."

The play moves rather quickly to a close. The audience knows
without a doubt that Mr. Wright must have wrung the bird's neck,
perhaps because its singing annoyed him, perhaps because he was
jealous of the pleasure his wife found in it. It is obvious too that
this provided the motive. In her rage and hurt, Mrs. Wright in-
flicted upon the callous, cruel man the same treatment, twisting
his neck with a rope until he died. But this piece of evidence has
remained unnoticed by the county attorney, who says, "No, Peters,
its all perfectly clear except a reason for doing it. " The women
remain silent while the men prepare to leave, still mystified about
the motive, and the last words maintain the ironic tone of the play.
The county attorney facetiously remarks, "Wells Henry, at least
we found out that she was not going to quilt it. She was going to-
-what is it you call it, ladies?' To which Mrs. Hale replies, "Wecall itknot it, Mr. Henderson. "

Rudy

Note to the teacher: Some of the following questions are more dif-
friatifian the llreTio, and you may wish to omit them with slow groups.
They have been marked with an asterisk. These questions have been
designed to lead the students to an understanding of the play by get-
ting them to look closely at the work itself, and through class die-
eussion of subject, form, and point of view, arrive at some general-
izations about drama as a type of literature.
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I. What did the title suggest to you when you firet heard it?

Nee, that you hare read the play, do you think it was a goc
choicp? Give your reasons. --The connotation of "trifles"
will.differ according tc the. experiences of the student's. For
some it might suggest a delicious English dessert! But for
most it v.1.1.1 mean trivial, unimportant things. They might
therefore have expected the play to be light and frivolous.,
a comedy. Some of them will eajoy the irony of the title.
The play does indeed deal with seemingly unimportant little
details, but these trifles are in reality weighty evidence that
point toward the guilt of a murderess, and reveal her rea-
son for committing the crime.

2. What is the play about? Does it have a subject on the level
of ideas as well as being about people ? --The students will
have no difficulty identifying the concrete subject. A murder
has been committed, and the sheriff and county attorney re-
turn to the scene of the crime to seek evidence that will help
convict the suspect. The abstract subject may prove a little
more difficult. That it deals with the relationship between a
husband and wife is fairly a?parent. Less obvious is the
relationship between the individual and the law, between
impartial justice and merciful understanding, between blind
duty and obedience to a code, and compassion and pity for a
tormented soul. It raises an age-old craestion: "What is
morally right ?"

3. Drama, by its very nature, has no technical point of view,
as you discovered with A Hight at an nn. This plays how-
ever, presents more than one point oTView. Each character,
of course, has a separate point of view, but by sympathy
they divide into two opposing groups. Can you identify
them and say how they differ? --The expressions of the
various characters seem to divide sharply into two points
of view--the man's and the woman's. Of course this could
also be interpreted as the law and the layman's point of view.
This might be the sp.eingboard for a very interesting discussion.
Mr. Hale is a layman, but he goes along, with the sheriff and
county attorney; while Mrs. Peters if3 tirnarried to the law, oe
yet she sides with Mrs. Hale. Do women and men really view
things differently? You might have the students find illustrations
from the play to back up any opinions they co...press.

4. Do you detect the author's attitude in this play. How do
you think she feels about Mrs: Wright? What evidence can
you find to support your opinion? ...71'he author's sympathy
appears to be with Mrs. Wright. The incidents she selects
which arouse sympathy for her, and her treatment of the
law enforce= t characters, who are portrayed as unper-
ceptive and of idesce.ading, would seem to indicate an wader-
standing of and sympathy for the long years of mental cruelty
that finally drove Mrs. Wright to commit murder.
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5. How is the story introduced to the audience? In what way
is the setting appropriate to the subject ? How does it
establish the mood for what is to follow ?--The stage dir-
ections give a rather detailed description of the gloomy
kitchen, cold, deserted, and disorderly, where the action
takes place. The characters are also described as being
Ileereede, ts lidistarbeel " "fearful, " This establishsra an
atmosphere of gloom, uncertainty, and tragedy which .sets
the tone for the entire play. The audience is "clued
as to what has happened by the cross-examination of Mr,.
Hale by the sheriff for the benefit of the county attorneys
and by the sheriff's own answers to other questions put by
the county attorney. It is rather a long introduction, but
absolutely essential to an understanding of the main part of
the story. It also seems a little contrived. The information
would certainly have been given before now, though this is
explained by the attorney's absence from town the day before.

6. The action of the play takes place in the middle section.
Where does the action begin? At what point does the play
reach its final climax? --The action begins with the county
attorney opening the fruit cupboard and discovering that the
jars have shattered after freezing during the night. The
discovery of the canary with its neck wrung is the final cli-
max. At this point, the action could turn either way.

7. Do you feel satisfied with the ending? How else could the
play have ended? What factors helped influence the direction
the ending took? --There is sure to be a difference of opinion
about the ending. Some will point out that we do not know for
sure who killed Mr. Wright, nor for that matter how the ca-
nary died. If we assume Mrs. Wright to have killed her hus
band, Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters suppressed vital evidence,
which is certainly agairst the law. However, the play has
unfolded in such manner that we cannot help but sympathize
with Mrs. Wright, and in the struggle between the law and the
ladies, we are on the ladies' side,. Whether satisfied with the
ending er not, the students will see that finding the canary was
the turning point, and the ending grew out of the women's de-
cision to hide it rather than turn it over as evidence. Had they
chosen the latter course, the county attorney would have been
supplied with a motive, and Mrs. Wright's conviction practically
assured. As it is, the case is not a good ene. They will
probably mention, among the factors contributing to the decision
that was made, the men's condescending remarks to the women- -
not an attitude to foster cooperation!

8. Who JA the chief character in the play? --There Its no one
chief eharacter on stage at all. The entire play is dominated
by the absent character of Mrs. Wright who gradually becomes
to the audience a very real person for whom they develop feelings
of sympathy and pity. The characters on stage are grouped in-
to two opposing forces, the men who accuse her, and the women
who defend and protect her.
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9. What kind of person is Mr. Henderson, the county attorney?
How do you know? --Mr. Henderson is young, efficient,
sarcastic, critical, and lacking in warmth, sympathy, and
human understanding. His character is revealed to the
audience by his own words and aaztions, by the stage dir-
ection, and by what Mrs. Peters tells Mrs. Hale about
him.

10. How much do you know about the other characters in the
play, Mr. and Mrs. Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Peters? Why -
do you not know more? --We know only that Mr. and Mrs.
Hale are a typical middle aged farm couple, and that the
sheriff and Mrs. Peters are) what we would expect a sheriff
and his wife to be. All the characters are sketchily-drawn
types because we 0 not need to know more about them.
Detailed characterization would detiaczt, from the effect 'etlat
the playwright wishes to produce.

11. Compared with A it& at an kith very little action takes
place on stage in this play. How has the author kept the
audience interested? --The introduction arouses the curiosity
of the audience. As Mr. Hale and Mrs. Peters talk to-
gether, we develop strong feelings of sympathy for Mrs.
Wright. This attitude heightens the suspense we feel as
the ladies produce one clue after another that appears to be
evidence that Mrs. Wright had a strong motive for killing
her husband. Uncertainty about the outcome keeps us
interested until the very end of the play.

*12. You discussed irony in connection with the title of the play.
In fact the tone of the play throughout is ironic. What other
examples of irony can you find? --There are numerous ex-
amples of irony scattered throughout the play. A few of
the more obvious ones are:
a. Mr. Hale's remark, "Well, women are used to worrying

over trifles, and the county attornees rl.t.ply, And yeti
for all their worries, what would w 3 do 'without the
ladies?"

b. The sherifl's remarc, "I suppose anything Mrs. Peters
does Ill L.) all right, . and the county attorney's reply,
"It v3, but I would like to see what you take, Mrs. Peters,
and keep an eye out for anything that might be of use
to us."

c. Mrs. Hale's remark, as Mrs. Peters puts the bird cage
ois the table, "I wish if they're going to find any evidence
they'd be about it."

d. Whtn the attorney asks the ladies whether they have
deciied if Mrs. Wright was going to quilt it or knot it, ,

Mrs. Peters says, We think she was going to knot it."
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e. The county attorney's statement at the Rad, "No,
Mrs. Peters doesn't need supervising.

13. Find details in the play that were intended to arouse your
sympathy for Mrs. Wright. --Students will probably mention
the frozen fruit, the county attorney's criticism of her house--- mke% qoura aw6 Aftea aft tie...A vwievr.,ftwwpauts, learningnays ciahnow avaa, Ir samosa ito&M;1111 St ca has vai eaaiarms

close), learning about the way Mrs. Wright had been as a
girl ('she used to wear pretty clothes and be lively, when
she was Mime Foster, one of the town girls singing in the
choir"), the canary, with its neck wrung, wrapped In silk and
put in a pretty box.

*14. If you were to draw a diagram showing how the play gradually'
worked up to a climax, what would it look like ? --

3

fl

introduction closing

a. broken fruit jars.
b. quilt pieces showing bad sewing.
c. finding the bird cage.
d. finding the dead canary; the county attorney's entrance

15. As in most good literature, the suspense in Trifles is
heightened by conflict. Can you identify the major conflict
in the play? What other minor conflicts can you find?--Mrs.
Peter's loyalty to the law is in conflict with her sympathy
for Mrs. Wright and with Mrs. Halela blithe ignorance of
evidence. It is her decision to say nothing about the deei
canary that leads the play to its ending. There is also
conflict between the men and the ladies.

* 18. Compare the techniques used in this play with those used
in short stories. What is the major differences between the
two types of literature? --The one -act play is very similar
to the short story. The characters are flatly stock char-
acters, only those details are selected for use that will
contribute to the single effect the story is calculated to
produce, the story itself deals with only a small incident,
and the whole is woven together to form a unified experience.
The major difference between the two types of literature is
lack of narration in the play. Only those things that can be
acted out upon the stage, or shown through stage directions,
may be imparted to the audience. The author is unable to
communicate directly to the audience at all, being limited
by the stage conventions. There is therefore no technical
point of view in drama.

17. As the play progresses, you are able to piece together quite
detailed pictures of both Mr. and Mrs. Wright. Using only
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what you, have learned in the play, how would you describe
them? --According to Mrs. Hale, Mr.Wright was not the
kind of mail to bring cheer to a home. He was tight-fisted
with money and neglected his wife in other ways too. He
didn't drink, but he was a hard man--"Like a raw wind that
gets to the bone. " Mrs. Wright was a very lonely, middle-
aged wortiaa, cowed by her husband, deeperately yearning
for company of some sort, even a bird. They were a child-
less couple, which added to the bleakness of the household.
Mrs. Hale describes her as having been rather like a bird
herself as a young girl, singing, enjoying pretty clothes, a
gay young thing. But now she is not even a good housekeeper,
so much of the joy of living has been sapped out of her by
her barren existence.

*18. Look carefully through play and gather all the evidence
you can find about the death. Are you sure by the end of the
play that Mrs. Wright murdered her husband? Why or why
not? What kind of evidence is produced in the play? Is it
conclusive proof of her guilt? --All the evidence is merely
circumstantial, or hearsay. There is no real proof of
Mrs. Wright's guilt, even though her alibi is very weak.

Sumested Activities and Exercises

Note to the teacher: You will wish to select the exercises that best
fit needs and abilities of your own students.

1. Imagine you are a newspaper reporter assigned to the case.
Write a story for the paper that gives the verdict, and then
tell the most interesting parts of the trial.

2. Discnss the case in a group. Then dramatize for the class
the closing day of the trial. Have the prosecuting attorney's
summary of the case against Mrs. Wright, and the defense
attorney's final speech defending her. Let the jury with-
draw, and then return in the next scene with their verdict.

3. In this play some important evidence was suppressed. Stage
a debate with one person giving the legal viewpoint and the
other justifying the suppression of evidence.

4. Justice is always represented as being blindfolded. Does
an impartial law always best serve the innocent? Write a
few short paragraphs giving your views on the morality
of suppressing evidence, even assuming the accused to
be innocent. What would happen to the law if everyone
did this?
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Part 41: Definition

Introduction
The term form, as it is applied to works of literature, is as

controversial as it is common. Its use in this curriculum involves
only one out of many possible meanings which can be attached to it,
and that meaning may seem both arbitrary and simple. Furthermore,
as the student advances in his work, he undoubtedly willand should- -
recognize that the distinctions between form and our other two crucial
terms, subject and point-of-view, are by no means water-tight and
that, in fact, no one of these terms can be fully defined and understood
without referring to each of the others.

Nevertheless, the concept of form is here re-introduced with new
emphasis because, like the other key-terms which are employed, it
is intended as an instrument for exploring the way in which a literary
work io constructed. To consider form, as it will be defined here,
is to ask explicit questions about the choices, judgments, and in-
ventions which an author has undertaken in constructing his work.
And these questions are most important, in the last analysis, because
they help the student to understand why the work affects him as it does.

For our purposes, then, we will assume that form refers to the
order, relationship, and, to some extent, the size which the author
imposes upon all of the elements employed in a particular literary
work. Furthermore, when we discuss form in a particular work,
we tend to concentrate upon those elements which seem most impor-
tant in achieving the principal effect of that work- -the formal aspects,
that is, which seem most significant in explaining why tie work
impresses us as it does.

For instance, we rarely define the form of a novel in terms of
the quality of its language, nor do we often discuss the form of a
lyric poem in terms of plot. To be sure, the novelist chooses and
manipulates sounds, syntax, imagery, and so on in order to do the
most effective job of telling his story, while, in most lyric poems,
we can discover principles of structure that can be seen as analogous
to a plot or a series of happenings. In each instance, however, these
elements are subordinate to other, more obvious ways by which the
artist most directly obtains the effect he is seeking. Accordingly,
when we discuss the form of a short lyric poem., we are likely to

concerned with what the author has done with the properties of
language; the basic definition of a sonnet has chiefly to do with meter,
rhyme-scheme, and the actual number of lines involved in each part
as well as the whole poem. And, on the other hand, when we investi-
gate the form of most novels or plays, we generally gloss over the
particular character of the language they use and concentrate upon
the order of events, the arrangement of incidents out of which the
plot is constructed and by which, as a rule, our chief rersponse to
the work is produced.

The student has thus far been largely occupied with what we have
called the t'storied" kinds of literature. Here, because plot is so
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often the dominant element in the work, the student has been encouraged
to discover form in the sequence and number of incidents, to notice
how one event leads to another. Of course, the incidents within the
"story line" need not be strictly chronological nor give an exhaustive
account of all that is supposed to have taken place, but may, on the
contrary, appear in an order that violates literal chronology, omits
many thins which the rPadAr lAft infpri awl nnra r t gz a
intpnsively upon episodes or scenes of particular importance. None-
theless, such works do involve a sequence of events, and these events,
with their causal connection, are generally what we think of as the
principal "putting-together, the form, of such a work.

The non-storied kinds of literature--and they range from the
simplest lyric to the most cennplex piece of expository prose--do
not offer such an obvious kind of organization. They are, however,
constructed upon principles of order which may be entirely as rigor-
ous and produce an organization quite as tightly knit as the most
carefully-wrought narrative. Perhaps the most useful %way in which
the student can begin to understand this fact is by seeing that form is
not a "rare bird, eneminterpel only in the classroom study of literature
or in the writing of professional antnors but that, on the contrary, some
kind of organizatimand hence of form--is necessary for any kind of
communication that makes sense. He ought to be able to understand--
preferably through the use of concrete, familiar examples- -that the
busine3s of "telling" anything (the way to the Post Office, the pleasures
of Little League baseball, the differences between a hill and a moun-
tain)invplves some kind of order, whether or not it is deliberately
imposed.

If a student can sense the need for form in such simple, common-
place communications, the principles of order in literary works, even
though they are not organized as "storier, " should not seem particularly
mysteriouF He should feel that it is perfectly possible to isolate the
essential form in such works, that is, to recognize the chief principle
of organization by which the writing proceeds. And when this is done,
he should be able to see that such forms may often be classified and
given na,:aese essentially by considering features in the structure of
one work which are similar to the procedures found in other writings.
Again, very simple examples may help to clarify the matter of clas-

we follow in defining things, or making comparisons, or offering

follow, to note major principles of structure in a given work as well
he should find it easier and more congenial, in the materials which

as their resemblance to similar principles in other works.

illustrations. If the student feels that form refers to the way in which
any kind of communication is put together rather than that it is some
kind of magical ingredient which is found only in serious literature,

common, whether they involve the post office, supermarket, or swim-
ming pool, and they clearly differ, as a class, from the procedures

But, for the teacher's eye, a word of caution should be injected
here. Form is rarely an end in itself; creative writers do not sit
down merely to make comparisons, offer examples, construct defi-
nitions: and so On. The form of a literary work represents a series

sifying forms. Direction; as to how to get places have a good deal, in

AAYIlL.'"
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of decisions on the part of a writer. As a rule, these decisions have
been made in order to achieve a particular end - -to delight, surprise,
explain, persuade, or achieve any of the other effects which literary
art can produce. *Olen we have said that an essay proceeds by state-
ment and examplesjust as when we have said that a particular poem
has the form of an Italian sonnet- we have said a good deal about how
the work is constructed but we have said nothing about the pffott
achieves upon its reader for for that mattee, about its particular
content, tone, or quality).

This fact has three import t consequences which the teacher
should probably keep la mind. The first is that a purely "formal"
understanding of a work, however thorough and accurate it may be,
is far from a complete understanding. The formal analysis of a
work can be either a preliminary to or a result of recognizing the
work's ultimate character and effect, but it can never be a substitute
for that recognition.

A second point is that works which appear to have a great deal in
common with respect to their formal organization may be intended for
widely different purposes; similarities in form, therefore, should
not blind the student to vital differences in the uses to which the same
form can be put. A comparison, for instance, between A and B may
be offered for the simple purpose of inviting the reader freely to draw
his own conclusions; it may be intended to demonstrate the obvious
superiority of cne over the other; it may seek to show that the similarity- -
or differencebetween the two is far greater than appears at first sight;
it may, indeed, be only a device for revealing a state of mind pro-
ducing some poetic effect,orainfactfor almost any kind of excursion
which leaves the original comparison far behind.

Finally, of course, it should be clear that the list of headings under
which form is considered in these materials is certainly not exhaustive.
Definition, classification and division, comparison and contrast, and
example are common and fruitful terms, under which a great many
non-storied writings can be grouped. But writing seldom yields to
completely firm categories, and the writer can achieve his goals by
means which range from simple enumeration to the most intricate
irony, from a mere collection of images to the most rigidly constructed
formal logic.

With these precautions in mind, however, the student should be t
urged to pursue questions of form in this section, recognizing that
form represents the matter-of-fact busLness of putting together those
elements the author has chosen to achieve his purpose. Ile should
realize that in non-storied works, as in those which display a clear
plot, something is actually happening. Even though a work lacks
characters and literal episodes, it does not "stand still, " there is
a sustained, meaningful procession of topics, ideas, images, or
logical steps, and the relation between them is as genuine as are the
ties established by chronology or cause-and-effect in narrative. No
poem or essay is a mere blob of images or ideas or phrases; its
entical components are carefully ordered and interdependent parts
of a whole. To fish for reIngle, isolated ";:nauties" in a poem or to
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focus exclusively on a single arresting idea in a complex essay is
to go only a part of the way toward understanding the total work.
Of course, close study calls for the careful examination of all
relevant particulars. But it should be .1.,ilosts:b1.:7,! to look at these
particulars in a constant awareness of theffo:-.7m c'o which they
contribute and which, in turn, directly accounts for the final
achievement of the work of art.

Part One: Definition

This is the first of several sections in the larger unit dealing
with chiefly non-storied poetry and prose. The variety of patterns
of formal structure includes definition, classification, examples
and compacison/ contrast. The units themselves are so arranged
that teachers can pick and choose; however, it will be seen that
there are various patterns of development within each. Each pas-
sage demonstrates something different about techniqu4 Depending
upon the ability of the students, some passages could doubtless be
reserved until the ninth grade; some could also be used in connection
with lessons in composition.

The division of the study questions according to levels of dif-
ficulty deserves attention, although, like any such arrangement, it
is by no means fool-proof, Despile the brevity and apparent sim-
plicity of the selections, each has its particular kinds of richness
from which no student should be peremptorily barred by untested
notions of what he can or cannot understand about a particular
literary work. For the particularly able student, even the most
difficult or controversial questions should seem, nevertheless, to
be authentic ones--questions, that is: of interest, arising from the
selection itself and 14ading to a more satisfactory understanding of
what the work achieves. For all students, the less difficult questions
are designed to direct attention to particulars which must be grasped,
to the form which emerges from these particulars, and to the satis-
factions which careful reading and thought about each selection can
produce.

Definition is in some ways the key to all the modes studied here.
Later, students might reach the conclusion that all four modes are
ways of defining. At the beginning, though, it might be pointed out
that defining is a task we must do continually--with ourselves and
others--to "fence in" our conceptions about ideas and things. In
logic, definitions begin with assigning a given subject to its proper
genus and species. In literature, however, many other techniques
accomplish the task of forming and transmitting a clear-cut idea.

The techniques of definition in the examples here vary. The
first is a riddle, by which the riddler arrives at the answer, Pie keOn-
crete ship, indirectly, as the riddler hopes to decoy us into thinking
the answer is something else. The second defines an abstraction- -
gaiety - -by a series of concretions. The third, ostensibly defining
Cyrano nose, also defines a variety of types in their reactions
to that nose. T. H. *:Thiteis "Tiger' uses several methods: etymology
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(false, by the way), analogy, example. Finally Faulkner defines his
subject--a good writerby stating what one is, and what one is not.

I. 11410-Saxon Riddle #32, translated by Burton Raffel

Burton Raffel's translation of Riddle #32, a ship, is the first
of the works read in this unit. As Raffel himself says, his tran-
slations are not so much literal translations as adaptations. It
is to his credit, though, that his own language approaches the
richness of the original.

The students should first read the poem through, attempting
to guess what the answer is. Their first expectationsof a
galumphing monster -- should soon turn to their seeing it as a more
kindly being, a ship. An the cluesthe single foot, the lack of
arms and hands, it ribs, carrying of cargoshould then fall into
place.

The value of this poem lies not only in the fact that it is a
clever riddle. It is an excellent poem as well. Raffel has used
Anglo-Saxon poetic devices of alliteration ("mouth in its 1.niddle")
in much the same way that the original writer would link related
material. It might be pointed out to students (see Question 10)
that alliteration links ideas together just as rhyme can; this
similarity in sound occurs at the first rather than within or at
the last of a word. Sound also enforces sense in this poem: slide,
and shriekin are onomatopoeic. Another way the riddler gains
intensi y is y paradox: the odd-shaped monster walks swiftly
on one foot. Like all good paradoxes, this one resolves itself
if we know the truth.

Considering its few lines, the structure of this poem is
fully developed. The first two lines are a prologue setting forth
the beauties of the world (students might comment on the effective-
ness of hung in line 2). The next part seems to shift course,
leaving WE-Beauties of the world for an excursion to a strange,
shrieking monster. Part of the craftiness of the riddler depends
upon his doing two things: setting up a decoy (an odd-shaped
monster) but giving details which realistically describe a ship.
(A ship does shriek as it slides against the land; it does' travel
in open country without hands but with ribs). Once the truth is
known, we see the delightful ambiguity of how the formal structure
leads us to expect one thing but see another. Still another 'aspect
of form is the interweaving of consonant and vowel sounds within
the poem. Working from example 8, students might see that s,
and o sounds abound in the poemand appear in important words,,

Study Questions

Simple

1, What is the anSwer to the riddle/ At what point did you begin to
guess? What were your clues? At what point were you quite
certain you knew the subject of the riddle? --The use of this
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riddle may help the student to see that, in any paricular context,
certain words have a crucial importance. 'Thus to seize on
"clues" is to recognize that "a strange machine, made for
motion" tells us that the subject of the riddle, a ship, is a
manufactured object which moves and, accordingly, to "narrow
down" possibilities very considerably. The point of this question
is not, of course, to determine how quickly the student can
guess the riddle but to call attention to the evidence, within.
the poem = ..vhich his conclusion is based.

2. If the riddle is a good one, then everything that is said about the
"strange machine or "monster" also refers to something aboutT t 1

the real subject of the riddle. What do you suppose is really
meant by shrieking? By an open country? By its mouth in its
middle? By its belly? --The student here is being exposed,
again very simply, to the matter of analogical or metaphorical
discourse. Each of the concrete images is characteristic of
a fabulous monster but each stands for some aspect of the ship,
its action, or its surroundings-wtheMrieking for its sound
upon the sand, the open country or the sea, the mouth for its
hollow center space, the belly for its hold. (If the student,
drawing on his own experience, describes the mouth as a hatch,
he is hardly to be blamed; Anglo Saxon vessels, however, were
simple affairs and probably lacked permanent covering of any
sort. )

3. Since we cannot completely understand the whole poem urless
we know the meaning of every word, can you give the meaning
of abundance? Of tribute? Of unravel ?--In addition to file
literal or primary meaning of abundance the student should
feel that it is an abundance that is' good, bearing some of the
connotations of the old noun 13 I e nty. Not only the literal but
the metaphorical use of tribute should be noted, since it
augments the comparison of the ship to a faithful servant
or subject of man. Again unravel (which, you might point
out as a linguistic curiosity, has the same meaning as ravel)
is technically a metaphor, since, in its most literal sense,
it refers to disentangling something physical.

4. Riddles are Ain, of course, but perhaps the man who wrote this
one wanted to do more than simply entertain us with a puzzle to
be solved. How do you think he feels about the real subject of
the riddle? Does he admire it? Dislike it? Fear it? Or does
he simply tell us about it in language which doesn't reflect any
feelings about it at all? Point to the particular words or phrases
that help you to answer this question. ----When the riddle -maker
choosos his analogies, he does so in a way which not only lets
us know what he is talking about but how he feels-wand presumably
wishes us to feelabout what he is talking about. Among the
things which the student might point to as sources of our feeling
that the poem is "more than a riddle" are the general proposition
about the world's beauty in the first two lines, the strange and
rather awesome characterization of the monstrous machine and
the admiring and grateful attitude which succeeds this.
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5. Definitionseven in riddles --tell us what things look like and
sound like, where they are to be found, how they operate or what
they do. How many of these things can you discover in this rid-
dieand where? -The student should see that the "definition"
supplied by the riddle includes references to the origin of the ship
("made for motion"), a characteristic wound and its circumstances
("slide against the sand/shrieking"), its speed and method and
medium of travel (it walked swiftly... in an open country).
various aspects of its appearance and construction, and its
immediate function (it "loads/its belly with food") and general
usefulness.

Intermediate

3. We have already referred to this riddle as a poem. What makes
it a poem rather than a piece of prose? --The absence of rhyme
and of any very regular meter in the poem makes this a some-
what sticky question. If some students fed that there are
qualities in the diction- -what amounts to a succession of images,
perhaps, or the fact that the language is almost entirely meta-
phorical, that is, non-literalthey should certainly be encour-
aged to explore the view that poetry sonehow is concerned with
other tasks than direct, explicit communication. Certainly some
such observation as "it sounds like poetry" is not be lightly dis-
missed but can serve for a discussion of such a question as "Do
poets use a 'special' language?" On the other hand, silly as it
may seem, the discussion might begin by the student's observing
the simple fact that the poem is divided, typographically, into
lines which make it look like a poem. This will focus attention
upon the deliberate arrangement of the poem into lines, about
which a number of things can be said. For example they pre-
dominantly (though not uniformly) have four stresses (tetrameter)
and display a predominantly (although again by no means uniformly)
iambic foot. You ?nay wish to point out that, in fact, the first
line is a completely regular line of iambic tetrameter and, in
a sense, sets a pattern which is varied and departed from
but never too radicallyin then which follow. And you
should probably let the students know that the original riddle
belonged to a body of poetry in which rhyme and a regular
arrangement of stressed and unstressed syllables played no
part, although other qualities did. 'These 'Pother qualities"
can be noted in the translation, among them being the fact that
stresses do occur in at least one out of every three syllables,
that much use is made of alliteration (see question 10), and
that, in the translation at least, onomatopoeia is discernible
in such words as slide and shrieking. And it is even posrible
that, if the students continue interested in lines, you can dis-
cuss the quality of particular lines as it is achieved by stress,
by tempo, and by regularity or irregularity. Thus the opening
generalization is produced in lines which move easily and
regularly, while the rather awkward concept of "On its only
foot, this odd-shaped monster is presented in the most bumpy,
irregular line of the poems scanned approximately as follows:

I / J
On its! only I foot, this odd' aped I monster.



7. The poem begins with a general statement which does not seem
to have anything directly to do with the riddle that follows it.
Is it an appropriate beginning? Can you see some sort of relation-
ship between this statement and the eubject of the riddle? Perhaps
it will be helpful for you to re-state what's said in the opening
lines, using your own words. --The poem opens with a devout
generalization about the diversified kinds of beauty with which
the world is hunt/. including beautiful things ("works of kande)
which man makes. Thus it is that the riddle proper can be seen
as dealing with one kind of man-made beauty. And the more
perceptive students may even point out that the "beauty" of the
ship is not conventionally presented--that it is not regarded as
"beautiful-looking" in the way a calendar painting might represent
a sail-boat, but that, ultimately, its hbeauty " is found in its C:-
fulness.

8. In the first six or eight lines of the poem there are a number of
details about the "machine" or "monster." Circle the words
which seem to describe the "monster" as it is seen in this part
of the poem: beautiful, strap es trightsAings asseftg, meta,
psEngLeAl, imILIELMITC-- he etails in the early part of the poem
seem directed toward forming an attitude which may be approxi-
mated by the words strange and perhaps fri hteni certainly
the choice of any of We-alternatives woulas e r to defend.

9. But, toward the end of the poem, there seems to be a charge in
attitude toward the monster and we are asked to see it in a dif-
ferent way. Where does that change occur? Circle the words
which now best describe the mouster as it appears in the latter
part of the poem: beautiful, fri htenin strap ei_&eraceful,useful, faithful, seli. e a. er pa WITieliii7m,

ferent sWis stressed; here the words use-
ful and faithful seem most appropriate. In both this and tErpre-
ceding qt-TilTlein, the student might be reminded that while (as
suggested in question 7), such words as graceful, beautiful,
etc. might well be applied to ships of many Itincise IFIFFienot
relevant to the aspects of the ship which are central to this
Earticular poem.

10. Like any poet, the man who made this riddle chose his words
carefully. There isn't any very strict rhyme, but can you detect
ways in which sounds are repeated? Can you find repetition in
the lines: " I saw a strange machine, made/ For motion, slide
against the sand"? Why is this repetition like rhyme? Why is
it different from rhyme?--Alliteration, of which the poem, in
the Anglo-Sazontradition, furnished good examples, is, like
rhyme, one of the devices which exploits the physical property
of sounds. The student should understand that it refers to the
repetition of initial sounds in words, whether vowel or consonant,
as compared to the repetition of final syllables which constitutes
rhyme. As slogan-makers and advertisers know very well,
alliteration seems to arrest our attention and alliterative phrases
seem somehow easier to remember than many others. Beyond
this, the student might recognize that the effects of alliteration



can vary with the sounds involved with respect to such things as
tempo and ease of pronunciation (He might even compare the
names of Easy-Off and Kitchen Klenher. )

Hard

11. One way of discussing the form of this riddle is to divide it into
parts. How many parts do you find in it--and where does each
begin and end? Could you describe what each of these parts
does? --In the absence of any clear prosodic division into parts,
the poem can be most plainly divided by its substance, by shifts
in the general character of what is being said. The most obvious
division can be stated about as follows: Lines 1-2 offer a general-
ization about the different ways in which the world is beautiful,
one of the manifestations of this beauty being the subject of what
is to follow; lines 3-10 stress the sound and appearance of the
ship in terms which emphasize its "strangeness" and, as the
image of the monster builds-up, appear to be more and more
"riddling" (although, with each detail, our supply of clues in-
creases); lines 12-14 shift to the work or function of the ship,
not only supplying a new, different class of clue but revealing
for the first time that, despite its oddness, the "monster" is
useful, a welcome, faithful servant. The final line, of course,
is what establishes the poem as a riddle and is the equivalent
of the conventional formula, "What am. I?" with which children
often end riddles today.

12. Look up the dictionary definition of the word which is the subject
of the riddle. What does the dictionary supply that is missing
in the riddle? vfhat does the riddle supply which the dictionary
does not? --The noun glpi in an ordinary student dictionary will
probably receive its primary definition by use of a synonym
(e. g., sea-gpkg vessel). The student should appreciate the
brevity and objectivity of such a definition as well as the use-
fulness of assignment to a class (a process which is almost the
direct opirsite of the kind of analogy which calls a ship a
"monster'). At the same time he should see that the riddle- -
in addition to the pleasure of its "puzzle"--indirectly defines
the ship by considering certain authentic properties which are
ignored by the dictionary, e.g.0 its manufacture or origin, its
speedo something of its appearance and structure, and in a
limited way, its function. He should realize, too/ that the
riddle reflects the poet's "subjective" feeling about ships and
that this fact does not make the definition wrong" or inadequate.
He should be encouraged to understand that definitions may be
advanced for many purposes and that this poet's definition of
a ship, while doubtless of little use in a course in navigation,
is entirely appropriate both for a riddle and as a means for
allowing us to share a particular poetic vision.

IL "Gaiety, " from Plateroa nd Ij Juan Ranacim Jimgnez

The second example of definition works not with two concrete
objects but with still another approach: defining an abstraction--
gaietyby a series of concretions. The passage is by Juan



Jimefnez, winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1856.
It is from Platero and IA a short series el sketches of the small
Spanish town Moguer, its people, and the sad poet who writes of
hi small donkey Platero.

The sketch itself is simple, yet the choice of details shows
control. The first sentence introduces the characterssmall
animals and culeren. The second paragraph deals with the white
dog Diana. Here the mtr.liological references to the chaste and
fair goddess of the hurt and the moon surround the lovely and
playful animal. Concrete nounscrescent moon, tinkling bell,
rolling on flowering grass with strong sensuous appeal help charac-
,terize her, as do verbs: leaping, rolling, pre. dimsla to bite (no-
body really gets hurt here).

A slight shift in tone occurs in the next paragraph, dealing with
the old gray goat, "coquettish as a woman" (surprising for a goat,
but fitting in the gently comic world of Platero). Verbs here--
butts, gambols, bleats, rubbing, pulling--show childlike activity;
the single image of the daisy in her mouth further exhibits her
comic coquettishness.

Jimenez then builds up to the "hero, " Platero, and :mss careful
patience with the human world of children. The mock-terror of
the sentence beginning "How he frightens them..." is gently hum-
orous, adding a touch of roughness which suddenly dissolves: it
is only pretense.

As a coda, the scent of gaiety is placed in time - -on an autumn
afternoon, a time of year itself suggesting clear days but impend-
ing winter. These slight touches of "roughness" serve to bring out
the gaiety of the children, but they are contrasted against the maturer
sadness of the speaker. The ending is a summation of sharply sen-
suous details, but this time, chiefly sounds--baas, brays, harking,
tinkling. Though ending gaily, the last paragraph might suggest to
some of the more sensitive students that since they are sounds, the
joy is heard from a distance: the speaker himself is only vicariously
within that happy world.

Study Questions

ixnple

I. What kinds of particular or concrete things are used to describe
gaiety? To which of our senses do they appeal that is, are they
sounds, sights, smells, things to be tasted or touched? What
part is played by each of the following elements in the essay:
how the animals and children look , how they act; the sounds
they make; what they think about? --The student should see that
much of the essay is composed of visual images and that, natur-
ally enough, gaiety is largely represented in terms of actions.
He should see also that the mean:Ince of the animals (the don-
key's pricked-up ears, the goat iEtitiarhe flower in her mouth)
it important, as are sounds like the tinkling bell, the goat's
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bleat, and, most L-nportant, the blending of noises which OM
hears at a distance in the essay's last paragraph°

2. The first sentence of the little essay doesn't say anything much
about gaiety. Which of the following statements seems to des-
cribe most accurately its relationship to the rest of the essay:

a. It tells you where and when the events that follow are
to take place.

b. It states, in very general terms, the activity which is
about to be described in much more particular detail.

c. It gives the first example of gaiety, which is going to
be followed by a series of similar examples, although
each is different in some ways from the others.

d. It talks about Platero, playing with the other aelnals and
chilren, and this playing is then contrasted with the teas-
ing and mock-fighting which is next described.

e. It gives the reason or cause for the different kinds of
action which are described in the rest of the essay,

--The first sentence is a rather prime specimen of the "topicd
sentewe, a very simple general statement, whose particulars
are explored in the following paragraphs.

3. How can a dog be like a crescent moon? A goat be as coquettish
as a woman? A donkey be like a toy? --Crescent moon is a rather
subtle simile and the student should see that the most obvious
quality of the moon, its shape, is not really what is exploited
for the purpose of comparison but that the dog's slimness, pure
color, and perhaps elegance are here the basis for the simile.
The humor of the coquettish woman figure--the gayer and more
amusing becuase it is not precisely appropriate but just a bit
grotesqueshould be mentioned. And Platero's toylike quality
seems to refer primarily to his docility, his willingness to he
played with entirely at the children's whim, and perhaps, to a
certain playful artificiality in his conduct with them.

4. In what ways is the last paragraph of the essay different from
all the paragraphs which have preceded it? Do you think it
makes an appropriate ending? Whyl --The concluding paragraph
differs from what has preceded it in several ways. Most obvi-
ously,. perhaps, it deals almost exclusively with sounds rather
than direct spectacles, blending into a kind of general impression
the products or results of the particular activities that have been
described,, and actually moving away to a distant perspective,
much as a movie camera might, from the close-up representation
which has taken place. Here, too, more clearly than before, the
author becomes more "subjective, " expressing his own satisfactions,
through exclamation, colored adjectives and verbs (clear, pure,
limpid, Vic; sharriens,AREEL3), and such direct ianaMes of

im an
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Intermediate

5. What do the following phrases have in common: pretends to
bite his nose; charges at her gently; pulling with her teeth;
butts him in the head; pretends to break into a trot? In
what way do they help to define gaiety for us? --Certainly
one of the central notions in the author's conception of gaiety
is that it involves play in the sense of gently or humorously
imitating activities that, in actuality, are serious and even
fierce. The student should see the importance of mock-
aggressive or mock-dangerous acts in the essay's definition,
of gaiety. He might ponder the extent to which play often in-
volves the frivolous imitation of serious or grown-up activity
and the fact that we even use pia as an adjective to mean
maJA.c -helms as in gitritain or a verb to mean pretend as
in glying h9use or I was ot.,..121 plavinr.

6. How satisfactory do you think it would be it the piece were not
called Gaiety but Contentment or Happiness or Pleasure? --None
of the three suggested alternatives do justice to or are done jus-
tice by at least two of the qualities which emerge from the piece
--the sense of activity and the notion of innocence, suggested
by a "cast" which is limited to children and animals and the
complete simplicity of their activities.

7. Why does the essay speak only of children and animals --no grown-
ups ? --As suggested in the foregoing question, gaiety is seen, with-
in the essay, as largely the possession of animals and children,
and, indeed, the mock- ferocity, the teasing, the mock-foolishness
are almost totally "un-intellectual": they would not interest
adults, whose forms of gaiety, if any, are certainly of a different
order than those cherished here. This is a gaiety, as even the
final paragraph suggests, that is very close to nature.

Difficult

8. In what ways does Platero seem different from the other animals
and children? Is he as gay as they ate? --Platero is, in a very
modest sense, the hero of the little piece, accomodating 11;s mood
and behavior to requirements of the gay creatures around him.
As is often true, he is the center and even the source a gaiety,
but remains a little more thoughtful and more responsible than
do his carefree companions.

9. The essay is not, strictly speaking, a definition of gaiety, certainly
not, at least, anything like the kind of definition one would find in
a dictionary. Could you suggest two or three abstract words
(general words, that is, like gaiety itself) which describe what
the author seems to think contributes to gaiety? As some of the
preceding questions suggest, gaiety here seems to be composed
of playfulness (and in turn of frivolous or mock aggression and
imitation), of innocence, untroubled by much thought, of acts
and sounds which are inconsequential and, literally, meaning-
less," but can be relished for themselves.
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III. From gyrimslefier erac Edmond Rostand

Cyrano's speech on his nose from Edmond Rostand's play about
the magnificent swordsman, poet, and wit was included it simply
because it defines the enormous size of his nose but also because
it defines various types of people in their reactions to it.

The form of the speebh is quite simple. In the play it is the
reply to a stupid fellow named Valvert, who has the effrontery
to approach Cyrano and sneer at him, "Your nose is ratherlarge."
To this comment, unwitty in the extreme, Cyrano replies with
a list of comments the fellow might have made. Vie see defined
before us noy only Cyrano' outsize "schnozzola" but the types of
reaction. We see the pedant in his love for big words and show-
off knowledge; we see the rustic countryman with his "That there."

Students might like reading the speech aloud; read aloud, many
of Rostand's rhetorical effects are unmistakable. The wonderful
drawn-out climax of mins& in "Descriptive es" speech becomes
clear when read alous; the varied tonesEloquent vs. Thoughtful,
for instancecan be seen even more clearly. Students might realize
that the variation of length of speeches helps avoid monotony of
presentation.

Some explanation might be necessary for certain allusions:
Roland's horn, Faustus, Aristophanes are very likely not among
the acquaintance of eighth graders. But a brief note would suffice
(Aristephanes was a Greek playwright who lived long ao, for
instance). And they themselves can probably see the meaning of
certain qualities (inquisitiveness, aggressiveness) from the speeches
given such types to say.

Study Questions

Simple

1. We already know what a nose is -- although noses the size of
Cyrano's are pretty rare. If we were to call the passage you
have read "Definition of a Nose, " would this really give an
adequate description of what the passage is about? What else
is being described or defined? --The student should see that,
on the surface, the passage represcats an assortment of
attempts to do justice to the size of Cyrano's nose (and not
really to "define" the nost itself). He should next be able to
recognize that, confronted with a spectacle,. the nose, each
one of the "characters" responds to it in a characteristic
way and thus tells us quite as much about the kind of person he
is as about the nose itself. Finally, of course, since we must
not forget that this series of "speeches" is actually produced
by a single character in the play, the student should recognize
that the passage is a single, delightful performance by a man
of great wit and imagination and that some of the matters he
has considered under "point of view" regarding the character
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of a "speaker" have a good deal of relevance here .(see, too,
question 5).

2. You will have noticed that each "character" has a name which
is supposed to make what he says about the nose particularly
appropriate. How is his speech appropriate to the character
called FRIENDLY? What about INSOLENT? PlimILTAR?
--The titles of each speaker seem justified by obvious characu
teristics of their remarks, so that FRIENDLY alleges a real
concern for Cyrano's ability to drink and offers a helpful sug-
gestion, INSOLENT firmly offers an outrageous assertion about
what the neighbors "must suppose, " and FAIVILLIAR's vulgarity
does not even pretend, as some of the other speeches do, to
be friendly or respectful or curious.

3 If you do not know the meaning of PEDANTIC,, consul.. the diction-
ary. How does the speech of PEDANTIC show what this
character is like? What does RUSTIC mean? How is RUSTIC's
speech appropriate to his character? In your own experience
--or througp, such means as watching television- -have you run
into "types" which resemble RUSTIC? --In both the pedant and
the rustic we have a kind of type-casting with which the student
may be familiar - -at least through their modern counterparts,
the typical pretentious Professor and the slow-witted, ungram-
matical "rube" who shows up so often in TV Westerns, hillbilly
shows and the like. The student should see that these types
are characterized largely by their choice of language- -the
polysyllabic references to Greek comedy of the pedant, the
colloquial diction of the rustic, who finds his simile for the
nose in a simple garden vegetable.

4. Since the statement by each "character" is a little speech in
itself, each has its own modest "form. " For example, the
speech of DESCRIPTIVE compares Cyranoln nose to several
objects, fax, a particular order. Why does it start with rock
ar ,1 end with peninsula? What difference would it make if the
order were reversed? --It is important here, as always, that
the student understand that the concept of from can be employed
not only in generalizations about the total procedure the writer
undertakes but also in understanding the order in which any
significant part of the work is developed. The "building up"
that occurs in the list of DESCRIPTIVE's comparisons is a
clear example rf this. The student, of course, should see
that the list offers a progression of ever-larger objects, with
the peninsula as a climactic conclusion; furthermore he should
see that this development is purposeful--that it conveys the
impression of a man groping for a comparison which will do
justice to the nose and satisfied only when he has found the
largest possible object in its class.

Intermediate
al

5. The passage we are discussing is, of course, part of a play
and, as such, helps to move along the drama. But it also tells

-.MOOG*,
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us something about the character of Cyrano as he produces his
"definitions. What sort of man does the speech show him to
be? --Although such a selection as the present one can profit-
ably be considered as a separate, independent piece of writing,
the student should be aware that such a passage, with its own
principles of form, can contribute to some further purpose
within the context of the work of which it is a part. Accordingly,
they should see that the entire speech is a display of Cyranoq
talents, his wit, his gift for characterization and mimicry, his
ingenuity at metaphor, his versatility, and, in its later lima,
his courage and self-esteem.

6. You will probably have noticed that each of the little speeches in
the passage has its own special quality--that there is great var-
iety, as we move from character to character. What are some
of the things which are done to make each speech different from
the other? You :may-want to consider such things as the kind of
sentences which are used, the choice of wordss, the length of
each speech. --The student should note that some of the speeches
are interrogative, others simple declaratives, while others are
exclamations, imperative commands, or even fragments. He
should recognize the language which individualizes such char-
acters in the over-blown rhetoric of ELOQUENT, the romantic
allusions of LYRIC, the words, already noted, chosen by PEDANTIC
and RUSTIC, the terse" soldier-jargon of MILITARY. He 'should see,
too, the diversity in length, in itself a source of characterization
as well as of variety, ra ing from the blunt, actually rather
sophisticated question of IMPLE to the elaborate speculation
of PEDANTIC.

7. Though there is such variety in the speeches, they all have
certain things in common, both in their basic subject and, in
the most general sense, in the form they adopt. You will surely
have no trouble in seeing what the subject is, but can you say any-
thing about their broad similarity in form? --Each of the speeches
plainly exaggerates the literal size or color of the nose, with,
perhaps, the exception of the first statement by AGGRESSIVE,
which treats the nose as a deformity or undesirable growth. The
student should see that no attempt is made to describe the true
appearance of the nose but only to make clear that it is monstrous
and unsightly. He may further be encouraged to see how important
conimLison is in many of the speeches, and that this comparison
is sometimes quite direct (as in many of the speeches, and that
this comparison is sometimes quite direct (as in the words of
DESCRIPTIVE, INQUISITIVE, and RUSTIC), less direct in
INSOLENT's implicit comparison of the nose to a chimney, and
rather vague in PEDANTIC's reference to the "mythologic

* monster, " a creature whom it is hard for us to visualize and
whose name itself chiefly suggests the "monstrousness" of the
animal.

8. The passage contains at least one clever pun, when Cyrano insults
his enemy by saying, "Of letters, you need but three to write you
down - -en Ass. " With the dictionarylls help, if you deed it, des-
cribe the two meanings of letters on which the pun is blazed. --The
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pun on letters, involving its meaning as both learning in literature
and the letters of the al habet may need to be expla ined to the stu-
dent, but he should have ittle trouble seeing how it leads to
Cyrano's ingeniously insulting conclusion.

Difficult

9, Students of literature are much interested in the sources of
humor--the question of the kind of thing that makes us laugh.
You will probably agree that Cyrano's speech is largely hum-
orous. Can you offer any general observation as to what
strikes us as funny both in the passage as a whole and in its
particular parts? --This is a question which only the more
able students will probably have the time and inclination to
pursue in any detail. But it is also a question that might be
brought to the attention of the class, however, briefly, as a
reminder that form assumes true significance only when con-
sidered in the light of the effect it achieves. It is important
for all students to see that the diversity, extravagance, dis-
tortion, and emotional coloration of these attempts to deal with
Cyrano's nose would be plainly improper if employed in pro-
ducing other kinds of definition and other kinds of effect, but
that in this instance they operate in the service of humor. The
more thoughtful student might wish to probe further into ,the
sources of that humor--the intrinsic comedy of certain "types"
of person, here exaggerated, the disparity between a simple
object like a nose and the means here used to describe it, the
enjoyable play of Cyrano's rapier-wit against the dullness of
the man whose stupid observation prompted the attack, and,
perhaps, the basic image of a large red nose which lies at the
center of the whole performance.

IV. "Tiger, " from The Bestiary, translated by T. H. White

"Tigris the Tiger" appears in T. H. White's translation of a
Twelfth-Century Latin bestiary, a translation that is wonderfully
witty, uproariously erudite, and often deliciously low. Like its
forebears in the bestiary genre, this translation was intended,
White says, as "a serious work of natural history... one of the
bases upon which our own knowledge of biology' is founded, however
much we have advanced since it wax written. " With sources
stretching back into often-fallacious antiquity, the scrapbooks
were organized much like today's dictionaries, except that tha
order of development is often helter-skelter and charmingly
absurd.

A variety of forms of definition appears here. In the first,
etymology is the strategy. Equating,tigris withlzak(arrow)
shows the penchant of ,earlier man to assume a verbal similarity
to be a real one. sun other modes of definition follow: outward
appearance (here students might ask if the writer has ever seen
a tiger, calling stripes specklings), strength of body and character,
and home.
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The most extensive of all the mish-mash of "facts" is the
story of the proper way to hunt a tigfess. The moral t.4 this
exemplum is obvious--deception by appearance, unawareness of
realityalthough we might tend to sympathize with the motherly
beast. By attributing human qualities to the tigress, the bestiarist
has exemplified a common characteristic of hi: times: seeing
within all external nature a reflection of and warning about, his
own nature. How nice to live in a world in which the very tiger
existed to show man how to behave himself!

Study Questions

Simple

1. This the first definition you have studied which attempts to
explain how something got its name. The history of a word,
its origin and developing uses, is called its e mold and,
particularly in the larger dictionaries, etymo ogres are in-
cluded in the definition of any word. Assuming that the
etymology of Iles that is given here is correct (and it is
only fair to tell you that we today know it is not), what does
it tell us about how the names of things develop? Can you
think of other reasons why the etymology of a word can be
both interesting and useful? --Here is a good place to introduce--
or re-introduce--the student to the concept of etymolory (a
very respectable big word for his growing vocabulary). He
should be able to see the intrinsic interest of etymologies
and the things they tell us not only about words but about the
habits of the men who use them- -their desire, in this case,
to name a thing with the name of something else which it
resembles in some striking respect. And he should see
that, although this etymology is false and simple-minded, a
sound etymology is a proper and important part of formal
definition, just as the knowledge of anything's Listory con-
tributes to a total understanding of it.

2. How did the River Tigris get its name? Does this information
help, in any way, our understanding of what a tiger is ? --Perhaps
the student's will be amused to see that when a name is trans-
ferred from one thing to another, it can be transferred to more
things 'so that in this case, a river issupposed to have gotten
its name from a tiger, who in turn got his from an arrow- -
swiftness being common to all three. Of course, what infor-
mation, if any, this gives us is more concerned with men's
linguistic habits than with tigers.

3. The "definition" also tells us about the tiger's principal home.
How useful is such geographical information in telling us about
the tiger? Can you think of kinds of words in defining which it
would not be useful- -or even possible - -to offer such information?
--The tiger's home may appear, on the surface, a naive little
nugga Actually, when an animal, plant, man-made object,
or even a custom has a particular habitat or is confined to a
particular part of the world, it is important to know this fact.
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(We wouldn't really know much about palm trees, if we expected
to find one in Greenland!) But the student should also see that
geography has little part to play in the definition of dog, or ship,
or gaiety.

By far the largest part of this "definition" describes what happens
when some one steals a tiger cub from its mother, This is alms St
a separate little essay. Can you think of a title for it? Do you
think it helps us to understand anything about tigers? --Perhaps
the student can produce some such title as "Hunting Tigers" or
"The Habits of Tigers" which will, at least, reveal his under- .

standing of the paragraph as involving an activity rather than a
quality of the tiger. If he views tie definition with the light
spirits it invites, he may even come up with something like
"How to Escape from a Tigress. " Most students, we may
hope, will see that, althou- I the account does very little to
contribute to a solid definition, it has a great deal of charm
and, perhaps, conveys the feeling-- justifiably or not--that
the tiger is an unusual, even a romantic beast. And the very
best students may discover., in the concluding sentence, some
attempt to deal with "tiger psychology, '3 to suggest that tigers--
at least the females- -are prone to make a particular kind of
mistake.

The final paragraph of the "definition" describes what a mother
tiger does under certain circumstances. Do you think any such
description is useful in a definition? Can you think of other
activities of a tiger which might be described to give us more
useful general information about the animal? --The last para-
graph, after all, does discuss the habits of tigers--but only
of lady-tigers under a very special set of circumstances. It
can be pointed out that more general and important habits- -
like those of eating, hunting, mating etc. -- might be described
in a way which contributes importantly to the definition of an
animalor to other things like, for example, a particular
tnation or group of human beings.

Bow much of this entire account of the tiger is true or accurate,
do you suppose? Even assuming it is all true, how useful would
the account be in a class in zoology? --The student's own exper-
ience and common sense may lead him to question such infcr-
mation as that which describes the tiger's 'speckling" or assigns
him only one "principal home. " And he should certainly be
skeptical about the "glass ball" device for escaping from a
tigress. Even if all this information were accurate, however,
the definition would seem fragmentary and to a certain degree
hodgepodge if one were seeking a sound "scientific" definition
of the animal.

7. Perhaps the closest the "definition" comes to what we might
expect to find in a dictionary is the sentence which begins the
second paragraph and tells how a tiger can be distinguished.

- - . - - , - - - . - -
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What aspects of the tiger are used for distinguishing him here?
Are they equally satisfactory means of distinguishing hirn? Can
you suggest other, more reliable means of d:;stinguishing such
an animal from other creatures? "Distinguishing features" are,
of course, most valuable in definitions, particularly when we
choose to set apart the object of definition from anything else
by which it may be confused. "Speckling" might, if areuraLtP,
be a perfectly sound distinguishing feature (although the student
may suggest that other aspects of the tiger's appearance- -
size, color, and structuremight be even more useful for
purposes of distinction). Speed would, of course, be less
reliable, because it is a relative term and a quality which
manifests itself only under certain circumstances--objections
which apply with even greater force to an intangible characteristic
like courage. Observations like these may lead the student to
see that the job of definition may prompt us to setach for what
is truly distinctive or "special" about whatever we are defining
--and the search may lead to various areas, including appearance,
habitat, and habits (all reflected in the "Tiger" definition).

8. Assuming that the "definition" is neither very accurate nor very
useful in helping us to understand what a tiger is, are there other
reasons why it is interesting and worthwhile to read? --Most of
us students included, will feel a good deal of charm in this
description--and charm eludes the formulations of text-books.
One source of it, perhaps, is in the writer's childlike but
imaginative attempt to describe a fierce and splendid animal
about which he probably knows very little. The "glass ball"
story is delightfully and ingeniously outrageous--having a
good deal in common with the "tall tales" of our own Paul
atnyan cycle or Liars Club competitions. It might be pointed
out, as well, that there is a certain attraction in mixtures
of the genuine and the fabulousthat here a real creature
has been endowed, whether by ignorance or by deliberate
effort of imagination, with habits that are pretty incredible.
And some sudents will pro'ba'bly recognize- -and perhaps be
amused bythe rather lofty moral generalizai;ton which con-
cludes what has previously purported to be an 4'objective"
description.

9. Each paragraph in the "definition" tells us a different "kind" of
thing about the tiger. Set down in a few words the kind of thing
with which each paragraph is concerned and place them in the
order in which they appear in the definition. Does the order
seem a good one? Would it make any difference if you juggled
it around or reversed it? Compare the order of this account
with the order of things in a dictionary definition. Do they
have anything in common? --The parts of "The Tiger" which
actually seek to provi.....2 general information follow in an order
respectable enough to appear in a modern dictionary. The
etymology of the word is succeeded by the distinguishing qualities
of the animaland the naming of the Tigris is actually offered
as evidence that the tiger's speed is, indeed, striking. We
then learn about his habitat and, in a loose sense, the long
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final paragraph is devoted to his habits. But the student should
see that the 'cold facts" eerie as the introduction to--perhaps
even the excuse for--the colorful onecdote and that it is the
anecdote (complete with moral) which plainly most interests
the writer, as it does us.

Difficult 4

10. The description of the mother tiger whose cub has been stolen
can be seen as a little story. At the end, the author speaks
about why it is that the mother loses both her revenge and her
baby. Can you explain "the zeal of her own dutifulness" in
your own words? The zeal of her own dutifulness" is hard
to paraphrase--perhaps., in fact, impossible. The student
should find clues in the earlier description of the tigress's
motives, "the mother's tender care, " which she is impelled
so strongly to display that it overcomes even her desire for
revenge on the hunter. Zeal and dutifulness have meanings tzt n
close together that we may be pushing things somewhat to sug-
gest that zeal is the actual passionate drive, which is directed
by a sense of duty. It is probably enough to expect that the
student recognize this "zeal" as that which combats and over-
comes the animal's other drive, for revenge, as well as its
judgment, since it is tricked by the same device at least two
times.

11. In the final sentence, the author explains why the tigress "loses
out" in language which suggests that we might learn a lesson
from her--that the story might be treated as a fable, like those
of Aesop. If you wished to construct a "moral" for the story,
what would it be? --The actual moral presented by the story's
conclusion is probably something to the effect that, in this
anixnal--aso perhaps in other creatures including human beings
--one single urge or desire can operate so strongly that it over-
comes our good sense and can even frustrate its own fulfillment.
Students can probably think of situations where they wanted some-
thing so badly that they behaved unreasonably and thus defeated
their own purposes (for instance, by stupidly badgering a par-
ent so badly for some long-desired gift that the parent is angered
into final refusal). Quite apart from the actual moralizing con-
clusion of "The Tiger, " the student may find interest in the
means used to trick the tigress, her irrational inability to
distinguish between appearance and reality, or her equally
irrational refusal to learn by experience.

V. From the speech of acceptance for the Nobel Prize, William Faulkner

We might as well recognize that the Faulkner speech presents dif-
ficulties far greater than those the students have encountered in the
earlier writings. It deals with problems which certainly have little
immediate meaning for the student. It deals with them, too, in a
thoroughly adult and sophisticated fashion. And it raises questions
which--like most adult and sophisticated questions--do not yield
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to easy or to final answers. The teacher need not be apologetic about
these facts nor directly suggest that this is "hard reading, but he may
find it profitable to reveal that, with this speech and the problems it
involves, the student is moving into an area of serious, important,
grown-up discourse.

Ti o speech partimlicarly 1,0sful ezainple of a non-narrative
form which nevertheless has a clear progression or direction, mov-
ing in four short paragraphs from a rather humble statement of feel-
ing on a serious occesion to a passionate statement concerning the
poet's mission and an isaplicit exhortation that the mission be pur-
sued. No "set questions can successfully reveal this form in its
entirety, but a brief outline of what is accomplished in the speech
may be useful to the teacher for class discussion.

Paragraph Q311 begins with a distinction between the man and
his work, the work being characterized as agonizing, concerned
with the materials of the human spirit, and creative of that which
is news As the award goes only for the work, the speaker holds it
only in trust, using the money for appropriate purposes and the
acclaim or attention of the moment for the purpose of saying some-
thing to those who will carry on the work.

Paragraph 1 Two explains why the work is terribly difficult today,
for the um.1v Cseniagedy ("our" tragedy) is that fear of imminent
destruction dominates all of us and, in the young writer, turns his
attention from the "problems of the heart" which are the only pro-
per matters for worthwhile writing.

Parapipt h Three urges that the writer, conquering and forge
fear.. must again learn to deal with the "problems of the human heart
and gives the speaker's reason for this belief--in effect that the qual-
ities of love, honor, pity, etc. are isdispensable to the survival of a
writer's work, while their absence makes it ephemeral, inhuman,
and meaningless, reduced to a level at which there is neither
permanence nor feeling.

Paragraph Four re-states the question of our choosing to re-learn or not re -learn these timeless things. Refusal to re-learn
is equated with resignation to man's destruction or, at most, with
a belief that man will somehow endure, but merely endure. To re-
learn is equated with the speaker's own belief that man can not only
endure but prevail, because he alone has not only a voice but a soul,
a spirit. The duty of the poet (here synonymous with writer) is to
remind men of these things of the spirit, for it is by knowing these
things that all men will endure and prevail.

Put even more bleakly, we can say that the first paragraph
justifies the speaker's addressing himself to young writers, the
second states a grave problem or difficulty they face, the third
prescribes the only way by which this difficulty can be overcomeand the writer can assure himself of permanence, and the'fourth
is a statement of faith, in terms of which this course can be seen,not as a mere alternative open to the writer, but as his highest duty.
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Itt.ul Questions

Simple

I. Because almost every word in this speech is of importance, we
should have an accurate understanding of everything Faulkner
aayst, What iSI thA WI CM!lino of enrermariatittzta? IT!rthartra arft 1 ?
Doomed? Compassion? --At leTereoTne 71-Eaents`thshould
wi bTe 7 i r see not only the literal meanims of these terms but
the part they play in the structure of Faulkner's argument
--that doomed and ephemeral are the crucial negative,
against which the permanent affirmative course is contrasts,
that commensurate reveals Faulkner's wish to do justice to
the honor that has come to him, that compassion (more than
a word like pity) represents the kind of feeling for which, he
is pleading.

2. Faulkner's speech has been grouped with other writings in this
course, all of which are, in some sense, definitions. What
do you think Faulkner is defining? Circle the phrase, among
the following, which seems to you to describe most satisfactorily
the subject of Faulkner's definition: the Nobel Prize; the nature
of fear; literature; the writer; the good writer; the duty of the
writer. (There is probably no single "right" answer here, al-
though some responses are certainly closer to the facts than
others. The important thing is to look closely at the text and
be prepared to offer sound reasons for the answer you select!)
--It can be said that Faulkner is offering his own definition of
"the right kind of poet " and, although he only indirectly sug-
gests the kind of man the good poet must be, he quite explicitly
prescribes the kind of thing to which he must turn his entire
attention. "The duty of the writer", therefore, is probably
as accurate an answer as the good writer, " and even the
writer, " if sufficiently qualified, would be a rest ecte.ble
response.

3. Yell probably feeland quite properlythat Faulkner's "definition,
,-,,a matter how you describe it, is very different from all of the
other cliefinitions you have read in this section. See if you can
explain to your own satisfaction what seems to be the most
important difference between Faulkner's speech and the other
materials you have read. Then, as an exercise, place a circle
around the one statement among the following which, you feel,
describes the most distinctive thing about Faulkner's definition:

a. Faulkner uses much more difficult words than the other
writers.

b. Unlike any of the other writers, Faulkner talks about
what is "abstract " about things we cannot touch or see
but only feel.

c. Unlike the other writers, Faulkner is quite as fully
concerned about what "our ht to be" as with what is the
fact.

d. Unlike the other writers, Faulkner has composed a
Eperit, intended for oral delivery.
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e. Unlike th3 other writers, Faulkner lets us know how he
feels about his subject rather than giving an entirely

ob jective, uncolored account.
--The student should see that here Faulkner professes to be
addressing himself to a particular audience and quite openly
urging the course which that audience ought to follow. (And,
of course; the fact that Pniilknor claims te: be speaking
young writers does not mean that his words do not have direct
meaning for us -as Faulkner must have intended they should!)

Do you think it is accurate to say that Faulkner's first paragraph
is chiefly about hthiself? If not, what is it chiefly about ?--This
is somewhat "open-ended. " Faulkner claims to be talking not
about himself but his work--and "his work" is the work of anywriter. At the same) time, in this paragraph, Faulkner takes
clear note of this particular occasion, tells what he chooses to
do with the occasion, and why.

Intermediate

5. In the second paragraph Faulkner says that "them are no longer
problems of the spirit. ° Why do you suppose that the question,"When will I be blown up" is not a problem of the spirit? --Perhaps
the student can soe that, for Faulkner, fear (earlier qualified as
cOmical) has nothing to do with the spia7 Perhaps because thereis no solution to fear except mastering and forgetting it, becausethere is no choice, even because fear is not uniquely human but
something we have in common with animals, he seems to regardit neither as a problem nor as involving the human heart, All
this can probably be simplified, however, by our reflecting thatwhen fear overcomes us, we seem unable to care about cnythingelse.

6. The third paragraph begins, "He must learn them again. " Towhat do the words he and them refer? --Merely a "close reading"
question, this item asks that the student recognize how theantecedents of a senLence (the young man or woman and the
problems of the human heaTirmay lie buries in
paragraph but must be understood if the writing is to makesense.

7. In his final paragraph, Faulkner tells us that he "declines to
accept the end of man. " What does he accept instead? --Faulkneropposes his notion of erevailins to both the end of man and mereendurance. What prevailing means, be:7-onegilac-IThatthan is open to speculation.

8. You should see that, however we define Faulkner's "subject, "he proceeds to give us his opinion on several topics. What arethese topics--and what is Faulkner's opinion in each case? --Faulkner's final view about the duty of the poet depends uponhis previously-expressed convictions upon several topics, mostconspicuously, "our, tragedy today" (universal physical fear),the effect of this tragedy upon the modern writer, the eternal
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(as opposed to ephemeral) qualities of writing, and the future
and survival of mankind.

Difficult

9. In this speech, on a notable occasion, Faulkner has chosen to
make a statement about "our tragedy today. " To whom does
our refer? 'Arhat is this eitatera.erit doing in the speechthat
is, how is it related to the principal things Faulkner is trying
to say? --Our is somewhat ambiguous in this context, for
Faulkner has previously announced that he is speaking to
young writers. Our tragedy, then, might mean the tragedy
of all men, or on the other hand, it might mean that we, as
writers, share a tragedy which is the result of universal fear.

10. Faulkner was famousand won the Nobel Prize--for his novels.
How do you account for the fact that his final sentence talks about
the poet's voice? --Faulkner appears to identify the kind of writer
he is with poets. The student should probably be told that noet
has a long tradition as applied to more than writers of verse,
that Faulkner is here speaking, perhaps, of all imaginative
writers, of all writers who properly address themselves to
the greatest human problemsas opposed to reporters or
advertising men.

11. In your own language, indicate what Faulkner believes about
"the young man or woman writing today, " pointing out both
what is wrong with today's writing and the reasons Faulkner
gives to account for this. --The outline given above should
supply something like the kind of paraphrase or summary
which the superior student may produce. It is hard to say
that Faulkner's argument is actually a criticism of contempor-
ary writing, but he is clearly pointing to a state of mind
and spirit from which he believes contemporary writers are
bound to suffer.

12. Faulkner complains about writers who "leave no scars." What
do you suppose, in the light of his general argument, he means
by this phrase? The emphasis Upon permanence seems con-
sistent with this figure. Mark may be almost as goad as scar,
but the latter strongly suggests that the impact of great writing
is not "easy-to-take" but as powerful, lasting, honorable, and
in the long-run healthy as a wound which ultimately scars over.

13. What do you think Faulkner would say about the following state-
ment?

The writer is free to write about anything he chooses. His
only duty is to write accurately and eloquently.

--In comparison with the stern, lofty, and dedicated statement
which Faulkner offers concerning the poet's duty, the quotation
given in the question is on the one hand highly permissive (free
to write about anything he choose3) and on the other, narrow and
unimaginative (in its emphasis on mere accuracy and, for what
it is worth "eloquence"). More basically, the student should see
the quoted statement is concerned with presorir..zions only with re-
spect to how one should write; Faulkner ignores the how in his
energetic insistence on what should occupy the writer.
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Forevio rd

One method of expanding the topic s s hy use of the exam-
ple. In its simplest form, the example is a single word, the
appositive. Developed in more detail, it becomes a sentence
or two. Sometimes adequate treatment of the example re
quires a whole paragraph. Occasionally the example is eit-
panded until it becomes the whole work.

All writers employ the example to some extent, but in
the selections in this snit, the method has been used exclusive-
ly. Most of the selections illustrate the use of several exam-
ples to develop an idea. One of them, "Crystal Moment, " shows
the power of a well developed siigle example to illuminate a
thesis statement. Other selections range from the simplest
kind of listing as in "Smells" to more complicated structures
in the to essay.

Although the thread upon vhich these selections are
strung is that of development by example, there are other
aspects of form which can be noted during the reading of the
poetry. Both the Teacher Version and Student Version contain
suggestions for examining free verse, rhyme schemes, the
iamb, the couplet, and the quatrain.

lior toes stress on form preclude recognition of subject.
The worth of the subject matter was considered in making the
choices for this unit and provision was :made for appropriate
emphasis in the study questions directed to th,s pupil.

Point of view also receives attention. All but two of the
selections are developed in the first person. The except ions are
Sandburg's "Yarns" and "Barter" by Sara Teesdale. In Barter"
use of the second person in the final stanza makes it seem that
the author is urging the reader to accept her point of view.

The ordering of the selections proved a simple matter.
Two groupings are at once apparent: the light and the more
philosophical. Because of the ease with which the Christopher
Morley poem can be read and understood, it is a suitable cpener.
The H. Allen Smith essay, equally light, yet appealing to
young people. leads to the last of the first group, Candburg's
catalogue of "Yarns." The second group begins with Whitman's
"Miracles, " and here the two poets provide the bridge with
their similar interest in the commonplace and their use of free
verse. It is easy to move from Whitman's wonder at "Miracles"
to Coffin's awe at a "Crystal Moment." The use of the example
culminates in a poem of unusual beauty and depth by Sara Teesdale.

A special note needs to be added on the subject of poetry.
Although it has been' said so often that the statement is almost
trite, poetry is written to be heard. The first presentation of
a poem should be through oral reading by the teacher to the
class. Every poem worth the teaching deserves the best oral
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interpretation the teacher can give it.

At the conclusion of this unit the student should have
reached a fair understanding of the possibilities of the exam-
ple in developing an idea. This understanding should certain-
ly provide a backlog for some extended work in composition in
which students are assigned practice in developing ideiis by
means of example,

I. Christopher Morley, "Smells" (For text of poem see Student
Version. )

Although Christopher Morley (1.: 90-1957) may not rank
with our greatest American poets, he has surely ea: nad the
title of distinguished man of letters. Having completed his
undergraduate education at Haverford College, he studied in
England as a Rhodes scholar. He then returned to America
and began his remarkably active literary career. Besides
his journalistic work for The Ladies' Home Journal and The
Saturea,v Review f Literature he turned his hand to many
other forms of literary production. During his lifetime he
was reporter, columnist, editor, poet, novelist, essayist,
playwright, and play producer.

Perhaps it was this very versatility which kept him from
reaching the heights in any one field. According to The Reader's
Encylopedia of American Literature , his good friend Henry
Seidel Canby had this to say about him:

A rusher in and out, bubbling with ideas
lila a soda fountain, a wit, a wagster, an
Elizabethan philosopher, with one of the few
minds I have known that seemed to be perpetutt 1-
ly enjoying his own- versatility.

Critics who praised him during his early years did not con-
tinue their acclaim during his maturity. Nevertheless, his
sense of humor, his wit, his extraordinary feeling for words
gave pleasure to many readers during his lifetime. The
Haunted Bookshopj Parnassus on !Wheels,, Thunder on the Lea,
and Kitty Flak, are some of his Triost widely read books. He
helped to establish The Saturda? Review of Literature (now
The Saturday Revie.qi-nd served as the first editor.

Study Questions

1. Why do you nu 'the poet given ue-a list of smells?
Is lie trying to :make us believe something, see or feel
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'something, remember something, learn something?
At any point in the poem, does he directly tell us his
intention? --Although the student will soon move to more
elaborate .'sea of example, in this poem he should see
that the poet is really not attempting to prove or demon-
strate any particular point. Instead, after implying that
poets should write more often about smells, he straight-
forwardly a.rinounces that "these are the r`elora T lnvo "
It seems proper to say that he is asking us to recall and
participate in some experiences of smell rather than at-
tempting to persuade or instruct us.

2. What other words are used for smell? (Find three. ) --
After the student has identified odors, fra.granc2 whiffs,
and balsam as "substitutes" forsmell, he may be en-
couraged to see that a substitute is not necessarily an
exact synonym. None of the four terms say precisely the
same thing as smell, although odor is pretty close.
Fragrance has an implication of pleasantness (it is
harder to think of a bad fragrance than of a-bad smell);
balsam limits the smells to those with a certain source,
and wniffs are brief and interrupted experiences with
smell.

Intermediate

3. Is it actually true that "woods breathe sweet"?
Would you prefer the poem to say "woods smell
sweet"? Why? --The student, it is hoped, will prefer
woods breathe to woods smell in this context. The
former is an instanceorTiTsonification"--althougL
a very mild one--which allows TIE; to see the woods as
actively contributing to the poet's pleasure.

4. To fully understand the poem, you should know the
words balsam, gramme, and fumy. If you are not
sure of their meanings, look them up. --The aptness of
the terms should be. stressed quite as much as their
meanings. Balsam. does fine for Christmas trees; it
would be strange if applied to coffee. Grarnarye, as simply
meaning ma is introduces a new element into the poem;
all of the odors arise from concrete and rather common
sources, but by this word, the poet attributes magical
qualities to them. Fumy (one definition of which actually
involves both odor and smoke) is another active term,
summoning up the image of the pipe actually giving off its
smoke and smell in a way which a gentler word like
fragrance does not suggest.

5. The author hae developed his subject by mentioning
many of the smells he likes. How many are there? Has
he grouped them in any way? --7113ile the arrangement of
odors is not extremely tight, the student may find a kind
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of grouping-by-association. The smells of the first
group (second stanza) would probably be encountered in
a kitchen. The second group are not as clearly related
but they tend to invite more robust, manly associations
and perhaps suggest an evening's reading by the fire. The
September woods and campfire go together, while the aro-
matic odors of the final stanza are less common, carry
exotic suggestions of foreign places (even balsam is some-
what unusual); and hence make the notion of magic appear
less abrupt in this context. And the final line should
seem climactic, not only because of its position isi the
poem or the fact that the "ship smells best of all.," but
because "ship-s:nell" is more complex, elusive, and un-
conventional than are the odors previously described.

Difficult

F. The poem begins with a question. Is this question
ever answered? Can you think of any reason for asking
a question which you do not intend to answer? --To help
the student recognize that the opening question is "rhetori-
cal, " he may be asked to turn it into a declarative state--
ment -- something to the effect that "Poets tell very little
about the sense of smell." When this is done, the function
of the question becomes more apparent and the first
stanza may be seen as implicitly saying, "Poets don't
often write about smells, but here is one poet who is
about to do so. These are the odors I love well. "

7. What purpose does the last line in the poem serve?
Would the poem be complete without it? Why or why
not? How does it affect the pattern of the poem? --The
structural relationship of the last line to its context has
already been considered in Question 5. The more per-
ceptive students may wonder about the effect of this line
on the total poem and on the reader. Is the poem, when
all is said and done, primarily in praise of ship-smell
rather than of smells in general? Or has the poet merely
concluded his list of examples with the one which is
dearest to him? These are questions without a singlenm nght answer, but they may suggest to the student
how a single line in a poem may shape and alter all the
lAwr.. %.11:...:12: hava precc:zled it.

II. H. Allen Smith, "Coping with the Compliment" (For text,
see Student Version. )

H. Allen Smith's formal education ended early. After com-
pleting the eighth grade, he worked at a variety of jobs: chicken
picker, shoeshine boy, sweeper in a barber shop. Later he be-
came a newspaper man, working on several papers before he
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wound up with the United Press. After some unsuccessful at-
tempts at writing, he wrote Low Man on a Totem Poles the
first of a long series of best sellers.

Study kjestions

pimple

1. Although thin is an essay about familiar things, the
author uses a number of somewhat unusual words. Among
them are inepta. ethereal, retort, cadence, sestet,
execrable adroit, imLiaslcs.ces, inarticulate, smizic com-
port, geophysicist, congeries, bridle, enhance, and demo-
tion. For how many of these words can you supply a
meaning without consulting the dictionary? (It is often
possible to make an "intelligent guess" by considerirg
the position and use of the word in the sentence in which
it appears. ) Consult your dictionary after you have done
your best without it. Could the author have used simpler
words to convey much the same meaning: If so, why did
he choose more complicated and unusual ones ?--Here is
a chance for the student to see that "hard words" are not
necessarily the sign of solemn, technical, or high-brow
thoughts but that they can often be used for such effects
as humor. Smith% rather trivial subject is made amus-
ing, among other ways, by the use of language that is
sober and slightly exaggerated, often more appropriate
to systematic, serious discourse than to the trifling form
of social embarrassment which is under discussion. The
student should see the exaggeration in phrases like "v we
grow inarticulate and our kneecaps begin to vibrate" and

Itin such overblown terms as "furrowed brow" or "execrable .
He may see,too that the talk of "denial and derogation, I'

ft Itof "techniques, of special problems" and "being exposed
to this situation" are ways in which the author pretends to
be dealing systematically, even scientifically, with a rather
amusing problem which actually warrants no such approach.

2. Do you agree that "coping with a compliment" is a
real problem? Do you think it is as serious as the author
seems tP? Is it possible that he is pretending that it is
more serious than he actually believes? --In answering
this open-ended question, the student may feel that Smith
considers coping with compliments to be a rather serious
problem. But the distortions and exaggerations may sug-
gest that Smith has deliberately blc,wn up his experiences
for humorous purposes. The student may wish to com-
pare Smith's response to compliments with his own, pro-
ducing exa.m:ples to show that compliments are not really
as troublesome (or perhaps as humorous) as Smith pre-
tends they are.
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Intermediate

3. As we have said, H. Allows Smith has a reputation
as a humorist. Is this largely a humorous essay? What
are the funniest things about it? The student will
probably discover that much of the essay's humor lies
in the examples which Smith produces-- several of which
are little comic anecdotes in their own right. In many
of them there is the common fastor of embarrassment
or mild frustration and the studez can be led to recog-
nize that experiences of this kind are the basis of many
comic situations. The lack of control of the poise of
which the essay speaksis, particularly in social situa-
tions where poise is most required, the kind of comic
element which is regarded as fundamental by many writers
on comic theory.

4. However humorous you find the essay, do you think
the author is trying to make any serious point? If so,
state the point in your own words. It is probably brae
that Smith really doesn't like compliments and that, how-
ever amusingly he may distort his experiences with them,
he thinks that social life would be better without them.
He appears to be serious when he explains the complimenteas "just making conversation. Hence: however humorous
the essay may be, a student may feel that he will remem-
be it the next time he is tempted to pay a hollow compli-
ment.

5. The essay is, in large part, a series of little stories
or examples. What general point is made by all of them?
What further, particular points do they iLlustrate? That
is, a?hat particular point is made by the story of the lady
who says, "This old rag?" By the little girl who shows
off her dress, petticoat, and =dements? By the host,
in the final story which the author borrows from Eliza
W. Farrar? --Although each illustrative specimen in the
essay considers a way of ''coping with compliments, "
the student will not understand the more detailed structure
unless he sees that each example serves a more par-
ticular purpose. There are, that is a series of "sub-
points, " invariably begun by a general statement and
then illustrated by a particular ene cdote or example.
Thus the lady who says "This old rag". esemplifies the
difficulties of "denial and derogation, tt the little girl il-
lustrates an attractive ibut humorously improper) response
for adults, and the New England host is the perfect speci-
men of "poise. "

.Difficult

6. The essay is written in the first-personthat is, by
an "I" who tells us about his own thoughts and experiences.
Could many of the same things be said in a thiaat-person
essay, in which no "I" appears? What advantages, if any,
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do you think have been gained by the use of the first-
person? --We should not over-generalize about the
"closeness" or "realism" which use of the first-person
can achieve, but in this essay it seems safe to say that
the first-person adds directness as the author invites
the reader to share in his feelings and experiences.. To
the extent that the essay offers examples in support of
a semi-serious propositions the author is providing is
with first-person evidence. To the (*extent , on the ether
hand, that the essay is largely comic, it follows, the pat-
tern of many comedians (including a number of television
-performers) who offer themselves as victims or "dupes"
and deliberately exaggerate their own awkwardness or
enibarrasement in order to make us laugh.

7. The author concludes by telling us that the eight little
letters of "thank you" are the only sensible response to a
compliment. He does not directly tell uri why this is so,
brt, on the basis of the examplefs he has given, why do
you think "thank you" is the best answer to a compliment? --
Each of the examples which precede the final paragraph
purports to show a way of coping with compliments, and
each is rejected for one reason or another. "Thank you"
is about the only alternative left. It isn't very original,
but it's safe and honest. And it is perfectly appropriate
as a response to those who are only "making conversa-
tion" anyhow!

III. Carl Sandburg, "Yarns" (Excerpt from "The People, Yes")
For text, see Student Version. )

Born in Illinois, the son of poor Swedish immigrants, Carl
Sandberg west. .to work at thirteen and struck out on his own at
seventeen. After service in the Spanish-American War he was
encouraged to go to college. Eventually he began writing for
newspapers, achieving particular recognition in this field in
Chicago about the time of World War I.

In his youth in Illinois he absorbed the Lincoln legend un-
til it became one of the two great passions of his life. For years
he collected and studied material on Lincoln and finally pro-
duced the definitive biography of the great American. The
other passion of his life is poetry. His years as a laborer left
him with an abiding love for the common man, the Middle West-
ern worker in city or town or on the prairie. In his poetry he
revels in every detail of the lives of these people. Americans
have come to realize that he speaks for the common man every-
where in the land. As Henry Steele Commager once wrote,

He celebrates what is best in us, and retails us to our heri-
tage and our humanity" (Kunitz, Twentieth Century Authors,
First StiBMLa p. 863.) No man to stay out of the main
stream of life, he has lived the role of American poet: people
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all over the United states have heard the sturdy old man in
the blue serge suit, white hair falling in his eyes, sing folk-
ballads and recite his poetry.

auk gleglipns

Simple
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cells a yarn. By thinking about what all of these exam-
ples have in common, can you define the kind of story
which Sandburg thinks of as as yanl--Stadents should be
able to understand that Sandburgtdayarns" are what are
more often called "tall tales." The.: exaggerateand
more: Most of them are amusingly outrageous, glorious-
ly impossible lies. Some of their appeal lies in a
"straight-faced" mode of narration, a brisk, matter-of-
fact style which makes no attempt to stress or apologize
for their manifest incredibility.

2. The larger poem, of which "yarns" is a part, tries,
among other things, to let the reader know what the
Americas people are like. In what ways do you think
"yarns" helps to accomplish this? fir ..lit do you think
it tells us about the American people? --People who tell
yarns of this sort are probably humorous and imagina-
tive. The students may be encouraged to think of other
kinds of folk tales, very different from these, which
would imply that their tellers were devout or superstitious
or warlike or impoverished. These tlyarns, " in contrast,
seem to be produced by people who can relax and look
humorously upon their own society and, perhaps, on that
socieetes striving toward the superlative in many areas.

Intermediate

3. There are almost thirty "yarns" in this selection.
Do you think Sandburg could have shortened his list and
still "made his point' ? Would you have advised him to
do so? --Perhaps discussion might begin with the state-
ment they have yarns." The student should soon recog-
nize that it is an under-statement; the examples roll on
and on, so extravagant, numerous, and richly diversified
that, one might say, the final line might appropriately
read, "They certainly do have yarns. A few yarns,
more or less, would probably make little difference in
the total effect, but the student should see their large
number as an important means by which Sandburg can in-
dicate how abundant and colorful are these products of
the imagination. And, of course, each yarn is sufficiently
amusing so that, without worrying about its ultimate pur-
pose , we are tempted to feel

worrying
more, the merrier.
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4. Although Sandburg writes in the third person (there
is no "I" in these lines), is there anything about the poem
which shows how he feels about the tales he tells lis?
Sandburg, of course, does not directly express his atti-
tude toward these yarns. He does not embellish them or
urge that theT either be believed or doubtedand this 1;:i
part of their

then
appeal. But his relish in

piling up examples in one prepositional phrase after
another euggeets that he ie not anxious to drop the Cub a
ject, that he feels a delight in them he wishes us to share.

Difficult

5. Can you say anything about the kind of subjects on
which the yarns are generally based? Would it have 'been
appropriate to include a yarn about a ghost? A movie
star? A great ballplayer? A wonderfully fast horse?
A mad scientist? A rocket to the moon? --The subjects
or "materials" of the yarns are largely familiar in
American life. The miraculous, supernatural, exotic,
and "glamorous" play little part. Thus the subjects of
ghost stories or science fiction, of remote and glamorized
human activities, pray no part in the kind of folkculture
here reflected. The 'tall tales' formula is imposed upon
common interests and experiences of ordinary people
(baseball or horse raling would be among them) so that
delightful fantasy is constructed out of the materials of
everyday reality.

IV. Walt Whitman, "Miracles" (For text, see Student Version)

Whitman's early life was one of poverty and struggle, con-
ditions which forced him to leave school at eleven and go to
work. He gravitated to writing for newspapers, taught for a
few years, then returned to newspaper work° Sometime dur-
ing these years he had started writing short stories and verses
all of it wretched stuff according to the critics. It was not un-
til his late twenties that Whitman began to write a new form of
poetry, and seven years went by before any of it was published.
Then in 1855, as Louis Untiermeyer recounts in The Golden
Treasury of 1222try, "when Walt Whitman was th irty-six, an
unknown journalist who could not find a publisher, he printed
by hand a little volume called Leaves of Gram The book was
a bombshell. It roused its readers to violent extremes. It
was attacked for its form and, its frankness, and it was praised
for its liberating spirit, for what Emerson called its 'free and
brave thought.' Each new edition of Leaves of Grass contained
additional poems; a complete collection printed in Whitman's
seventy-third year disclosed that the original twelve poems
had grown to nearly four hundred. In their subject matter,
their language and their construction, the poems were unlike
anything that, had hitherto been written. What started as an
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experiment in American poetry became a great fulfillment
with a world-wide influence.

The influence on form is most obvious. What he wanted
to say could only be expressed in the flexible and loosely
rhythmical lines now known as free verse. More important
still was his recognition of the 'glory of the commonplace,'
his insistence that nothing is insignifirant" (The Golden Treasury
of Poetry, p. 248h

Study_Questions

S role

1. Can you quote the lines in which the poet states the
chief subject of his poem? Re-state the subject in a
sentence which begins with "Whitman believes that. . . " --
The statement, repeated in various ways at various
points, seems to dominate the poem is, "I know
of nothng else than miracles." A student might put it simp-
ly that Whitman believes that everything is a miracle.
It becomes clear as the poem develops, moreover, that
Whitman is not merely listing simply experiences which
are dear to him but celebrating the miraculous character
of the whole of creation.

2. Whitman has made groupings of examples of miracles.
Look closely at the poem. Can you divide the miracles
into groups of any ,,xid? --Rigid classification of the
miracles" is not necessary, but the student should find

form in the poem by considering the classes of examples
which the poet introduces. At the beginning, there we
personal experiences --observing, wading, standing, sit-
ting, looking. "Watching, " too; seems to be one of these,
yet at this point vision expands and, from immediate,
particular spectacles, we move out to contemplate sun-
down, stars, and moon. From this are developed even
more general--indeed universal--miracles, embracing
all of time and space. And, it may be said, the final
miracles involve the sea both as the source of particular
miracles (fishes, rocks, waves, ships, aid their crews)
and as a symbol of the eternal.

Intermediate

3. Which poem we have read recently has a form similar
to this? What do we call this type of verse? Does it
seem appropriate for Whitman's purposes ? --Perhaps
the student can be induced to think particularly about
the "freedom" which free verse allows. In both of the
free-form poems he has read, nothing limits the num-
ber or length or diversity of the poet's examples. Al-
though lyric poetry so often has its form determined, in



part at least, by considerations of meter, rhyme, and
uniform stanzas, here are poems whose form is governed
entirely by the poet's subject and his intention and thus,
as in a prose argument, the number and size of the
examples offered is determined entirely by the use to
which they are put

4. Most of us would agree that Whitman's "miracles"
are generally found in simple and familiar things. Does
he ever try, particularly in his use of words, to show
what is uncommon or "miraculous" about these things?
Can you find instances in which his language seems to
be attempt in this? --Whitman seems often to be con-
tent to let his "miracles" speak for themselves. At
other points, however, he strives, through his language,
to convey the feeling of the miraculous. This is notable
in the cases of wonderfulness, milt bright, and exatii-

e sp.oy IA114MIA_ And the se mt.-Melte Out that
upon words like every and continual remind us that in-
finity and eternity are the greatest miracles of all.

5. A famous poem by Whitman is called "Song of Myself."
"Miracles, " too, is a kind of "song of myself, for it
certainly tells us something about the poet. On the basis
of t' -a poem, what sort of man do you think the poet is? --
If the poem is seen as a statement of belief, then Wleltman
can be said to characterize himself as the kind of man for
whom everything is a miracles who can appreciate the whole
of experience, savoring each moment as novel and magi-
cal.. Such a man, when speaking directly of himself, will
reveal his capacity for simple pleasures--wading, stand-
ing under trees, eating with friends, and observing all
that nature has to offer.

"4 'Mifflin,

6. The poem ends with a question. Could you say
pretty much the same thing as Trnitman does in a declara-
tive sentence (by stating it as a fact, rather than a ques-
tion) ? Virhat effect does the question have on you? --As a
direct statement (something like "There are no stranger
miracles than these") the line might preserve its chief
effect by characterizing the preceding examples as sterae.
But ac a question, the line invites the reader to reconsider
the preceding examples, perhaps to alter his previous
conception of miracles, and to join the poet in discovering
the miraculous in all of life.

V. Robert P. Tristram Coffin, "The Crystal Moment" (For
text, see Student Version. )

Robert P. Tristram Coffin was a New Englander who wrote

..1.tl&CM3Rairk.' "'"=. _
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biography, essays, novels, and poetry. Writing and teaching
poetry, however, were his chief concerns. Critic John Holmes
feels that Coffin's poetry is "full of tang and muscular exertion,
of pride in life and joy in mankind" (Herzberg, Reader's F.,;ncyclo-
E9clia.ol American Literature., p. 189). His own definitions of
poetry perhaps explain him best. "Among my definitions of
poetry are these: Poetry is the art of making people feel well
about life; poetry is saying the best one can about life; poetry
is the art of putting different kinds of good things together:
men and plows, boys and whistles, hounds and deer, soltrow
and sympathy, life and death" (Kunitz aid Haycraft, Twentieth
Cent= Authors, p. 395).

In addition to maintaining a steady output of writing, Coffin
found time to manage two farms, make drawings for his books,
and record fifty of his poems for the Library of Congress.

Simple

1. Although this poem describes a single experience and
thus offers only one example, this examplelike others
you have studied-.-provides a p.krtitlilat illustration of
ageneral. statement. Can you locate the general state-.
meet in the poem? Is the statement entirely clearor
can you think of ways it might be re-worded or expanded? --
The poem purports to offer an example of the things that
"can make one hold his breath." The student may recog-
nize that, although we talk casually of "holding one's
breath, " to be actually forced to do so by a spectacle of
some kind is actually a very uncommon experience. The
more imaginative student may attach significance to the
phrase "this side of death" and suggest that the moment
which is described partakes somehow of the nature of
death itself. The teacher may find it useful to ask whether
the same effect would have been achieved by the phrase
"once or twice in a lifetime. "

2. Would the poem be more satisfactory if more than one
example were given? When do you think one example can
be as effectiveor more sothan several? --The rarity
of this kind of experience is one of its most important
aspects. One example is thus not only adequate but coma
pletely suitable, for it is likely that additional examples
would weaken the special "crystalline" quality of the
moment.

Intermediate

3. What use has the author made of comparisona? Can
you locate instances both of direct, explicit comparisons
and of inaplicit comparisons (those in which the author
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does not use the word like but assumes that we can see
how one thing resembles another)? --In addition to the
explicit similes (like a tree, like a..f...ce,..,sajegap like a
leafy, like a knife) the poem depends on less directly ex-
pressed figures. It offers images which are unusual
(sounds of church bells in the throats of hounds) or
elliptical Tforests holiness or mixtures of the abstract
anti re,,nortlfirACiel nhriva hint' like a knift0: And the two
final stanzas depend almost exclusively on figurative
language- -the pagmant which is suited only for divine
eyes and the extraordinary figure of life and death,
hitched in tender and moving in a kind of glorious
balance.

4. How much can you say about the "technical" poetic
qualities of the poem? The rhyme-scheme? The stanzas?
The length of lines? The dominant meter? Do you think
the author's choices in these respects lead to particular
effects? --The technical aspects of the poem tend to be
simple: a single tetrameter couplet forms each stanza
and the iambic feet are relatively regular. The couplet
may be said to suggest the dual emphasis of the content- -
stag and hounds, pursued and pursuer, fear and hunger,
life and death. Simplicity of this kind is appropriate
in the description of a sing: "crystal moment, but the
stuUent should also recognize that neither the moment
nor the poem is as simple as it seems.

5. Ve.iat meaning do you attach to the word crystal in the
title? Would a more satisfactory title be Unfoible
Moment or Manic Moment? --The student may speculate
about the qualities of a crystal which are applicable to
the poet's moment. Of these, clarity and, perhaps,
permanence, are the most obvious, but it may be pointed
out that a crystal is many-faceted and that the moment,
for all its clarity, is a somewhat complex one.

Difficult

6. Coffin has attempted to describe a very "special"
experience for us. What, in your own words, seems
to account for its "special" quality? Can you think of
experiences -- perhaps of a very different kind--that have
had similar importance for you? --It is probably unwise
to push the student too energetically toward recognizing
the unusual and mysterious nature of the vision which the
poet so cherishes. The adult can doubtless sympathize with
Coffin's ability to find rare beauty in a moment of intense
terror and flight, hunger and pursuit, and precarious but
Yr agnificent balance between life and death. However much
of this has meaning for the student, he should be able to
see that the poet has begun with an unusual but perfectly
"real" spectacle in purely natural surroundings and has
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found in it something more than raw terror or raw pity.

7. Is the author asking us to feel sorry for the buck?
Do you think the poem is an argument against hunting?
It is hard to see this poem as an "argument. " The fear
of the stag and the desperate hunger of the dogs contri-
bute almost equally to the poet's response. And it is
clear that, for all its fear and fierceness, the spectacle
is one of strange beauty for me poet.

8. Compare this poem with Whitman's "Miracles."
Which poem seems more concerned with stating the
poet's beliefs? Do you think Whitman would react
as Coffin has to this particular "crystal moment"?
Do you think Coffin would agree with Whitman's defini-
tion of "miracles" ? tOf course, we can only guess
about these questions, for we can know for certain
only what each poem tells us. But it is possible to talk
about the (Attitudes toward common matters which the
two poems seem to express.)

VI. Sara Teesdale, "Barter" (For text, see Student Version. )

Born in St. Louis, the only child of vary old parents, Sara
Teesdale struggled during much of the earlier part of her life
Go become an independent person capable of making her own
C....cisions. This goal she never fully achieved, and her poetry
reflects her own inner conflicts. Early in life she was inspired
by the lyric poet Christina Rossetti, and sought to emulate her
accomplishments. But she did not quite achieve the heights
attained by Rossetti.

The particular selection presented for study here mirrors
her love of life and her strong urge to give herself completely
to living. The events of her own life, however, do not show the
complete commitment which she advocates. As time went on,
she became more and more withdrawn, even to the point of
becoming a recluse. She had a deep awareness of what happi-
ness could mean, but was unable to reach out and take it for
herself.

Stt.iLly questions

Sim le

1. What does the title mean? What is the dictionary
definition of the word? How does it fit into the use of
sell and Jaw in other parts of the poem? --The concept
of exchange or trade implied by barter appears in the
movement from what life has to offer to the recognition
that these offerings require "payrnent"--although a pay-
ment for which infinite value is received. The poem can
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be seen as a gracious argument, urging us to engage
in a barter in which, whatever the price we pay, the
loveliness we receive will be a "bargain. "

2. What are the things--we call them images in poetry--
which the author associates with the loveliness life has
to offer? Make a list of these imam. Line eleven
speaks of the "spirit's still delight. " What, besides
man's spirit, is delighted by loveliness? --The grouping
of images is a major source of poetic form. The majority
of the images are sensory, the first stanza including
only those which appeal to vision and the second stanza
moving. through images of sound, scent, and even touch
to the "higher" appeal of the holy thoughts which delightthe spirit. But, although loveliness is exemplified to
such a great extent by objects of sense perception, the
satisfaction they afford is not purely physicals The
motion of fire, the children's wondering faces, music
loving eyes and arms hold loveliness only for the sensi-
tive beholder.

Intermediate

3. What lines of the poem most completely state the
point of view of the author? Can you state this attitude
in a sentence of your own? --The student should find
in this poem a genuine development, an "argument" which
is not completed until the final stanza makes clear the
two-sided character of the "Barter" which is being
described. Thus the statement that "Life has loveliness
to sell" is an incomplete summary of the author's point
of view, for the urgent command to "spend all you have
for loveliness" is a climax toward which the preceding
lines have been preparation. Whether the poem's final
line is an even more satsifactory statement of the author's
basic attitude is a matter for open discussion; ecstasy,
even more than peace, is presumably the ultimate form
which loveliness can take.

4. At what poirat does the author cease making statements
about the loveliness of life and begin to urge the reader
to buy? 17/hat change comes over the structure of the
sentences here, making them different from those which
precede them? --The development of the poem is reflected,
among other ways, by the change in the form of the senet
tenses, beginning with the third stanza. Each of the two
preceding stanzas begins with the same general statement,
followed by a series of examples in apposition to the word
loveliness. The final stanza contains four, essentially
dependent, imperative clauses. The student may be
helped to understand this structure by the sugg.astion that
the final stanza is linLed with the other two by a silent
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therefore, since the urgings of the last six lines are
based on the statements and examples which have been
provided earlier.

Difficult

5. What does the author recommend as a fair price for
loveliness? What is the price she would give for
ecstasy? Does this conception of purpose fit into the
meaning of the title? --The definition of the price to be
paid for loveliness is one of those general, even vague,
poetic statements whose power lies not in what is ex-
plicitly said but in what we are invited to infer and
imagine. The poet tells us to spend "all we have"; the
more particular aspects of this purchase take largely
temporal form (years go for one hour of peace, and a
single "breath" of ecstasy is worth the entire past and
the entire future). The word barter has been made, by
this point, to appear inadequate, probably deliberately.
For we are not merely being urged to "buy" but to under-
stand that our moments of 2 'veliness, of peace, of ecstasy
are whet make life, whatever its hardships, a precious
possession.

6. Is the word ecstasy new to you? If it is, have you
some idea of its meaning from its use here? Check
your guess with the dictionary to be sure. --Since ecstasy
is the climactic terra in the poem's ;Anal stanza, it offers
the student a good opportunity to consider the power of a
single word within a poetic context. He ought to note its
intensity as well, as its subjective or "personalized" conno-
t adonis, particularly in contrast with the more serene and
objective concepts of loveliness and peace.

7. Like the poems by Whitman and Coffin, Kiss Teasdale's
verses deal with moments or aspects or experience in
life which she finds particularly satisfying. We might say
that she, too, is interested in the "miracles" which life
offers to those who can appreciate them. In what ways
does her point of view resemble those of the other two
poets? In what ways is it different? --Once again, as in
the poems by Whitman and Coffin, the poet invites us to
share in what he regards as the deepest satsifactions
human experience can afford. The student may recognize
that all three of the poems offer examples of powerfully
affecting and meaningful experiences which have in common
the fact that they are based in the natural world, tend to be
simple rather than extravagant and complicated, and--even
in the case of Coffin's momentare represented as acces-
sible to the ordinary sensitive and observant person. But
the student should also see that the examples are offered
in support of very different opinions and attitudes. For
Whitman, the "miracles" are with us always and every-
where; for Coffin, they occur very rarely and possess
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unique power; for Miss Teesdale, who occupies a hind
of
unique

ground, " experiences of extreme loveliness
are probably rather rare and brief yet are provided by
the familisr phenomena of nature art of lrumatt love and
thought. Thus; in terms of the gemral concepts em-
ployed in the curriculum, it may be said that the form
of all three poems can be described, at least partially,
by saying that general propositions are supported by
spacific examples. It may be likewise pointed out that
with respect to subtect ail three poems are concerned
with the most meaningful and moving aspects of human
experience and where they can be found in the lives of
ordinary men. It is in their point of view that the three
poets differ most sharply, and these differences account
for corresponding differences in the details of form and
subject as well, of course, a in the peculiar effect which
each of the poems achieves upon the reader.
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Comparison/ Contrast

INTROLUCTION

One of the most effective means of organizing in non-storied
literature is that of comparison / contrast. This unit, therefore,
contains several parts: first, a general introduction, so that
students can see the process as something they continually en-
gage in; second, a series of works with study questions, organ-
ized around different subjects, types, and techniques; third, a series
of suggested activities for both oral and written work. Explications
and questions accompany the works themselves, with activities
and a brief bibliography at the end.

What students should first see is that comparison/contrast
is a normal process they have been using all their lives. Trying
to show how strong a football hero is, one might call him strong
as an ox; another, attempting to communicate certain qualities of
mean old Miss Grundy in the fifth grade, might regard her as sour
as a lemon. Thus the teack%er can point out that writers use this
normal human process, too. The class can read Emily Dickinson's
"I like to see it lap the miles"_ to see how she has expanded upon
the simple notion of railroad traiirdragon to show a =miser of
points of similarity. In reading this poem, too, students could
begin to see that writers are often subtle; she never explicitly
states what the comparison is, but we know by the shared images.
Likewise, students should see contrast as another way of judging
the world around them. "No, harlie Brown is not as smart as
Schroeder Van Pelt, " one might say. "He can't play the piano. "

They then might be led to see that this way of thinking and
commmicating is tied to other devices studied in this part of the
curriculum. A good contrast, for example, helps to define things
("What is a giraffe?" "Tell, it has four legs like a horse, but its
neck is nothing like a horse's neck: it's much longer. ") Examples
are necessary, likewise, for comparison/contrast: the
Creole courtyard is different from the street outside because of
a number of specific things. Plusses set one against another help
us see kinds of relationships.

Throughout, students must begin to see that a good compari-
son/contrast, like any good piece of writing, is not a random thing.
The first principle requires precision (whether in writing or read-
ing): determining a conunon basis between two things. They might
see that statements like "Susie is a red-head, but Mary has four
cocker spaniels" compare nothing, Thus they might clear away
some of the cobwebs of their own writing and pesceive more pre-
cisely the central purposes and unity of the material they read.
Thus they can see on what grounds Duke Sr. Is men prefer the
country, and Browning's speaker the city. Such consideration can
lead, then, to a better-refined statement of theme.

In the selections included here, this device is seen as
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governing and governed by Subject, Form, and Point of View.
In the first, the ''Creole Courtyard, " two places are set against
each other in a series of alternating sentences; enforcing this
pattern are the concrete details and sounds. The second, "Blow,
blow, thou winter wind, " the point of view toward city-vs. -country,
or the natural -vs. the artificial, governs the contrast, which takes
the form of direct statement, image, and stanza pattern. Here,
since the choice is not quite such a simple either-or choice as in
the first, the contrast is somewhat more subtle. In the third,
DeQuincey's essay comparing King David with Joan of Arc, the
subjects are first compared, then contrasted. Here both point
of view and structural technique differ from previous modes
covered--definite sets of parallels and epithets make clear
DercZuincey's,attitude toward his subject. The final example and
the longest, '`Up at a Villa, Down in the City, " is thus a culmina-
tion of the unit. 'Here the point of view is more complex, and the
first-person narrator will require some attention. Here, too, al-
though the formalternating stanzasrather neatly sets up both
sides of the ledger, Browning has used other devices--links by
rhyme, for example--to point up differences.

To go beyond these four students might try Sidney's
Jeeave Me, 0 Love, " Blake's The Clod and the Pebble, Hopkins'

"Pied Beaety, " or Byron's "We'll Go No More A-Roving. " (The
last two are in Immortal Poems pp. 458 and 291, respectively.
The other two are easily available in other collections. ) Finally,
it should be pointed out that this principle can be used to under-
stand storied literature, too: scenes of stories (Red Badge) can
contrast markedly; characters (Don Quixote and Sancho Panza)
are consciously set one against the other; conflicts are based
upon contrasting goals; patterns of action can contrast in number
and kind.

I. "A Ci.eole Courtyard" by Lafcadio Hearn. See Student Version.

Com ez_Acm.mQuestions

SIMPLE

1. What senses do these retails appeal to?

"the fountains murmured faintly"tithe odor of the rich West India tot %

"their flower eyes of flaming scseAec
gnarled arms trembled under the weight of

honeyed fruit"
streetcars vulgarly jingle their bells"

The apecimens given refer, of course, to senses of sound, odor,
sight (2) and again, sound, but a student who felt that in tie "trem-
bling arms" of the fig tree lies some appeal to a sense CO4 actual
physical strain would certainly not be wrong.

2. Is there any difference in the sound of these phrases:
"the eooing of amorous doves" and "Without, roared the Iron Age,
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the angry waves of Lmerican traffic"? --A study of the two sen-
tences, in their richness, can be very rewarding. The student
will discover that two images, to begin with, have something in
common, since they both have to do with soundand moreover,
a repeated or constant sound. This similarity makes all the
more striking the contrast between co...km and roari_n_A. A further
contrast should be noted between the sources of the soundbe-
twpen sl gemtit4i rtniriiroll nrcbsittirei sand +lia satyielan+ rrtzni..rnsarin
traffic of the Iron Age. And a finak, "emothraff contrast is
established by the use of the two distinctive adjectives, amorous
and vain,.

3. Describe in a sentence of your own, the chief difference
between the inside of the house and the world outside it. --A "per-
fect" summary sentence is impossible to prescribe, but the
thoughtful student should note that the courtyard owes much of its
tranquillity and happiness to natural beauty and old-fashioned, un-
changing ways,, while the o;:outside wrld" is not only noisy, harsh,
and joyless, bat "modern" in a less 4\ttractive sense of the word.

INTERMEDIATE

4. Which - -!: zitle or outside--does the writer-like best?
How do you know? --rhe writer's preference is obvious, but the
student should observe the particular terms--pweet, delick21,s good,
graceful, rich, etc. --by which Hearn's personal response to the
courtyard is made clear. The final sentence, a highly personal
exclamation, may need to be explained. Canal Street is the boun-
dary of New Orleans' -French Quarterin which the courtyard is lo-
catedand it is clear that Hearn, for one, does not wonder why in-
habitants of that neighborhood do not care ever to leave it.

5. What effect does he gain from repeating "Without . . .
Within" at the first of the sentences? - -It should be recognized
that the "without . . . within" formula not only makes clear the
basic contrast of the essay but also contributes to its form. Hearn
might have provided an extended description of the outside world
and followed it with a similarly detailed account of the courtyart;
(or, of course, reversed this order). Instead, three separate
aspects of the outside and inside are compared, the description
moving alternately from one to the other. And this direct juxta-
position of shorter passages serves to heighten the contrast.

I

6. How do the details of traffic and trucks fit in with
the author's statemont in the first sentence? Why doesn't he men-
tion buildings or people or conversation as found in the "outside
world"? --In his selection of traffic and trucks, Hearn has seized
upon those aspects of the "world without" which contrast most
sharply with trariguijNyancl guiet happiness. Sound, and what it
connotes, forms a central basis for the contrast between the two
worlds, and, for this purpose, traffic and trucks are perfectly
suited, as symbols of modern, man-made noise, to contrast
with the gentle serenity of the courtyard.



DIFFICULT

7. If this is a "Paradise, " why does Hearn allow the
"barbaric sentinels, " the "smothering vines, " and the "peering
plants"? --The more perceptive student will probably sense that
much of the appeal which the courtyard has for Hearn lies in its
"unspoiled, " entirely natural charm. The personification of the
plaits (of which all three phrases are instances) does much to
suggest the totally unchecked, entirely natural profusion of life
in a "Paradise" where all formsincluding some which are some-
what fierce-- flourish. Other responses to this question should
certainly be encouraged-- including that of the student who may
find that these deft touches of savagery prevent the picture of
the courtyard from becoming excessively gentle and placid to .

the point of dullness.

8. The essay begins with a general statement about the
"tranquillity and quiet happiness" of the old house. In the des-
cription of particular details of the courtyard which follows, the
author uses many particular words and pltrazeis to convey the Im-
pression of tranquillity and quiet happiness. How many such
words and phrases can you discover? Notice, in particular, the
details of language which help to suggest happiness.

U. "Blow, blow, thou winter wind' by William Shakespeare. See
S tudent Version.

This lyric, occurrieg at the end of Act II of Shakespeare's
As You Like It is sung by a group of Duke Senior's men who ex-
plain why they have left the cruel court for the ideal green world
in the Forest of Arden, Their argument is a conditional one, per-
sonifying forces in both city and country as destructive-- stinging,
warping, with a keen, biting tooth and rude breath. However, the
choice is clear: though cold, the winter wind is not so unkind as
man (to advanced classes, the paradox of the wind being more kind
than other men kin might be mentioned), nor does the bitter sky
freeze and bite so sharply as a man forgetting his obligations to
other men. Students might see that the rhyme scheme enforces
the contrast, with the description of destructive powers in alter-
nating patterns (aabccb) and the refrain , the lines in praise of
the green world, ending in the same soundshay, fol.1z and joa.
Comment on i'4estions

SIMPLE

1. For a contrast to be effective, there has to be some
similarity between the two things contrasted in order to form a
"basis for comparison. " That is, we can compare a slow runner
with a fast one because both are runners, a red house with a white
one because be are painted houses, a trip to Yellowstone with
one to Disneyluad because both are vacation or holiday excursions.
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In this song, the Duke le men, having fled the Court and come to
the forest, seem to be comparing two ways of life. Circle the
one sentence which seems to you to describe most satisiactorily
the two ways of life being compared:

A - City life is being compared with country life.
E The old lift at nem rt being comp arati with the now 1 if©

the Forest.
C Life in winter is being compared with life in summer.
D - Life on earth is being compared with life after death.
E Married life is being compared with bachelor life.

Cxestions One and Two have been presented in "multiple choice"
fashion to assist the student in discriminating quite clearly be-
tween the basic contrast involved in the song and alternatives
which a careless or fray aentary reading might suggest. It
seems evident that "this life" is being contrasted to a life which
the singers have previously experienced and which, within the
context of Shakespeare's play, can only be that which they have led
at court.

2. The two lives are being compared on a particular
basis, with respect, that is, to a particular thing they have in
common, though in different ways. Circle the sentence which
most accurately describes the common ground or basis for this
comparison.

A The pleasures of the two lives are being compared.
B 'The hardships of the two lives are being compared.
C The climates in which the two lives are conducted are being

compared.
D - The relationships with women in the two lives are being com-

pared.
E The lengths of the two lives are being compared.

The student should be led to see that, although the singers con-
clude that "this life is most jolly, " the conclusion is reached, not
by comparing the positive delights of the present with the lesser de-
lights or hardships of the past but by reflecting that present hard-
ships are less painful than the bitter disappointments of he at
court.

3. Does the contrast lead to any conclusion? Is one life
preferred to the other? If so, which one--and why? --When the
grounds for comparison are made clear, the singers dc are their
satisfaction with life in the forest, whatever its hardsha. J, be-
cause of the absence of the far greater evils they have previously
encountered.

INTERMEDIATE

4. The winter wind lies a tooth and a "rude breath"; it
is called "thou. " What sort of figure do these characteristics
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combine to create? Can you find another similar figure in the
poem? --The student, who has already learned something aboutpoem?

" should recognize this device in the characteriza-
tion of the wind as a semi-human enemy, far less offensive and
painful, however, than the genuine human enemies of the court.
The -bitter" sky is similarly personified. In words like tooth,
breath, bite, warp, and sting the student should discover figura-
tive language which converts the elements into actively hostile
agents which can thus be more readily compared to the human
agents of cruelty at court.

5. Look at the rhyming words at the end of each line. Do
they seem to form a pattern? Does this pattern enforce any set
of contrasts in the poem? --The student should not only note the
rhyme-scheme of the two stanzas but should recognize the re-
peated refrain (and its appropriateness to an informal song) as
the section of each stanza which, following the contrast of the
preceding lines, rejoices in the present situation.

DIFFICULT

6. At one point in each stanza, the singers are led by
the comparison they are making to a very broad and somewhat
shocking general conclusion. Can you find this statement? Does
it seem sensible to you? Do you think Shakespeare wants us to
take it ser:ously? Can you think of any reason, if he does not,
why he should have included this statement? - -In both stanzas oc -
curs the live "Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere fol-
ly, " a sentiment which, the more thoughtful student may find, is
intrinsically pretty hitter. If taken in dead seriousness, indeed,
the line would suggest that the singers are the gloomiest of men.
But the obvious high spirits of the refrain strongly suggest that
we must not take the line too literally, that it is the extravagant,
somewhat irresponsible sentiment of men who are vigorously
damning the old life in their obvious satisfaction with the new.
Here, if not earlier, the student should be reminded that the con-
text of the song is a romantic comedy in which very little, from
the lines of a song to the entire plot, should be taken too soberly
or literally.

III. DeQuincey's "Joan and David". See Student Version.

In this passage, part of an essay in which he defended
Joan of Arc against Viichelet (a French historian who had set
about to debunk the national heroine), DeQuincey compares and
contrasts the two heroes, both of whom rose to glory from in-
glorious beginnings. The first precise point of comparison is
thus the pastoral origin of the two; the same parallel is carried
through to the culmination in the act which inaugurated their patrio-
tic -relit gious mission.



Comment on

SIIVLPLE

1. In what ways did the lives of Joan and David resemble
each other? From your own knowledge of Joan and David, des-
cribe further the parts of their lives that DeQuincey mprply men-
tions. --The student should see that each of the statements made
in tha first paragraph applies equally well to both Joan and David,
that the origins, the inspiration, the "victorious act, " and the as-
sessments of both friends and enemies provide the similarity from
which the subsequent contrast proceeds. DeZuincey, it should be
noted, assumes that his readers are familiar enough with the stories
of both Jan and David so that the precise nature of the "act, " the
identity of friends and adversaries, and alraost at. other historical
particulars are not specified. The teacher might make this pas-.
sage the occasion to point out the allusiveness of much literature,
for here the author presupposes previous knowledge on the part of
his readers. With some questioningand perhaps reminding- -the
students can be encouraged to see that they are familiar with the
two stories and have actually supplied the "facts, " to which DeQuincey
only generally refers, from their own store of information.

2. What is the chief point of contrast between the two
lives? --The contrast between the two lives is attributed to "enemies,
but the student ought to develop this statement further and recog-
nize that the "difference is between a hero who enjoyed to the full
the rewards of victory and one to whom they were totally denied.

3. Each of the following phrases is a figurative way of
stating the same fact about Joan "drank not from the "up of
rest, I' "the departing step of invaders, " "mingled not in the
festal dances, '' "her voice was then silent; her feet were dust.
C,.;.n you state this fact directly in one sentence? Why has
DeQuincey stated it as he has? --This differencealluded to in the
preceding question--is stated in each of the figures in question.
The martyred Joan did not live to "revel in the vision of coronets
and honor from man, " in direct contrast to David, who "rose to
a splendor and a aoonday prosperity.

INTERMEDIATE

4. List the words which the author uses to describe the
two directly, such as "The Hebrew shepherd boy, " "Pure:, inno-
cent, noble-hearted girl." Which of the two would seem more
to get our sympathy on this basis? --The actual characterization
of the two offers no particularly sharp contrast. DzQuincey does
not appear to be shaping a particular response to David but chief-
ly to be inviting our compassion for Joan. Thus, nothing in his
language tends to deny the "greatness" of either figure, but the
emphasis is upon Joan's tragic failure, in contrast with David,
to enjoy the slightest fruit of victory.

I'
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5. Why, then, does DeQuincey even bring in David?
Couldn't he have gained the same effect by describing only Joan?
--The question is perhaps not as easy as it appears. What pur-
pose is actually served by a contrast of this kind? Perhaps the
simplest answer is that radically different outcomes of the two
basically similar careers anneal to our sense of injustice and
hence of sympathy and sorrow for the tragedy of Joan.

DIFFICULT

6. The passage begins with a question. What answer, if
any, has been given by the end of the discussion? -- The initial
question is, of course, not directly answered. That is, DeQuincey
never says "We must think such-and-such about Joan. 'r But the
comparison and contrast moves to the climactic exclamation "Pure,
innocent, noble-hearted girl!" and it is clear that we are invited
to "think" of the nobility of a life, fully as heroic as David's but
conducted without a thought or a taste of the power and glory which
were David's.

IV. Browning's "Up at a Villa. See Student Version.

The speaker of this monologue is one of Browning's de-
lightfully chatty Italians, full of gusto for "la dolce vita' --which
for him means city life, with its mixed beauty and bloodiness.
He unmistakably states his choice in the first stanza; from then
on the contrast appears in alternating stanzas. The point of view
controls then not only the choice of details but the slant he gives
them: students might work with concretions chosen from nature
--wheat, hemp, bees--which ordinarily connote a pleasant scene
but to him are "sharp, " "stinking, " and "tiresome. " In addition,
they might notice how this first- person techniqueconsequee.ly
lacking an authorial commentatorallows the fellow to reveal
his own "immoral" attitude. They might try to determine whether
he is a "good guy" a "bed guy" when, he lumps together by juxta-
posed rhyme the new play, piping hoe and the "three liberal
thieves were shot" without any apparent sense that one spectacle
is much different from the other. Here one might relate the bub-
bling speaker and the E....lashing fountain (calling attention to the
wonderful sound-effects of words like "spouts," "sings, " and
"flasn") to show Browning's lack of moral comment but rather
delight in an attitude seeing all city We as great sport--and the
consequent irony that one must pay for it all.

Comment on Questions

SlItiPLE

1. Does each stanza concern itself exclusively with either
the city or the country? Does the speaker keep an even balance
between the two or is one stressed more than the other? Why?
--An outline of the stanzas wili disclose a pretty fair balance
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between the villa and the city, with a tendency to devote one--and
even twocomplete stanzas to one or the other. The student
might compere this procedure with the far more rapid alternation
of "inside b and "outside" in "Creole Courtyard. Browning's speaker
is a "character, ' who is not concerned with offering a neat, side
-by-Ride comparison but who indulges in protracted musings on the
indignities of rural and the delights of urban life. It shoeld be
!noted that the find emphasiein both the last and next-to-last
stanzasis upon the imagined joys of the city, which are the sub-
ject of the longest stanza.

2. Don't you usually consider a mountain-edge, a tulip,
a cypress-tree, and bees as pleasant, even beautiful objects?
What terms does the speaker use to describe them? Why? --The
student should see that the vexatious features of country life, if
described by a more appreciative speaker, might appear delight-
ful. The images and adjectives through which the unfavorable pic-
ture of life in the villa emerges are those of a bored, worldly,
rather silly man who has no capacity for satisfaction from the sur-
roundings of simple nature.

3. What reason does the speaker give to explain why he
cannot live in the city? Has lie planted this idea elsewhere in the
poem? Wheee? --The speaker's candid recognition that he simply
cannot afford to live in the city, which aprears in the final stanza,
is, of course, anticipated in the poem's opening lines. This may
lead to speculation that the apparent delights of city life simply
represent a case of "the grass being greener, " that we recognize,
although the speaker perhaps does not, that much of the charm of
urban existence may lie precisely in the fact that the speaker can-
nct achieve it.

INTERMEDIATE

4. What city activities does he enjoy? Do you agree that
they add up to the greatest pleasure in Lied? --The sources of
city pleasure must be seen as those which would appeal largely
to a superficial, gossipy, self-indulgent and rather childish sort
of man. The better students should be able to see that it is largely
because the speaker is naive and "countrified" that he is fascinated
by sights and sounds which would be commonplace and even tawdry
for a cophisticated city-dweller. Hie naivete is nowhere clearer
than in the aspects of the fountain he chooses to dwell on or in his
undiscriminating reaction to the dead thieves or the ecclesiastical
and policitcal noticee.

5. Ordinarily the last items in series are the most impor-
tant. Do you think the religious procession in stanza 11 is the
most importent to our man? --This question should prompt tee
student to reflect that the speaker is hardly the sort of person for
whom a religions procession, in its true significance, would have
much appeal. If the procession is important for him,we can judge
that it will be on grounds which have little to do with true piety
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--and this turns out to be the case, for it is as a spectacle and
temptation to dancd to the music that the procession is described.

S. Who is Bacchus ? Is it fitting that the speaker swears
by him? --The speaker's willingness to swear by Bacchus, god
of wine, is an early key to the self- indulgent, often sensual mo-
tives which tend to dominate his dreams of the city. The more
imaginative student may find in this ice oath something of the
naivete which appears elsewhere in the speaker's unconscious
self-characterization. It is a silly oath of the kind that might
be uttered by a man who considers himself a gay blade, a "high
liver. "

Poets often use "sound-effects" words to enforce the
sense of the passage. Can you find any such words in the des-
cription of the fountain? Most students will be able to locate the
obvious "sound effects" in the underscored bangs, and tootles.
Having done this, they may be led to search for more subtle in-
stances of the way in which the sound can be an echo to the
sense" and to discover, for instance, that a phrase like ''our Lady
borne smiling and smart' tends to 00"Vay, in its! brisk, easy al-
literation, something of the light, frivolous, and very irreligious
impact which the procession has upon the speaker. Other exam-
ples of "sound effects" can be found elsewhere in the poem as well,
and some students will probably discover them in phrases like
"prance and paddle and paste" or the bees who "keep their tire-
some whine round the resinous firs.

DIFFICULT

L. Rhyme is a way of linking words and thus ideas. Do you
usually see any difference between "new play, piping hot" and
"three liberal thieves were shot"? Does the speaker? --This ques-
tion is intended to reveal a kind of ironic "yoking" in which by one
device or another (in this case, the link of rhyme) two widely dis-
parate ideas are linked. Here, of course, the pleasurable pros-
pect of a new play is tied to the distasteful news of the thieves'
death. It seems clear that the speaker makes little discrimination
between them and finds as much puerile satisfaction in the deaths
as in the coming drama. The students' ability to see what the
speaker does not and their further ability to recognize the evi-
dence of the speaker's insensitivity offer a useful introduction to a
basic form of irony (a terra, by the way, which might profitably be
introduced at this point).

9. Do the speakers in "Blow, blow, thou winter wind" share
this man's attitude? Compare the two attitudes. -- The final ques-
tion might prove, for the abler students, a useful assignment for a
modest theme or writing exercise in which they establish the basis
for comparison between the two poems and proceed to discover the
sharp crntrast in point of view which underlies them. Both poems
speak of two ways of life, of which one is essentially urban, "sophis-
ticated, " and fined with social and even political activity, whereas



the other is essentially rural, natural, and, remote from society.
But the choices expressed in the two poems are almost direct op-
posites, t he Duke's men expressing their preference for the life
in the forest, despite its rigors, bitterly attacking the court world
which, one judges., the speaker of "Up at a Villa" would find in-
finitely prefereable to his country solitude. The most penetrating,
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of view," discovering in both poems something a bit extravagant
and unrealistic, that in neither case are we asked to sympathize
fully with the attitude expressed, although the "villa-dweller" is
plainly a less attractive character than are the merry singers of
the forest.

Susgested Activities

1. How would you continue the statement that "No man is
an island"? or that "Life is like a football game"? (Here the teacher
might pointout, particularly with the latter, the dangers of soupy
sentimentality and false analogies.

2. How does Eastern Oregon or Washingtsn differ from
Western Oregon or Washington? Obviously, in many ways. Choose
one basis for comparison and expand your ideas.

3. Hearn in "A Creole Courtyard" created a striking com-
parison between inside and outside a sassae by using strong sense
impressions. Try your hand at creating a sense slf °laceyour
kitchen, your science classroom, the corner drucsfor choos-
ing sense impressions which really express the place.

4. Work Up a speech or debate on a controversial issue. It
could be humorous (Resolved, That there is a Santa Claus) or seri-
ous: (Resolved, That Capital Punishment be Abolished. )

5. Try writing a poem based on contrasting attitudes. It
could be a dialogue betwesa a logger and a banker on the best way
to make a living, or an argument between a mother and a daughter
on wearing lipstick.

6. Could the method of contrast /comparison help you de-
fine something? Can't giving examples help create a good contrast/
comparison? Isn't there some overlapping among the non-storied
modes or organization? Is this a good thing?

7. Have you seen any obvious comparison/contrast in any
of the stories you have read?
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CLASSIFICATION AND DIVISION

This unit, as do all in the section on form, aims to show
students one important processclassification and division - -in
operation. The introduction thus attempts to show how common and
natural the process is; the models then demonstrate prime princi-
plesclear basis, degree of completeness, no overlapping, pur-
-poseof the process.

I. "Showboats, " Philip Graham

Philip Graham's "Showboats" lends itself neatly to a demon-
stration of the principle that the parts of a good classification and
division do not overlap. The paragraph structure makes this clear,
witii the first dealing with the size of the crew; second, salary;
third, motives of the actors; and fourth, types--with sub-divisions
here. They should see, too, that he follows an order, from the
necessary economic details requisite for such a showboat to a des-
cription of what the audience comes to see: the actors, the most
interesting of all. They might see that the divisions are not neces-
sarily complete--there is far more material that might be covered.
However, these are enough for one essay.

Sensitivity to Graham's use of language might result in their
seeing the effectiveness of his similes; the migratory birds, the
bride ;room. And he picks just the right concrete details --a well-
combed pompadour, a big nose--to type the characters.

The questions should guide their awareness of these things.
Students might want to classify heroes, heroines, or types of shows
they have seen--not on showboats, of course--but on the modern
equivalent, television and the movies, for an added exercise.

Comment on getestions

SIMPLE

1. This passage is divided itto four paragraphs, and each
one concerns itself with one of the four divisions of the larger class,
Showboats. See if you can find out the four main divisions. Ask
yourself, "What's the big idea that controls each paragraph?"--It
is important that the student be challenged not only to note the distinc-
tions between the four paragraphs but to state, in his own language,
the principal topic or aspect of the showboat to which each is devoted.
Adults will readily recognize that size, salaries, motives, and diversi-
fied characters of the showboat zew are terms which adequately
classify the materials in the four paragraphs, but many a student is
likely to seize on particulars within the paragraph and expand them
into an inaccurate statement regarding the central mission of the en-tire passage (e. g. , that the second paragraph describes "how the
crew liied ). The essay, as a matter of fact, exemplifies the use of
an initial "topic sentence" for each paragraph, a feature which should
be made clear to the student.
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2. Is there any overlapping between one division of the sub-
ject and the next? Prove your answer. --The student should recog-
nize not only that there is no discernible "overlap" among the four
paragraphs but also that this reflects the nature of Graham's literary
undertaking and the means he has chosen to execute it. The task
is simply to present four separate "aspects" or sets of facts about
the showboat crew, understanding of no one of which is at all dependent
upon the rem:trig:Nye/a prirer ponnebnairyn of irtfnrreintinri About the erewe
Perhaps the simplest proof of these assertions is that, if the order of the
four paragraphs were completely changed around so that, for exam-
ple, the first and final paragraphs were substituted for one another,
the essay might be less attractive but certainly not less intelligible.
What the student should ultimately recognize here is that "Showboats"
involves a kind of exposition in which division and classification are
not rigorously dictated by logical or chronological "steps" or se-
quence but are governed by the author's choice as to what seems the
most interesting order in which to present materials which possess
no intrinsic priority.

INTERMEDIATE

3. Why does Graham use the order that he does? Why does
he begin with the size of the crew and end with a description of the
actors? --The order actually chosen by the author (and, it should be
noted, not firmly imposed upon him by his material) obviously in-
volves growing complexity, color. and "subjectivity." He moves,
that is, from matters of demonstrable and rather simple fact (the
size of showboat crews and the general facts about their financial
affairs) into areas in which he must select examples* interpret, and
even speculate somewhat. The student may, in his own language,
reveal an awareness of Graham's own "showmanship, " of the fact
that he begins with the unvarnished facts and progresses, with a
sense of ''build-up, " from simple statistics and rather general ob-
servations to a final and longest paragraph which is full of lively,
diversified, and rather subtle characterizations.

4. The author clearly has not told us everything there is
to know about showboats. Can you suggest a more specific title that
would indicate the particular aspect of showboats with which this
essay deals? Can you think of the titles of similar short essays
dealing with other aspects of showboats which would be interesting
to learn about? --The essay, as the student should be aware, deals
iteelf with only one aspect or classification of the maw different
facts about showboats that might be of interest. The student ought
to be able to produce some such title as "The Crew of the Showboat"
in answer to this question and should be able to suggest that other
divisions of the general topic of showboats might involve things like
their appearance and structure, their routes, the performances they
presented, or the nature of their audiences. This might be a good
occasion for pointing out that the selection of a topic (or a title) for
an entire essay is often, in itself, the result of "classification and
division, " and that a whole essay can often be seen as addressing
itself to one division or class of a larger subject.
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5. Notice the comparisons he makes. What kind of effect
does he suggest when he compares the leading man with a bride-
groom, "necessary but not much talked about"? And why compare
the wandering actors to "migratory birds"? --In this essay, as in
the others, the student should be alert to the fact that a single mode
of organization, in this instance division and classification, by no
means prevents the author from employing, at the same time, such
devices as comparison or the use of examples in particular parts
of his work. The particular figure'. which are pointed to lend color
and meaning to details in the essay by comparing the rather "specter'
showboat world to things which are more widespread and familiar,
but the student should see that this device, here employed for only
a limited purpose, might provide the underlying structure for an en-
tire essay.

DIFFICULT

6. What concrete details does he use to make us see the
characters? Why should the heroine have big eyes and carry roses?
Why does the clown have a sad expression? Do details of this kind
point to a general conclusion about the difference between the real
characters of the showboat actors and the parts they are given to
play? --The final paragraph is considerably more complex and sophie-
ticated than the preceding ones, and only the abler students should
probably be required to consider it in any great detail. They, how-
ever, should recognize that the showboat repertory not only required
certain uniform, old-fashioned "stock" roles (ingenue, villain, lead-
ing mane comedian) but that the actors etemselves tended to be recog-
nizable "types, " although their personal qualities were often at sharp
variance with those of the parts they were required to play.

IL. Ross's "The School Store"

This journalistic column, by a writer of "familiar essays"
and light verse, looks at the school store from the point of view of
a nostalgic adult. The student should be able to understand this
point of view, although probably not to share it completely. He may
discover, in the mock-solemn words and phrases (Run Nourishment,

o_mance sustained and fortified, retentious nonsense art lovers,
etc. and in the catalogues of the store s wares or the boylironver-
sation, that the author is very gently and affectionately "spoofing"
the boyhood world of forty years ago. It would be very wrong to take
the essay too seriously; at eaost, the author is attempting to convey
th. flavor of a remembered part of his youth and to suggest his present,
grown-up attitude toward that memory. To do this, nowever, he has
organized his essay with considerable care, and the student should
become aware that principles of form are as necessary in this kind
of relaxed, "newspaper column" kind of writies as they are in more
complex and ambitious works.

Coxnrnent on eatie.ns

SIMPLE

I. Why does the author, who is writing about a school store



of forty years ago, begin his essay by talking about what a school
store genereiiy means today? --The author is faced with the necessity
of defining his central term, the common meaning of which has
shifted over the past, four decades. In effect, he must dismiss the
current meaning of 'school store" and offer his own, old-fashioned
definition, This is easy to see, but the more able student should also
recognize that part of the writer's purpose is to compare the present
-with the past end that the sharp cotArabi betweea the two kind DI
store eloquently suggests "how times have changed. "

2. !-Iow does the author use the words on the store window,
"School Supplies - Candy - Sundries" to help organize or give form
to his essay? Can you find clear subdivisions within any principal
section of the essay? --The school store may be a jumble, " but the
author plainly seeks to attain some order in his description of it.
The "departments, " as suggested on the front window, offer him the
opportunity to do this. lie suggests in the fourth paragraph that this
will be his principle of order. The ensuing paragraphs are arranged
according to these topics, and the increasing space devoted to each
department (one paragraph to the first, two to the second, four to

the third) reflect the degree it interest which each has for the author.
Subdivisions of the "sundries" section may also be noted. There is
first a general description of its miscellaneous contents, than an ac-
coutn of items specifically sought, then a discussion of random
"browsing" which leads into the paragraph on random boyhood con-
versation.

3. Which part of the store is referred to by each of the
three words, Dhat, r, Nourishment, and Romance? Why does the author
use these rather high-sounding words to describe areas of the store?
--The student should find, in the author's substitution of his own words
for those on the store window, an indication that the original terms
were Inadequate to describe the meaning which the store had for him.
The words are, indeed, highfalutin' to the eyes of an adult or even a
present-day youngster and would probably not have been applied to
the store even by the schoolboy of the twenties, yet they indicate, not
inaccurately, how welcome was the store in the rather narrow lives
of the city boys of that period.

INTERMEDIATE

4. By now you should see how classification and division play
an important part in organizing the essay. Does this principle ac-
count for the form of the entire essay? Can you find examples of
com rison and contrast? Does the author describe things by exam-
eity oes he offer any definitions? --The student should recognize
that "classification and division, " while it orders the major and cen-
tral portion of the essay, does not account for the form of the entire
piece. He should note that the opening paragraphs offer a comparison
and contrast between two kinds of "school store" and that, since two
meanings of a Ingle term are being compared, the comparison in-
volves "definitions 's definition of the "olds' store being by far the more
extended an elaborate. Be should find several brief, informal definitions
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in the description of the store's contents (e.g., slicker, transfer
L.ctin_e_, sun picture.). Moreover, since the description of each
department seeks only to indicate the kind of thing to be found

and not to give a complete inventory of its contents, the author is
offering "examples." And in the final paragraph it may be said that
there is an implied comparison between the author's own sons and
the boys of an earlier period who found, as today's youngsters can-
not, such great satisfaction in the school store.

5. Why are bubble gum and cap pistols referred to as "in-
struments of inattention and disorder?'' What does the author mean
by "shamefully truncated form? Why do iVia KorzibskT and store-
keepers like her have to be "people of infinite patience? What
does the author mean when he say% that "our talk was full of Sun-
driesas it was full of Romance r --The author's deliberately elaborate
language, obvious enough in its meaning for adults, may elude the
student. He should be able to see, in the selected examples, the
author's obvious exaggeration and he might be encouraged to restate
the various phrases in "plain English. " Thus bubble gum and cap pistols
are clearly things which distract attention and make noise, the author
laments the fact that (probably because of inflation) familiar pieces of
candy have grown smaller, Ma's patience is considerable (if not "in-
finite") because small boys must take a long time in selecting candy.
The final characterization of the boyish talk is, admittedly, somewhat
elliptical. A studeut who saw that the talk, like the contents of the
"Sundries" department, was random, wildly diversified, and delight-
fully aimless and impractical would probably come pretty close to
indicating the author's literal meaning.

DIFFICULT

6. How seriously must we take everything the author says?
Do you think he really believes that the school store was "subversive
of youthful morals and health?? Is he really glad, for the sake of
his own sons, that the old kind of school store has disappeared? --Again,
the student should be aware of the author's occasional, rather humorous
exaggeration. Subversive - -a word which may require definition re-
flects a "stuffy( vT-'-ieihe school store, perhaps the view of the
"elders and betters" of forty years ago. The more sensitive student
should probably be able to see that, though the writer is today an adult,
his affection for past is great enough so that, while he acknowledges
the judgment which respectable modern adults might have of the old
school store, it is one he does not really share.

7. Why does the author suggest that his own sons would not
find the old school store very interesting? Dc you agree that they
--or you- -would not? --This open-ended queston is intended to stimu-
late rather free-wheeling discussion. Whether the students will con-
clude that today's youth would, indeed, find little satisfaction in the
simple delights of the past is not really the point. The fact is that
the author's relaxed "description" has terminated with an "opinion, "
which, if the essay is successful, should invite the student to discus-
sion, agreement, or disagreement.
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8. At the beginning and again at the end of the essay, the

author talks about "wasting time. Y' Does he approve of wasting time?
Do you agree with his attitude? --Again, an open-ended question in-
vites the students to consider whether time spent in the school store
was really wastedand even to ask the essential meaning of "wasted
time. " The more imaginative youngsters might find it interee4ing
to ponder the final sentence of the essay, particularly as it repre-
sents the author's attitude toward his own life in a changing world.

Ill. Bishop's "Fish"

The third makes use of classification and division, though
not in quite so obvious a fashion as the first and with a more thought-.
ful purpose. Elizabeth Bishop's poem deals with a common situation:
catching a fish and reeling him in. Once we get beyond a first im-
pression of its size and "grunting weight" we see it piece by piece
first, the skin; then gills, entrails, eyes, and lip. As the classi-
fication proceeds, we see a continual pattern of mingled beauty and
ug)Jness. On his skin are rosettesbut of lime. The pattern of
floral loveliness set against realism occurs in the lines "and the
pink swim-bladder/like a big peony. " Finally the poem leads to the
mouth, embedded with hooks and line. Not explicityly stating the
idea, the poet makes this detail the central one: it shows the tough-
ness, the heroism of this venerable old warrior. His heroism and
glory expand outward, until everything becomes "rainbow, rainbow,
rainbow. " Even to this moment details often thought crudely realis-
tic contribute to the emotional and visual intensity: oil scum on a
pool of bilge begins the spread of rainbow.

The conclusion, again not explicitly spelled out, is what we
feel is right. She, sharing in the moment of glory, lets the vic-
torious fish goo Here the students - -it is hoped--would react in the
same way.

Comr,ent on Questions

SIMPLE

.. 2. In what order do we see the parts of the fish? 'First we
get a .general impression of his large size and weight, but then we
see him more precisely. How would you divide and classify the kinds
of things we learn about the fish? --The student should not only note
the several aspects of the fish (skill, gills, inner flesh and entrails,
eyes, and lip) which are described but also that-unlike such a selec-
tion as "Showboats' -the effect of this poem depends crucially on the
order in which its parts are arranged. Whether the poem is viewed
as primarily descriptive or "storied," it has sufficient narrative N,le-
ilaent to serve as a chief principle of order.

2, Is her order of classification and division the same sort
you night find in a textbook for science class? --Although the style
and the particular details of the description are assuredly not scien-
tiric, the actual categories employed might altually appear in a textbook
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account of this type of fish--a fact which makes the discovery ofthe hooks (which certainly would not be involved in such an account)the more striking by contrast. This might be a good occasion forreminding the student of the tremendous diversity of literary effectswhich can be attained by modes of formal organization that appearqu4"ce similar.

INTERMEDIATE

3. Is this fish beautiful or ugly? What details would youuse to prove your point? What would you make of this: on his skinare "shapes like full-blown roses" (beautiful things. are they not?)but those shapes are "stained and lost through age. - -A carefulanswer to this question will. involve the student in some rather subtlereflection and the teacher would probably not be wise to insist on asingle "right" answer. Certainly one reader may find a disturbingugliness in the colors and shapes whose intrinsic beauti- has been"stained and lost" and in the language of freshness and beauty whichis used to describe destructive or distasteful objects like the barnaclesor sea-lice or the fish's gills. The best students may push thingsone step further and discover, in this strange amalgam of the beauti-ful and the ugly, the fierce and the pathetic, the source of the poet'scompassion and reluctant admiration for the fish.

4. The writer never comes right out and tells us what hashappened when she talks about the "five big hooks/grown firmly inhis mouth." What do they indicate about the fish? ..i/hy are theylike medals? --The fish-hooks can furnish an elementary exercise in therecognition of literary symbols. They are, clearly, not evidences ofthe fish's present suffering but the token of past encounters whicnthe fish has survived, "medals" in the sense that they are the some-what tattered but honorable symbols of old battles, honorably won.The student who grasps this meaning should be encouraged to see howmuch of the effect of the image depends on his own powers of inferenceand imagination.

5. Is it actually possible for victory to "fill up" a boat?What emotional effect is the writer talking about? How does thisfeeling grow from her whole experience of catching a fish? --Thestudent should not only grasp the intention of the "victory" metaphor,with its powerful suggestion that the sensation of victory is overwhelm-ing and crowds all else from the "boat" (and the poet's awareness),but he should see the importance of this line's occurring where itdoes. For it is only after the poet has inspected the fish, discoveredthe hooks, recognized the true character of the old warrior she hascaptured, that the complete dimensions of her "victory" become clear.
DIFFICULT

6. What realistic- -and emotional--facts then make up "every-.g" when she says "everything /was rainbow, rainbow, rainbow"?--Moss_ students probably grasp the literal "happening" involvedin the "rainbow" lines and the fact that, as they have doubtless seen



for themselves, oil on water can convey the effee of a spreading,
all-embracing rainbow. A second, moee subtle step is involved
in the recognition that thie physical occurrence accurately reflects
the triumphant state of the poet's mind--that "Everything refers
not only to the physical or "real" event but to her inner state of
complete delight in victory over the fish. And, finally, the most
astute student may point out Cat the beauty and elation represented
by the ""rain hew" !levet their source only in the rather ugly phenomenon
of oily bilge-water, so that this image, too, is compounded of the
ugliness, beauty, and triumph which pervade the poem.

7. She does not really explain why, but we feel that we know
why she let the fish go. Why was it? Would you have done the same?
--Again, the student should not be pushed toward a single "right"
answer to the question. Kost students will probably be able to see
that there is a mixture of pity and admiration in the poet's final feel-
ing toward the fish. Some, too (particularly if they have done much
fishing themselves), will point out that the "victory" consisted in
capturing rather than keeping the fish (realists might suggest that he
certainly is not represented as being very edible!). And a few of the
most discerning may try to indicate that the "rainbow" moment is
not merely one of victory over a tougn old adversary but a more com-
plicated and elusive combination of triumph, beauty, pity, even ter-
ror; to which the keeping of the fish would caly .ppear as an anti-
climax.

3. Why, now, do you think she classifies the parts of the
fish in the order that she does? What do we see about the skin that
helps us to begin to understand what he has been through? Why does
the author put this detail before the description of the mouth? --This
final question more or less comes full-circle, posing the original
question about the or sr of the poem's parts in a way designed to en-
courage a more searching and sensitive understanding of the entire
poem. In effect, the poem involves a growing awareness, a capacity
to see more and more about the fish, to infer from what can be seen
facts about what cannot be seen, and r final, rather complex emotional
response to the wiiole of what has been discovered. An ordinary fisher-
man would notice only that he had captured a huge, inert, ugly, battered
old fish. But this is a poet-fisherman who can see beauty in ugliness,
fierceness in passivity, the flesh beneath the skin and the story behind
the imbedded fish hooks, so that her orderly "description" is, in
reality, an account of imaginative discovery and of intense emotional
reaction.

W. Shakespeare's "As You Like It"

The last selection is the most complex of all- -not because of
the language (although students will certainly need help with words like
mewling; para, pantaloon and s- ans), but leecause of its implications.
This well-known speech delivered by the melancholy Jacques, that
interloper in the Forest of Arden is a collection of Renaissance com-
monplaces--which neverthelbss seem fresh with each reading. The
notion of the world as a stage should probably be somewhat new to junior-
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high students; at any rate, they Phould see ithis as a metaphor
whi ,a introduces Jacques' division of man as an actor, playing seven
role 3.

Discussion niight profitably concentrate on the literal state-
ment, the concretions by which Shakespeare characterizes each of
the seven periods. The first three should give no trouble, but the
eeetion on the soldier might require some expansion: however, re-
lating the phrase "jealous in honor" to any young hothead's reaction
to a supposed insult to his honor should show that Shakespeare's
phrase is merely a different way of stating a not unfamiliar reaction.,
And "Seeking the bubble reputation/Even in the cannon's mouth"
should point to several ideas: that he seeks a good reputation as a
soldier in the thick of the fray--in the canuonts mouth. However,
Jacques' undercutting of this search should be made clear: that repu-
tation is still just a bubble. The justice's "wise sawa and modern
instances'' are also like the sort of cliches and anecdotes the students'
uncles tell them. As for the pantaloon, the richness of the phrase
well sav'd should be pointed out: it is an abstract term confirming
many of the concrete ones in the poem; it is used ironically to show
that what he has taken care of all his life, his property, is now of not
much use to him.

Comment on Questions

SIMPLE

1. How. does the metaphor of the world as a stage, with men
and women merely players, introduce the mr,La subject; the seven
ages of man? --This question can be treated with some complexity.
What most students can be expected to understand is at a fairly literal
level, for they should be able to grasp that if life is compared to a
theatrical performance, then the seven stages of man's life can be re-
garded as separate, successive acts. A more subtle view of the initial
figure might be invited by asking what would be lost if the comparison
to the stage were not made and the passage merely began with an as-
sertion to the effect that life can be divided into seven parts. In this
way, the student may be helped to see how a rather cynical view of life
as "play acting" sets the tone for the entire speech and makes of man's
life, as seen by the speaker, a spectacle of somewhat bitted. amusement.

2. Is the picture that the speaker gives of the infant the same
sort of picture you would see in advertisements for baby food? --The
student should readily grasp the fact that Shakespeare's characteriza-
tion of the infant is not conventional but far less sentimental and com-
forting than m..ght be expected. And because the entire speech is, in
a sense, a kind of self-characterization by the speaker, it seems
natural to ask what kind of person would produce this unusual and
rather disturbing view of infancy.

3. What does he suggest by calling the schoolboy's face a
"shining morning, face?" Is the comparison to a snail fitting? --The
account of the well-scrubbed but slow and reluctant schoolboy should
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present little difficulty for most students. Here, as elsewhere, they
might be helped to appreciate the cynicism of the description by con-
sidering alternative, more orthodox and comfortable ways of des-
cribing "eager youth on its way to achool.

INTERMEDIATE

4. How does the speaker regard the lover? Are we to ad-
mire him? Feel sorry for him? Laugh at him? Give reasons for
:iieur answer. --Most students should know enough about the conven-
tional portrayal of lovers (in movies, television, and popular songs,
as elsewhere), so that they will find this account humorously un-lover-
like. Furnaces tend to roar, rather than to sigh; the "woeful" ballad
to the "mistress' eye brow" is a caricature of the lovesick youth,
extravagantly praising the most trifling features of the beloved. Here,
as throughout the speech, a stage e; life which can be--and usually is
--made to appear attractive has been presented as ludicrous and un-
appealing.

5. What does this line about the soldier literally mean:
"Seeking the bubble reputation/ Even in the cannon's mouth?" Do
you think the speaker admires a soldier's career? --112pitatl.sain
these lines must be seen as meaning fame or glory, and thus the
soldier is represented as pursuing fame though it leads to the great-
est possible danger--or perhaps even to death itself. This account
might make military life seem entirely admirable, were it not for
the word bubble, which, as the student should see, makes of fame a
hollow and fleeting thing and throws grave doubt on the soldier's
judgment, if not his courage. The best students may be led to recog
nize that these lines, together with the earlier emphasis on what is
strange, jealous, "'sudden and quick in quarrel," tend to stress the
irrational and rather "senseless" aspect of military life.

S. Have you ever seen the character Pantaloon in a puppet
show? Judgirtg from this passage, how old would you say a man in
the "sixth age" is? What has happened to the "good capon" (rather
like fried chicken) that formerly lined his "fair, round belly?" What
hind of voice is suggested by the words pipes and whistles ?--Idost
students will probably not have seen Pantaloon in the puppet shows
taut they may be interested to know that he has survived into the pres-
ent day). It may be useful to point out that he is not only a silly old
man but, traditionally, the butt or victim of the other characters'
jokes. The loss of vigor and health and the approach of second child-
hood are essentially pathetic, but Shakespeare's language rots this
stage of all dignity--and hence of any claim on our corapassion. His
emphasis is, indeed, upon the "clownish" aspect of old age, a point
the student may be helped to grasp if, once more, he considers other,
more sympathetic ways in which old age might have been described.

DIFFICULT

7. What kind of attitude does the speaker apparently have
toward the characters he is describing? way to see that point



of view is by the verbs he chooses. How do you react to words like
mewling and ullstiLgi. ? or whining and creeping for schoolboys? Look
for other words that express the speaker's attitude. --Most students
can doubtless discover that the "seven stages" are represented in
a generally unattractive light, with nothing of beauty, dignity, or
wisdom to redeem the spectacle. The better students, however,
might consider the subtler question of the precise "tone of voice"
adopted by the "melaricholy jacqueS, His description is not truly
savage or disgusting. The early stages of life are seen as essentially
undignified, silly, or unreasonable; the "justice, " perhaps the
closest approach to well-being, is plainly smug, self-indulgent, and
"'stuffy. t" The sixth stage emphasizes loss, and this is obviously in-
tensified in the last stage the student may find here the final domi-nation of the "melancholy' note over the somewhat humorous and
colorful quality of the earlier characterizations.

E. The division of _can's life into stages, in each of which
he plays a different "role, " clearly gives form to the speech. In
what way does this plan further help the speaker to convey his atti-
tude toward human life? =This admittedly rather advanced question
is designed as a reminder - -at least to the better student- -that form
is not merely a way of ordering a literary composition but that it is
a means, deliberately chosen to achieve a particular end. In this in-
stance, the basic idea of a stage on which man is destined to play a
succession of roles emphasizes the frail and fleeting character of all
of life, Moreover, this procedure allows the author to disregard the
continuity and variety which are actually true qualities of any man's
life and concentrate instead upon a series of single characterizations,
in each of which he can select and focus upon only those details which
enforce his basically cynical view of the human condition. Here, as
is so often the case, "classification and division" crucially involve
selection, and selection is plainly governed by a sense of artistic
purpose.


